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CLOSING REPORT O' A ON RELATING TO

ELECTRIC PO EVAIA REP!ORT[

In 1971 the Operations u ato unit carried out, as one of its

first efforts, a review of Bank om tios in the electric power field,

mainly on the basis of ex-post as-tosmnts against orignal objectives,

of a large and diversified sample o projects for which the Bank had lent

a cumulative total of about $1 bilion to ten different power companies

- three in Colombia and one each in Argentina, Brazil, Ethiopia, Chana,

Malaysia, Mexico and Singapore. 0he resulns o: this study were presented

in "Operations Evaluation Report: eric Power" (RD Report No. Z-17)

dated April 1972. Bank assistance Lo the Colombian Power sector was also

treated somewhat more compreheniVly in one haper of the report "Bank

Operations in Colombia: An Evaluation" (RD Report No. Z-18) which was

issued shortly thereafter Both sludies incudeld ore n suggestions re-

garding future Bank activity in the ield of electc power which were dis-

cussed with the relevant operatiny departments bbefin ore and after presenta-

tion of these reports to the Executive Director d ere in the main agreed

to be worthy of pursuit.

The purpose of the resent document is Lo report briefly on actions

since taken by the Bank that relam o the quggestions made. It is based

on a review of relevant research pers and operaVional guidelines issued

by the :ank over the last two yaea a f appraisa eports for power loans

approved in FY 1974 as well us on -srs oiscussi in July 1974 with

all operating units principally uie for c power work. AFter

recalling the main conclusi ons of i deluati r> uie and indicaIng'

the main lincs of recent Bank acti.y .n wh ield f ectric power, this



report systematically summarizes ch of the original suggestions, the re-

sponse that the Bank operating departments gave at the time and relevant

aetions since taken. An overall assessment, and summary of points that, in the

opinion of the Operatins Evaluati Department, require further attention,

is given in the concluding paragrs.

The avaluation studies ound that the rapid pace of power system

expansion achieved in the developin countries between 195C and 1970 had

depended crucially on Bank financi- and ca cuded tha the wider pattern

of Bank action had been notably eine ive in achieving the main preoccupation

that the Bank had developed in its ork in this field: minimizing long-run

(financial) costs of power system axpa siou by such measures as improvements

in sector organization, careful advance investigation and planning to enable

selection of the most economic patn o system expansion, use of international

competitive bidding and assuring adequatc cash-flow to the utility to prevent

construction interruptions. The W had in particular in several instances

made significant contributions to ns titutional rationalization by urging

amalgamation of regional power cm v, or coope.ative arrangements, to

permit achievement of scale econo a s fiac covenants, which

had steadily improved in form, oe' weidence o having been causative fac-

tors in the steady improvement of nnIal perform acn deonstrated by most

of the companies, Notabl intern organizational improvements had also

been stimulated by the Bank in sev compnies, and the two cases among

all ten that still showed considerablc institutional weakness were ones

where, in complex political circum ances, responsibl !y for power supply

wthin relatively small area; remained divied. Major cosp overruns had

occurred on some projects, but gener ly K reao ha would have been
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hard to foresee, and in the case of very few plants were they large enough

to raise doubts in retrospect as the economic vality of projects

selected. Only in few cases had them been temporary unproductive building

ahead of demand, due to faulty planning,

The main theme of the report's suggestions for the future was that

the Bank could make an important contribution to further improving its own

selection of power projects and the role of its power customers in develop-

ment by helping them to cope with fundamental questions, essentially related

to the links between power supply and development, which it had largely

bypassed in the past. Iow quickly should power demand be allowed or en-

couraged to grow? How much can electricity supply induce development or

improvements in efficiency in other sectors (eg. small industry and agri-

culture)? How much expenditure should be allocated to electrification of

villages or small towns presently un ed, and how shculd they be selected?

How much effort should be devoted to expanding the coverage of the power

system a5 opposed to improving reliability standards on the existing system?

What are appropriate risks of load shedding to run undfer different economic

conditions? Under what ci1rcumstances is it rtohwhile frm the socio-

economic viewpoint to provide power at Loss than cost to serve? The report

asked the Bank to develop appropriate methods of analysis and project apprai-

sal to help bring answers to these basic dilemmas.

Bank and IDA lending for electric power, after falling sharply in

FY 1973, reached a new peak in FY 1974, in excess of $750 million, in real terms

20% above the average annual amount power 1lending comitted in 1969-73 and en-

visaged for 1974-78-~ The number oI rojects; at 14, was about the same as the

1/ Revised IBRD/IDA Program 1.974-t8 .f Jiune 1974



average number approved in each of thc previous five years; three of

the loans were in excess of $100 million, inYiclu'dioe, of $148 million,

the largest single project loan ever made ny th, Bak oi-r the Elbistan

lignite-fired thermal plapt in ' e v somewhat surprising trend, in

light of earlier expectations, s e ai drop over the last year in the

share of power distrioution in the Bank's lending and in the projects

supported, as shown by the following table

IBRD/IDA Lending for Electric PowFY 197016-74
(current lions)

970 1971. 17 1973 19 74a/

Loan/Credit Amounts Approv d 556 0 500,9 20 6 321.5 754.8 i

% for Distribution 20 19 14 1

Total Project Costs- 512, 816.1 883.1 2958.0

% for Distribution 18 9 30 0.5

a! excluding three small supplemnary loans committe under amendments to
earlier loan agreements to help cover cost errm

b/ excluding interest during cntructi'n.

In each of the years 1970-7.3 two oth loans/credits apoved were predom-

inantly for diLstribution expansion in countre as Arge tina, Brazil,
V/

Ghana, Iran, Nigeria and Turkey - nd nother four pro ects included some

distribution 'omponent. FY 1974 power lending included only two projects

with a distribution component and i both it was quite small. No integrated

rural development project Bpproved to date has had an elctric power component,

but one under preparation for Mex may be the dirt do so.

An important innovation in;h :Bnk's power work, sponsored by the

new Public Utilities Department tlhav merged fxom Bank's reorganization



in October 1972, is the e4 tablishmnent of regular prins of publications

of research papers and operational guidelines. Over the last eighteen

months numerous papers prepared by Bank staff and consultants have been

published in this form, ranging fron guidelines on. technical cooperation

with other international agencies Lo a major review of the changing rele-

vance of nuclear power for develoigr countries. Somle of the research done

on electricity pricing and rural -etiication is now culminating in an

important policy statement on Uhe economic analysis of public utility projects,

carrying the Bank's appro ch much bond cost minimization and demonstrating

how the incremental retura concei that has come i - use in the Bank in

the last few years can become a maningcful tool + eonomic ana-j oece

the relationship between r4eearged for utility services and their

marginal costs is established.

1. System Extensions

The Bank should expedite work to develop techniques for analyzing

the economic validity of extending public power supply to new areas, such

as marginal zones of the cities, surrounrl ing villages or small towns or

larger regions presently 1pnserved,

The Bank agreed with the needto study this mater on a priority

basis and to identify ecolomic and o effects o-, -ystem extensions to

smaller and less dense markets, with a ;ic' to n : ractical ways to

improve cost/benefit techniques and also provide a sunder basis for justi-

fying departures from str ct economic/inancial pring policies in order

to meet social objectives.

The Bank has carried out a major research study of

rural electrification experience inaE Sador and prouced a number of



internal instructions and papers relaLing to the economic justification of such

schemes. Further field study is underwa7 in connecLion with a small rural

electrification component to a power loan made to Ecuador in February 1972.

The major conclusions derived from these studies can be summarized:

a) Ruralelectri f cation , b:st undertaken w; t in the framework

of an integrated regional development program, and even in the (usual)

absence of such a program i J os desirable to move as far as possible

to examining the potential i this broad contoxt,

b) Successful vilage e riation normaly requires that the village

average per capita irtcome be ab a particular "'thtreshold" level (for

example, $50-60 in E.l Salv J.9~72) at which demand begins to develop,

but growth of demand can b ra ,pi. I and it is essential to focus on

the prospects for this.

c) Economic bene fiL . d-prices 0a-chrged for power (mainly

increases in productjson mW mia y powC lsly and savings on al-

ternative fuels) can and shai be routinely assessd for productive uses

of electricity (such as ir ri T-on, agro/village industries, water supply

works).

d) Comparable b nefits in excess of prices charged for household

consumers (from savings on a rnative fuels an ,geater value of higher-

quality energy) are 5o dificult to estimate sonady at reasonable cost

and may well normally be suf cily small thst revenue projections may

generalLy be taken a a reasab indicat a of gross benefits of such

consumption.

e)lIt is essential to :"a run - rather than a medium-

run (5-year) term of analys -'. o o w <n the economic analysis

1/ Public Utility Note 6,"The aal of vi a e Itrification Projects"

(August 1, 1973) Draf t Poli .o "ssu - Electrification"

(July 24, 1974).



of both the prospective grow e od and oF pmsible cai

scale economies from increar network uti L atUn.

f) Tariffs may be set be Long- rn marginal costs during the early

years because of the gener hed co, e need to promote

;the use of the service ns e1mnall huiness and

but , Ku ( or Wc I 1nould be made explicit

and tariffs should wi thIn n' years aim a lecting the level

and structure of long runm wa ecqs o in order to secure

s efficient allocation of res urces aud LO avod i-uitik Witt tWe

much larger number of rura n ms- devel-oping countries who

will remain without electric or a y st abo'ut 75% in the early

1980s).

g) Non-quantifiable be&n ;s a (e.g. educational

or other effects on h>useho ma tmes ma suficiently signif-

icant to warrant undertaking a project whose inc emtal return based

on financial returns plus an alwa or udP . users benefin

in excess of prices charged) i belo H pportunity cont or

capi tal.

The appraisals of projects pro y ank and EA i FY 1974, even those

with significant distributidn compo s not re any of this wor%

However, a preliminary appraisai i a o , a oral elec Zr ica-

Mion project in In a, giving speca t C :ustification

znra p"iJ"1Y nIrawing cV n the lAnf "'W"p a riication o

esearch results s planned f a i 007, 7ont KnO

a ran



on practical appl cat n aproach developed

there apacars to be need r !u '' ope with (a) the

cse OF countries at much ower d Wv Salvador, for

instaucc in West Africa, to see aue 'ations apply and

b) the specia prob of Ia urn, , perkb due to the

difficulty - Th:'rg:nL thew A.S ; , ' nt -K 1 I of th rest of

!he urban area :vcn Lhough the co asri is hi 7 o r than in quarters

already developed.

2. New Conne t on Policier

The Bank should try to ass in concoi evaluation of power

projects at both the selection a prasa sta her utility policies

regarding :ne connection of new cft dPo distribujion :ys

tems arc satisfactory in the sens h h repn cc any opportuni les

that may exist for accomplishin, i i dnt devenpm benefits from

spread of electrification for n reasing !iency of smal in-

dustry or aiding producti3 and tt n in ra n 'rginal urban areas.

.e Bank stated that the Y ssary K ud mn. ad be made i the

course of 2p3 aisal missior an" L- vou by the respl' s

exrn . from chi research i ( unr e0ccom 1 which wovl

Tic 3'nk s own reSrc'h Dia 7" -00 rural & cc'fica-

0on dc aiCcate that the a.p ca; a" of ctr: c agriculturav and

r ournoses in pa 4 ic wri su e ;elopnt b0 V fis

1'",r me '2:"Sn polic's . 'if < 3'. -ESS& y



s for power projece gen ed w apraisa reports even give

)rojection of the number of ne er exe c be ronnected. This

-y in par! reflect the very low Aro distribmio in recent power lend-

ing and the fact that some oans bev to bulk SUPpiers, although, from

the point of view of projec ju .. rinnd utii ion, new connection

policies of ultimate retailers wo am to warra utention, whatever

the Bank is directly helpiPg to uase. Tis acuna in the Bank's analysis

may be filled with rigoroub applir' n o4 che pooe new approach to

economic assessment of pub ic u L rojects maa .zing the relationship

between marginal costs of supply -" charge'. I Lhe en'able the Bank

ot advise its borrowers constructim c ether che iace of connection,

of new consumers should, from. the mo mi p f ov be accelerated

or reduced.

3. Self-Kelp for Distribution S

The Bank should enpoura . ouWr . rc power companies

to find appropriate institution f 4 ng self-help ear -

n distraution expansion.

The Bank undertook to be or 'o o out -essful experienc,

nr .i ficr : ih a view 0 inc P support

ac I''tn An bi m. c1 s 'cral del Ane.

could in nrescribed

Pe Bank's r:-:a. ej.ctrifica'on rcsacO wam u seful> no 04

c of c-o= tives a rural " d at "he labor

Somponent o" - rural elect ica - ma n to 27 o

total investmen: costs, so hat ve> ar nc s may mW i9-

scircv E-nne iv. aylae for cr~r 01.TV W



T: ecessful appLica o self-hep in Th power field, for

c~re'in acmAi'itration, SAM a n of lines (e.g.

ADbra Prateh and parts oV C - t n systUaic effort seems

o Aavr wen made in operationa Ooa ence.

Generation and Tranpmiss on t

The Bank should he :P de pequi o Lies and consult-

ants, more systematic procedurcs iun e on of reliability

standards appropriate to cifferen n and. anh a view Lo

evcntuan presentaton in appr ai x Iustification Or

standards selected.

'he Bark ind red ie t, .1 pKroposal but

e'tl' ic 'he d ti'iA tR uf o ov K flv-'

lower _n stan ars of service. N. were in

leadt to apprla sal reoer ts explicit .'Wn LAU a of risk c''

10. iurc n' upply 'Imp lied il r oe. I~S the COUN 10LK ic

t econmc optima tj e Yrc

7' :C "'( a resarV 1 '' ' '

0.' n -cj' . wec c ircdulated,- ofV" e' cavr

I_! 7 4 recent svstlcm a at'.' ''or / >

I01'( P-nv) icndazc 7o 0' is inLC"'~WM 10 rt.

CV CD O'P. t "'V" rV CIA

J_ ,,s_ 2"

'< '



experience and judgment, but there in no evidence Oha hey are getting

more systematic attention than in Qm pa Indeed awwraisal reports,

appear typically to present sm s information tbn they used to

(particularly on capacity eserve an msultant terms of reference

for feasibility studies are not r wed, a n d, with a par-

ticular eye to these matters.

Relative neglect of these te may be js id by the fact

that many of the more important B borrowers oL K years have been)

suffering shortages, more or Les ee, o! generating and bulk-transmission

capacity and may well be expecte f 'Oniu to os with the new prospects,

following the increase of oil pric- e r pg th of demand for

electricity and higher costs u o me neNn l there are otries

where this does not seem to be s or st.an ce Bazil, Ethiopia

and some East Asian countries o not s asonable for Con-

sultants, or borrowers, to be aka

(a) the savings in c s v:'> t from adem m

of the nex lower standad ofw than th

proposed.

(h) e amounts of loa ' i at : qu ire t

Lowr sran rd were app Cd.

This would generate useful inforn m ' i in corn''. WIS

tariffs at sys em peak; the natur -I ad'> . toad shedding arrange-

itnaso etc. t may aso use Y c 20 on study re

7. Distribution Reliability Sta

Distribution standards L uecWe to 6: same trem: us

mentioned above Nor Generatior an an Lon, an 3ank shuI



encourage borrowers to carry out eatic studies to optimize distribu-

tion standards to local condition,.

The Bank expressed general aremen with these propositions and,

emphasizing again some of the tecncal I iculties involved, referred to

planned research to be undertakei.

A useful note has been prepared on the aspecti that need to be exa-

mined by appraisal and other tech alissons, and most of the planned

research (particularly covering moen practices) s been carried out,

but it has not been possible to e thiat researc -yet, as envisaged., to

the case of a sample city in a develoing country.

The work sp far done sugge> hag there may be considerable scope

for saving on costs simply to rch presently intende standards in many

developing countries , And there considerabie rintere in this subjct

within the Bank. An optimlization ;'y, ' approxmatey-the nalure suggested

in the evaluation report, was ca for by the Bank ionnection with the

April 1973 loan for the Tstanbul Distribuion p roct. More broadly, it is

envisaged that the consultants who ave done the re seach on European prac-

tices for the Bank may participate in selected operatinal missions and that

some specific studies may be underIken by Bank st seek scope for

reducing the cost of distribution, prticulrly a of power development

in East African countries, partl t, mulate by concern about the possibility

of distribution standards presenti b eing ees sive i 'naire. A consultant

study focussing on this aspect is underway in Ghana, at the initiative of

the Ghanaian authorities, with a v w to preparing a projcct for submission

to the Bank.

/ Public Utilities Note 4 "Standar of Urban Elecir iry Distribution"
(June 28, 1973).



6. Urban Context

Appraisal and sector reports coukI usefully consider power in its

urban context and treat explicitly the question of balance between power and

other services and facilities in trms oi the quantity and quality of their

supply.

The Bank took the view that appraisal teams had neither the oppor-

tunity nor the ability to Wake judgen' about the adequacy and quality of

other services compared with power And that anyway these were not in prac-

tice very serious issues, except possibly in rare instances in which case

they would be given special treatmen - as was being done at the time in a

particularly intensive effirt on ita nuP , involving veral loans for

different services and numerous stuies. NormalVy, t s felt, these issues

would be treated in the Bank's ions at the time of developing the coun-

try lending program and in iscussi with Gov anms as to appropriate

projects for Bank consideration.

Several cases of imbalance urban serv'ces, with power being con-

sistently more plentiful and bettr n ity than ot services (parti-

cularly water), have been encountr the Opea ion valuation Department

in its work on completed Bank-assistd projects. It doe, seem that a problem

has existed, at least in thy past, and tbere is no r s to suppose it does

not continue. If appraisal missions are not ab -o treat this matter, perhaps

President's Reports should reflect ahe clear jud gme -f the Bank's program

officers regarding the risk of the problem recurring in connection with the

proposed project, possibly with supiort;in the form -f syatistics on exisLing

relative availability and coverage n" different uvilit services in the

principal urban areas to be supplie:



7. Tariff Structures

The Bank should further inthe attention given in recent years to

tariff structures, systemqtically nayng wherever possible the extent to which

tariffs charged to different con er groups reflect social marginal costs so that

deviations may be explicitly just ed ir terms of (a) effective means of taxa-

tion of inelastic consumers, (b) s ii warrant-d to induce consumption because

of resultant economic benefits n price distori ons elsewhere in the economy.

The Bank accepted this re co endt on and planned research, case

studies and production of approprit guidlines, but it stressed. as an

obstacle to progress the shortage o ualfe peopl in the Bank and in

borrowing institutions to work ben,

With the aid of consultant the Bank has odued research papers/

of high quality in this ar a, undeO a kenase studes (in Sudan and Tunisia)

and prepared the guidelines envisged Th specif eoints raised in the

evaluation report recommendation no appea to be vr generally accepted.

Virtually all appraisals ) power r ;c now in. cd ome treatment of the

borrower's tariff structure, and te' Bank has incea nly raised questions

about major deviations bet ween chae 2o particular cnsuimer groups and the

costs to supply them, and tself sudie rhem inii detail or called for their

review by consultants and borrowers (or instance in Burma, Sudan, Malawi,

Turkey, Algeria in recent years), ahe analysis will be urther deepened as

the research results are fully appe aru as the new approach to economic

evaluation of utility proiects menioned earlier comes into general use.

1/ Principally, Public Uti ities ees 1, "Econic Analysis of
Electricit'y Pricing Policies: nr uti on (C y 9, 1974) and
Research Paper 3, "Framework C ty dies" (Marchi 18,
1974).

2/ Public Uftili ty Note 5, ' Priin in Poer a nd Water Suly" (July 1973).



The main constraint to mo e frequent analysis of tariff structures against

marginal costs appears to have been the shortage of appropriate Bank and

consultant staff.

8. Shadow Prices

Shadow prices should be used in the economic analysis of project

validity in all appropriate circumscances, and they may be reflected if

necessary in utility tariffs.

The Bank agreed that ideilly shadow1 , prices should be used in

benefit/cost analysis, project selction, design,and construction, and

in the setting of tariffs, althoug in pract ice at the time their use was

largely confined to a few cases f project election and to the calculations

of internal economic rates of retorn (based in adjusted financial data).

Guidelines since ptepared on anaives of rua elcerification

schemes and of tariff structures an on economic ev.aluation of utility

projects do recommend that shadow pres for foreign exChange, labor and

capital be used, whenever appropriate, in benefit- cost analysis, project

selection, marginal cost p icing ad ternal econic return calculations.

Actually, there has been a widespread recognition of thi-r usefulness;

shadow prices have been used mainl in selection of least-cost alternatives

(Nigeria, Gabon, Morocco ard Iceland) in a few inscances in economic return

calculations (Turkey, Algeria), but seldom in marginal cost and tariff reviews

(Burma only); the two tariff structure case studies (Tunisia and Sudan) did not

use shadow prices despite their seeng relevance to itee countries. Finally,

shadow prices have not been included in1 the documentation provided to con-

sultants responsible for early seletion and design of projects considered

for Bank financing.



Strengthened internal arrang ements within the Bank seem to be needed

particularly, first, to ensure the us of appropriate shadow prices in

tariff studies (where they may be of greatest relevance in the electric

power field) and their incorporation in terms of reference to consultants

selected for feasibility and sysempnniqng studics, and, second, to secure

firmer help from country Ipecialists in the choice of appropriate values.

The latter problem should be ease with the decision recently made to under-

take a special effort on the gertOn and application of appropriate shadow

prices for selected countries i each region, as a preliminary Step to gen-

eralized use of these concepts,

9. Fiscal Contribution of Power Conpne

Examining the power compai romite point v of the contribu-

tion it can make to development, imight be useful t include regularly

in appraisal reports a paragraph or iwo about fiscal aspects of the company's

operations, in view of their impr tance in connection with tariffs, procure-

merit, the financing of investment, maintenance of sound- balance among utility

services and Government revenue needs; orrowers studie show a very wide

diversity of performance in this spect.

Stressing that all flows bete Government and power company, as

well as internal cash gendration substitut'ng for overment capital contri-

butions, should and could quite easi be considered i assessment of the

fiscal effects of borrowers' operations., the Bank planned to prepare instrue-

tions on this subject.

Fiscal aspects were referred to, and prooed for review by opera-

tional missions, in the previously m ned Public Utity Note 5 issued

in 1973, but shortage of staff ledeto postonement o. the planned revision



of the appraisal checklist in whiclh hi matter was incorporated and

recent appraisal reports on. power ijc's have not ircluded the proposed

special paragraph - although there tppears to be a lar amount of agreement

that this would be quite f£asible and us , and tlcommunication project

appraisal reports have begun to in u. suc. a discussion. The Bank has con-

tinued to intervene on this matter, inome cases s ' t ing payment of taxes

or dividends by the utilit'es to rnment (e.g, Ethiopia and Ghana) and

in others recommending or icceping exemp t.on from suc payments as a means

to improve company profitabililty ( 'L P ppines an Iceland). More

general draft instructions, o more ,laborat nature e ave recently been pre-

pared for the handling of this aspec in prcects, no t only those in

1/
power. It remains true that ao sr'ing poitr, not difficult, would

be a simple presentation in appraia repors r- h rious aggregate flows

(or substitutes of flows) between overnment and pwer ompany, perhaps with

some comparative figures from other power companies or other sectors in the

same country.

10. Utility Performance Indicator

The Bank should give mor y ma at ten:ionto technical and

financial indicators of utility -_eerance other tate overall rate of

return on assets, and inc trtde in app raisao rportsi tables showng

the trends of selecced indicators over pa st years. n te case of serious

problems, performance targets for the f-uture could e agreed upon during

loan negotiations (along w th spe Cise or stu to attain them) and

regularly checked by projet super- i isin,

l/"Pricing and Cost Recovery f r >, July 1974.



The Bank agreed that there wr )Lrg potentii benefits to be

obtained from more systematic use o Lechni-cal and financial performance

indicators although at that time i see to think of them more for purposes

of broad comparison between counti, to understand betMter existing situations,

rather than as bases for Largetti mproveents

instructions For the syfema use of such indicators in appraisal

reports, calling for presentation at values, we- issued in late 1973.-'

However they have not been followe in power project appraisal reports, except

in a perfunctory manner in one. canother case ar e aborate Plan of Action'

was developed for the improvement oa borrw ing uti liy in particular

difficulties (PLN in Indonesia: . 399 of May 1973) and was presented

in the appraisal report; in res t Excui Directors' request

during discussion of the proposed it a progre rt after one year

was recently circulated to the Dir e tr The Action' gave time

targets with regard to completion o ertain steps and studies, but no

numerical specifications of the a iprovements !n performance (except

for the operating ratio) that wer expected to reult.

There appears to be unanimc.. agrement in princple that greater use

of efficiency indicators and targ waoud be useful in Bank power operations,

although different emphase remain s to the most important uses of them.

It may be that here too one or two of those ho rgially prepared the

general guidelines should firs sta vthe easibility and utility of the

system proposed, on a demostratim as is, in co nnecion with appraisal of

one selected project; suc a praec alxmple may b easier for others to

follow and appreciate than gener a e guideLines In f-irst instance.

/ Public Ut il i tV Guidelines 3, i i for Proja Moni toring System
,or Public Ut ilties Projects, Novemb 8,9



11. Power Planning Units

The Bank should give more attention in sector and appraisal missions

and institution-building efforts .he functional adequacy of utility and

national power planning units.

Pointing out that plannin unts neded t:o be exnined for the ade-

quacy of their staff, their tecimi Kiand heir i .ence, the Bank agreed

that this was an area requiring co istent prioriKy. Guidelines emphasizing

these points were to be prepared.

The guidelines could not repared due to sLaff shortage. Appraisal

missions have normally given atten in the plann units, but their weak-

nesses are seldom subject ao qubck ouon, although the possibility of

major progress is illustrated by nm9beO Of ccman-ie which have moved

over time from heavv reliance on csu tant s to on almost all their own

planning except of a most specialie ty: e.g iTaand, Ghana, Tunisia,

Algeria, Morocco and Iran).

It would seem desirable t.o" 'ae he ief icelines envisaged

on this sub ect and to seel morec oughy and sysomcally than in the

past every opportunity for consulis p feascc ity and system-

planning studies to include traini in ref'erence wherever

suitable rinees are avai lable.

12. Training

The Bank should systeiatic; yx conid er t n for training and

opportunities for promoti and a-i in -e :ipraisals and reviews

of eonsultant tners of reference

Tirs point was agree c b an c b the Bans

genieral suidel:a ies andi meneoranda< :cc !"II" L r ri, ro c t s



ueead, training as re enproje frequent and

ful attention, and substantial a son (Indonesia, Papua

and Now Guine''. However, fO V ose atenA on is apparently still,

required tor !raining in liannn -occotin paras 11 and 13).

13. Fnancial RecordinndP

Despite improvements ac ren v e
rett,' 'es ses in o rrowers;

accounting systems and procedures r Ird to cush-Llow

planning, which need add: ona

The Bank stressed the L q e to in ectively improve-

ments in accounring systems and annin - ues, and it -uges ed

that the problem might be ess in than 1 Up on improvements

proposed or agreed. To a il w avisa ed ?reparation oF san-

dard financiaT annex forma s for *tp me Supervision

effort in this field.

The sndard fimne not y - agreed, but project

guevsini this area h~as cofl cc A ani e.-pec ~ial in

cases where particular pro!lems ar. neounred as astance, 1ran

recent y. BanX staff resource obey be ad cre eff etive, as

s now bn esed ithio nd as Ohn Q illusETaW i

n ' cv ~ fJ W r contact w! 0 I andvr for

g eada 'ccount ng As nQ. aF! yannn usion o a reised

:cy n n .- ' ar x-ncr. o' V co toe 5ank 'Vth

O*e .. N rnW!e

Nr ev e 1rn Pow.

an: in '~ deeoping t'ourtze' oc: K n nr "-, preoa n- t



e ,ank( in hifs field and its vesify i ending increasingly,

h Bank shouLd consider undert a 'ysematic r e of world-wide

Trnds in capictal re-uireiecs o rowerr t v ing countries and of

prospects for financing from oh- cs to pv a, perspective which

would complemt country and se inration in panning power lending.

The Bank agreed wit th i g o ine pr InIple but pointed out

that staff constraints would nt i s in11e-subject the fairly

significant anount of stafa u b ne cesry.

In assessing the imaIc t. fm .gy crii o its nember countries

the Bank has in fact done some won oni i sue ;,le global leve1.

and it has produced a paper auc 'n o e genr considerations

relevant to estimation of future rt for i ent in electric

power.A= Insofar as the rcen a ne at .uel prices generally

tend to make electric powerr Lv m c a aci form of energy

than previously although genera p nt' of i altal cost are likely

to have to be built increasingl t rquree or electric power,

which have long accounted for a arkb a er loan financing

between countlries and intUrnati y anow b ven more mportant.

However, as mentioned, the Banks o foes c ending for power

fn FY 1971-7- only about the sam mo unin rea r is in FY 196-3

(about $3,100 million in NFY L 1 ) uc end gwould conrst iut

12% of all TBRD/IDA lending in the aothcoming pe d ompared with ,8%

in FY 1969-73 To deepen unde n o the fe ity and in ations

/BRD epor No. 477, "Wrosper DeopinCuntries" (Ju 8, 1974).

2/ IBRD Report No. 477, a ,S Adjustment or

Energy Costs" (July 8., 197



of this divertence in trends and t e e impementation of the

Bank's policy and program, renewed h i s b en to a more detailed

investigation along the lines suig d i he evalain report.

15. Sales of Participation in B a

If a situation recurs su a hat in 1967--68 when the Bank desired

to use Joint Financing to make up or shortages in t fuinds it could lend,

in total or to particular countriA, tien serious con ideration should be

given to making arrangements with u r countrie whereby funds available

for export financing might be uset buY Participato in Bank loans in

amounts directly related to contracts won their aio onals.

Although consider ation was given to financ ial arangemeats of this

sort in connection with one loan, e nt has not ' of genera' rele

vance in the last few years insofar as the Bank has not had difficuilty n

raising funds directly, Sales o' -,cations w enjoy the advantage of

considerable administrative simplicit comp ared with o joint financing

arrangements, may possibly becme eevant cas one ct'nel for applying the

surpluses of o'iL-exporting counri o develpment<

16. Follow-uO Evaluation Studies

Analysis of the B- nk's "acn of loca r cement of e'lec tri cal

equipment and of the contibution uc f'nancing a ae to the growth of

efficient domestic equipment indu y woul tbsefu fo future policy.

Second, a more thorough study of te ecomic validity of the Volta River

Project in Ghana might be worthie

The Operations Evaluation epa re h the time to pursue

either of these studies to date, ou. about ects of the Volta

River Project questioned in the eautn> ave remined and perhaps deepened,



but in connection with new projet nhe Bank is now giving considerable atten-

tion to possible resettlement problems, ecological side-effects and contrac-

tual terms between local aothorides and inernational mineral concerns,

so that further study of the Volt a project might mke only a limited con-

tribution to strengthening Bank po lY. Me revLeu of actual experience

with the financing of local procur e would still SeeM worthwhile for

execution as soon as the resourccr oh Operations Evaluation Departmant

permit.

17. Central Power Institutions

The Bank should, wlerever circumscanCes in a country permit, encourage

development of a strong central institution in the power sector through

which it might later channel lendi g a etr prga *am manner (as in the

last .few years with CFE in Nxico) Ep nce sugges that such an insti-

tution is essential in order to den op (a) sound and well-coordinated

investment planning, (b) balanced -ian implementatin, amo regions, and

(c) effective and economical us u o sources of foreign financing such

as supplier credits.

The Bank was generally in wgrent with this recommendation, very

much in line with, and indeed drain on, its own successful experience in

earlier years in this field.

The Bank has continued to try inforce sablished institutions

of this type (e.g. in Brazil), to asit the development of newly created

ones (e.g. in Indonesia, Nigeria. rkey an Zambia) nd to encourage their

emergence in other countris (e.g, _n, goslavia. eroon and Marocco).

Relevant studies have recentl bn .tarted, wholly o partly at Bank request,

in Colombia and Iceland. Probably -he zugcted secror-ending approach,



excluding detailed Bank appraisa oA proect components and therefore more

economical in staff-time, could be applied more widely in countries

where satisfactory central instituions of the type described have now

been in existence for a number oF ars,

18. Unified jurisdiction f Local Po Compan is

Experience suggests that t ank can make a major contribution by

insisting on unified control of goration, transm and particularly

distribution in urban regions.

The Bank agreed that this irt was relevan' ir certain circumstances.

While the Bank has made very uu contrib tons in this direction

in earlier years the need for this fas is bec'n rarer now with

the rationalization already acom sh in many c!n and regions and

with the growth of national bulk u as ing generation and

transmission. One case whbre the Pank has ben trying to help resolve problems

of divided jurisdiction in a relato ly amAl arpa has been Istanbul, in

connection with a loan apptoved hoin e rst haif of ME

19. Institution-BuildingDelays

Examination of cases where Ne Bank held up lend ng pending fulfil-

ment by the prospective borrower N' certein instliutonal conditions shows

that the Bank has sometimes made -,er contributin institutional

strengthening in this way but moe n c whr i L doubtful whether the

delays were really worthwhile p a ece thy prond costly and partly

because of doubt either as to wh r u he ojecti, scit was important

enough to warrant this cost or as -o-cti' o .an action was in

causing the change that fir ally ri, T alue M w ding loans has

to be treated on a pragmatic case-y-case 2asis, '-'r w in mind costs and potential



vnefit; of delays as foreleeable he nmmrt of on; general rules

cannon be estabilished.

Delays in power lending ear to have been fairly limited in the

past two years and sound assessmen d lays tha ave occurred -

principally on the loan for the E a owr plani la Turkey and on a

planned loan for power developmen udn - wOul reuire more study than

is possible here. There nay sIP be room for more ent and systematic

consideration, when delays are in if how lon delay (with its

consequent costs, for instance or shortage or r-cost g ntion)

may be warranted in the in eret any poos p- tion to end ing.

20. Construction Cost Estimese

The rather Frequent recuvnA i W stantin cos' overruns on projects

studied, especially in some cont A s ts hayt ; ,hat more use may be

worthwhile of the specialized on a irms Nhat . nk has sometimes

hired in recenV years to che ek p4 ' specialy or jor

civil engineering works.

The Bank agreed wity this ion H, apropriate circumstan-

ce > , and plannedG in part icula Wv cost QuorF 1 ro jecF i~nvoving

vubstantial tunnelling whic wou an -s ccii O a ines in t respect.

Th er was produ d 7 n.e re now a pears co be

a wide awarenesq in the Bank of 1 n is s of having detailed

*siovs of cost estimates by sie cionsu t s fairly expensive

~-4 n has 'i zrally beeo '9 P"' ,roved nvz 10- last

-K Wi prject ta Wi,' .iau present tha t

a.v m~esand those .n - y hchacwre actual y

C onsVru inu ary , Lic -A C o'

Cons' rue, na January



iANLst was also hired by t cIek the -"t estimates on the

miaing part of the Elbistan pro g c;n erruns have been

r major problem on some projecs n undea, th Bank support, this

has been mainly due to general c and i oes not seem tha

greaner recourse should ha0 be pojects ved in FY 1974

to specialist consuAlants of chb

Conclusions

Judged against the con he evalua o report the Bank,

over the last two years, hs ac sa i P largr aycr of useful and appro-

priate work in research and prepa . at opolicy ops and gui delIs.

Priorities seem generally to have e -hOW. appear to have

been the more importgt W 12 ard to i3 eo-

omics of system extensions, 0ar c1 an iOnr tandards -

have, for the most part, receivec while maters with

mere limited practical sign i A fic anc- ecent peri -

S er! e Bank do an it was ww rs

-a. 1,~ 122' or'ii L t L : WSW T,1 apliato O l the

-. 1 in S&u, 1 0

nro ety rl e r ofny.nye s el ~ o

-11 -~I- Ar: o n o o -vrl



s (a or system extnsio nnet lics) or in respect

nmCntaton Of the few dirt r ent (such as wide use

1c Iency indicators and targ. ad standard discussion of fiscal aspects

o power borrowers' operations). ly with d oriff structures,

use o shadow orices andd stri w na rds, the evaluation report's

ocC OflO'IC SUgg( S fLns , is any orc, Bank :omncions beginning to be

visible, and there are still gai e re t of these subjecs.

Particularly with rear n the sp actions proposed, and

largely accepted in princip,, w4i r ea "Se of efi ciency indi-

cators and treatment of ne cou- c 1 A 'Ais, a sustained interest by

the Executive Directors, wih the uno relean Y ions in discussion

of appraisal reports submitted v 4 1 o p 7, would undb Atedly

have contributed significynly heo n - i effort in tn ank.

But the principal reaso d c prKic effectiveness o

many of the most importan Sug0  'n qn report mu be Whe

shortage of economists in t h e Wn pw :ojects and the partial

diversion o efart that became e late no o assess the impli-

ati nS fo a rrowing cOutrie c A n Oil priceb Lhat

Oraoccurreo. Review of h nLna- the economist man-

-'--"C"- ;c devoteditoc oora:na '',. -'- - in fac! falW

o0' at' O t rY ' 192 o o i A . , partly o shortage

n&a anc partly becau' what t ; nonsts are aval e ir

so L " -s Kave tended t r oeu r rk Y7 on water vupply.

as many a ha e t ions in M Bank

a, e considered to ork (includirn resoarch

.)' T Several de A-men A. Z;' di 7 Q c to



C WiS the cOMPatn -ena In wd on electric power

ng O V A ards ta r Vwr:t qdLa -tedly hamper the

esearc. resl ical u nes, effective review

k mprts on e:ectric conom. a; of view and,

reO np tnt of a", dmn rieao methods and procedures

ronesec. That it is th scare n able e expertise which

has been he main problem K also yat the sugge istns

of the evaluation report with re ituio nd engincering matters

admitted. fewer and less aove! o a implemented uch

more brDadly than those w An

On the assumption tha c n'energy crisis' not

by rs.ng slecuric power as an a dY resource vrarsFers

but racher by continuing past po. p s At w

- snecial contibution can be a , n overs' st ons

iine pu . '; As as is strutg½y in &t B ioLram To Y~ ;9-9

ny th nonpal reed now appea rt on ay&'-itono

C: Vn) vrcec 1 .~ on s~ o 0. more.0 r

op n:OC r,

:2V- 10 VI" sp0iD

7v I j O C'7n:A7
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTI0 AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE Pd MORANDUM
TO: Directors, Public Utilities and Regional Projects DATE: September 23, 1974

Departments

FROM: C. R. Willoughby, Director, Operations Evaluation Department

SUBJECT: First Draft of Closing Report to Electric Power Evaluation

I am attaching, for your comments by October 25, the first draft of

a Closing Report to the old "Operations Evaluation Report: Electric Powr"

dated March 10, 1972. We have owed such a report to the Executive Directors

for some time, and I would much like to have your views.

We want also to take the opportunity of thanking all the Regional

Public Utility Divisions as well as the Public Utilities Department staff

itself for the time and advice they generously gave us in July/August when
underlying interviews took place.

Attachment

cc: Messrs. Shoaib
J. H. Adler
Dickenson

Arnold
Morse

Ribi
Fish
van der Tak

Armstrong

Lithgow

Burney

Hittmair

CRWilloughby/aga
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CLOSING REPORT ON ACTIONS RELATING TO
RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE

ELECTRIC POWER EVALUATION REPORT

In 1971 the Operations Evaluation unit carried out, as one of its

first efforts, a review of Bank operations in the electric power field,

mainly on the basis of ex-post assessments, against original objectives,

of a large and diversified sample of projects for which the Bank had lent

a cumulative total of about $1 billion to ten different power companies

- three in Colombia and one each in Argentina, Brazil, Ethiopia, Ghana,

Malaysia, Mexico and Singapore. The results of this study were presented

in "Operations Evaluation Report: Electric Power" (IBRD Report No. Z-17)

dated April 1972. Bank assistance to the Colombian power sector was also

treated somewhat more comprehensively in one chapter of the report "Bank

Operations in Colombia: An Evaluation" (IBRD Report No. Z-18) which was

issued shortly thereafter. Both studies included certain suggestions re-

garding future Bank activity in the field of electric power which were dis-

cussed with the relevant operating departments both before and after presenta-

tion of these reports to the Executive Directors and were in the main agreed

to be worthy of pursuit.

The purpose of the .resent document is to report briefly on actions

since taken by the Bank that relate to the suggestions made. It is based

on a review of relevant research papers and operational guidelines issued

by the Bank over the last two years and of appraisal reports for power loans

approved in FY 1974 as well as on a series of discussions in July 1974 with

all operating units principally responsible for electric power work. After

recalling the main conclusions of the evaluation studies and indicating

the main lines of recent Bank activity in the field of electric power, this
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report systematically summarizes each of the original suggestions, the re-

sponse that the Bank operating departments gave at the time and relevant

actions since taken. An overall assessment, and summary of points that, in the

opinion of the Operations Evaluation Department, require further attention,

is given in the concluding paragraphs.

The evaluation studies found that the rapid pace of power system

expansion achieved in the developing countries between 195C and 1970 had

depended crucially on Bank financing and coicluded that the wider pattern

of Bank action had been notably effective in achieving the main preoccupation

that the Bank had developed in its work in this field: minimizing long-run

(financial) costs of power system expansion by such measures as improvements

in sector organization, careful advance investigation and planning to enable

selection of the most economic path of system expansion, use of international

competitive bidding and assuring adequate cash-flow to the utility to prevent

construction interruptions. The Bank had in particular in several instances

made significant contributions to institutional rationalization by urging

amalgamation of regional power companies, or cooperative arrangements, to

permit achievement of scale economies, and its financial covenants, which

had steadily improved in form, showed evidence of having been causative fac-

tors in the steady improvement of financial performance demonstrated by most

of the companies. Notable internal organizational improvements had also

been stimulated by the Bank in several companies, and the two cases among

all ten that still showed considerable institutional weakness were ones

where, in complex political circumstances, responsibility for power supply

within relatively small areas remained divided. Major cost overruns had

occurred on some projects, but generally for reasons that would have been
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hard to foresee, and in the case of very few plants were they large enough

to raise doubts in retrospect as to the economic validity of projects

selected. Only in few cases had there been temporary unproductive building

ahead of demand, due to faulty planning.

The main theme of the report's suggestions for the future was that

the Bank could make an important contribution to further improving its own

selection of power projects and the role of its power customers in develop-

ment by helping them to cope with fundamental questions, essentially related

to the links between power supply and development, which it had largely

bypassed in the past. How quickly should power demand be allowed or en-

couraged to grow? How much can electricity supply induce idevelopment or

improvements in efficiency in other sectors (e.g. small industry and agri-

culture)? How much expenditure should be allocated to electrification of

villages or small towns presently unserved, and how shauld they be selected?

How much effort should be devoted to expanding the coverage of the power

system as opposed to improving reliability standards on the existing system?

What are appropriate risks of load shedding to run under different economic

conditions? Under what circumstances is it worthwhile from the socio-

economic viewpoint to provide power at less than cost to serve? The report

asked the Bank to develop appropriate methods of analysis and project apprai-

sal to help bring answers to these basic dilemmas.

Bank and IDA lending for electric power, after falling sharply in

FY 1973, reached a new peak in FY 1974, in excess of $750 million, in real terms

20% above the average annual amount of power lending committed in 1969-73 and en-

visaged for 1974-78 The number of projects, at 14, was about the same as the

1/ Revised IBRD/IDA Program 1974-78 of June 1974.
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average number approved in each of the previous five years; three of

the loans were in excess of $100 million, including one of $148 million,

the largest single project loan ever made by the- Bank -for the Elbistan

lignite-fired thermal plant in- Turkey. A somewhat-surprising trend, in

light of earlier expectations, is a sharp drop over the last year in the

share of power distribution in the Bank's lending and in the projects

supported, as shown by the following table.

IBRD/IDA Lending for Electric Power FY 1970-74
(current US $ millions)

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974L/

Loan/Credit Amounts Approved 556.0 500.9 520.6 321.5 754.8

% for Distribution 20 19 20 14 1

Total Project Costs- 1512.1 816.1 2425.5 883.1 2958.0

% for Distribution 25 18 19 30 0.5

a! exc-luding three small supplementary loans committed under amendments to
earlier loan agreements to help cover cost overruns.

b/ excluding interest during construction.

In each of the years 1970-73 two of the loans/credits approved were predom-

inantly for distribution expansion - in such countries as Argentina, Brazil,

Ghana, Iran, Nigeria and Turkey - and another four projects included some

distribution component. FY 1974 power lending included only two projects

with a distribution component and in both it was quite small. No integrated

rural development project approved to date has had an electric power component,

but one under preparation for Mexico may be the first to do so.

An important innovation in the Bank's power work, sponsored by the

new Public Utilities Department that emerged from the Bank's reorganization
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in October 1972, is the establishment of regular series of publications

of research papers and operational guidelines. Over the last eighteen

months numerous papers prepared by Bank staff and consultants have been

published in this form, ranging from guidelines on technical cooperation

with other international agencies to a major review of the changing rele-

vance of nuclear power for developing countries. Some of the research done

on electricity pricing and rural electrification is now culminating in an

important policy statement on the economic analysis of piblic utility projects,

carrying the Bank's approach much beyond cost minimization and demonstrating

how the incremental return concept that has come into use in the Bank in

the last few years can become a meaningful tool of economic analysis oice

the relationship between prices charged for utility services and their

marginal costs is established.

1. System Extensions

The Bank should expedite work to develop techniques for analyzing

the economic validity of extending public power supply to new areas, such

as marginal zones of the cities, surrounding villages or small towns or

larger regions presently unserved.

The Bank agreed with the need to study this matter on a priority

basis and to identify economic and social effects of system extensions to

smaller and less dense markets, with a view to finding practical ways to

improve cost/benefit techniques and also provide a sounder basis for justi-

fying departures from strict economic/financial pricing policies in order

to meet social objectives.

The Bank has carried out, on schedule, a major research study of

rural electrification experience in El Salvador and produced a number of
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internal instructions and papers relating to the economic justification of such

1/
schemes.- Further field study is underway in connection with a small rural

electrification component to a power loan made to Ecuador in February 1972.

The major conclusions derived from these studies can be summarized:

a) Ruralelectrification is best undertaken within the framework

of an integrated regional development program, and even in the (usual)

absence of such a program it is desirable to move as far as possible

to examining the potential in this broad context.

b) Successful village electrification normally requires that the village

average per capita income be above a particular "threshold" level (for

example, $50-60 in El Salvador in 1972) at which demand begins to develop,

but growth of demand can be very rapid and it is essential to focus on

the prospects for this.

c) Economic benefits in excess of prices charged for power (mainly

increases in production made possible by power supply and savings on al-

ternative fuels) can and shaild be routinely assessed for productive uses

of electricity (such as irrigation, agro/village industries, water supply

works).

d) Comparable benefits in excess of prices charged for household-

consumers (from savings on alternative fuels and greater value of higher-

quality energy) are so difficult to estimate soundly at reasonable cost

and may well normally be sufficiently small that revenue projections may

generally be taken as a reasonable indicator of gross benefits of such

consumption.

e) It is essential to take a long-run (20-year) rither than a medium-

run (5-year) term of analysis due to the importance in the economic analysis

1/ Public Utility Note 6,"The Appraisal of Village Electrification Projects"
(August 1, 1973) Draft Policy Paper, "Issues in Rural Electrification"
(July 24, 1974).
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of both the prospective growth of demand and of possible scale

scale economies from increasing network utilization.

f) Tariffs may be set below long-run marginal costs during the early

years because of the generally high fixed costs, the need to promote

the use of the service, or social reasons (to help small business and

low-income families), but subsidies (or taxes) should be made explicit

and tariffs should within five-ten years aim at reflecting the level

and structure of long-run marginal costs of supply in order to secure

efficient allocation of resources and to avoid inequities witn ture

much larger number of rural families , in most developing countries who

will remain without electricity (probably still about 75% in the early

1980s).

g) Non-quantifiable benefits in excess of revenues (e.g. educational

or other effects on households) may sometimes be sufficiently signif-

icant to warrant undertak-.ing a project whose incremental return based

on financial returns plus an allowance for productive users' benefits

in excess of prices charged) is slightly below the opportunity cost of

capital.

The appraisals of projects approved by the Bank and IDA in FY 1974, even those

with significant distribution components, do not reflect any of this work.

However, a preliminary appraisal has been made of a major rural electrifica-

tion project in India, giving special attention to economic justification

and partially drawing on the Bank's resea:ch. And direct application of

research results is planned for a rural electrification project envisaged

in Iran.
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Beyond practical application and testing of the approach developed,

there appears to be need for further work on methods to cope with (a) the

case of countries at much lower development level than El Salvador, for

instaice in West Africa, to see whether the same cansiderations apply and

b) the special problem of marginal zones of urban areas,partly due to the

difficulty of charging there tariffs different from those of the rest of

the urban area, cven though the cost of service is higher than in quarters

already developed.

2. New Connection Policies

The Bank should try to assess, in the economic evaluation of power

projects at both the selection and appraisal stages, whether utility policies

regarding 'he connection of new customers and extension of distribution sys-

tems are satisfactory in the sense that they respond to any opportunities

that may exist for accomplishing significant development benefits from

spread of electrification - for example, increasing efficiency of small in-

dustry or aiding production and education in rural and marginal urban areas.

The Bank stated that the necessary judgments would be made in the

course of appraisal missions and that they would be aided by the results

expected from the research discussed under Recomendation 1 which would

be disseminated among the staff as and when available.

The Bank's own research and India's experience of rural electrifica-

tion do indicate that the application of electricity for agricultural and

industrial purposes in particular can bring substantial development benefits.

However new connection policies do not yet appear to be assessed by appraisal
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missions for power projects generally, and few appraisal reports even give

a projection of the number of new consumers expected to be connected. This

may in part reflect the very low share of distribution in recent power lend-

ing and the fact that some loans have been to bulk suppliers, although, from

the point of view of project justification and utilization, new connection

policies of ultimate retailers would seem to warrant attention, whatever

the Bank is directly helping to finance. This lacuna in the Bank's analysis

may be filled with rigorous application of the proposed new approach to

economic assessment of public utility projects emphasizing the relationship

between marginal costs of supply and charges. It should enable the Bank

to advise its borrowers constructively on whether the pace of connection

of new consumers should, from the economic point of view, be accelerated

or reduced.

3. Self-Help for Distribution Expansion

The Bank should encourage country authorities and power companies

to find appropriate institutional mechanisms for mobilizing self-help efforts

in distribution expansion.

The Bank undertook to be on the look-out for successful experience

in this field with a view to incorporating it in projects supported or

otherwise propagating it, but it did not think that any general guidelines

could be prescribed.

The Bank's rural electrification research touched usefully on the

role of cooperatives in rural power supply and pointed out that the labor

component of a rural electrification project may constitute up to 25% of

total investment costs, so that use of self-help arrangements may make the

scarce funds available for rural electrification go further. The Bank is
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aware of some successful applications of self-help in the power field, for

instance in administration, billing and actual construction of lines (e.g.

in Andhra Pradesh and parts of Colombia), but no systematic effort seems

to have been made in operational work to propagate experience.

4. Generation and Transmission Reliability Standards

The Bank should help develop, and require of utilities and consult-

ants, more systematic procedures for rational determination of reliability

standards appropriate to different countries and areas, with a view to

eventual presentation in appraisal reports of explicit justification for

standards selected.

The Bank indicated its agreement with this general proposal but

emphasized the difficulties of estimating the economic costs involved by

lowering standards of service. Research and guidelines were intended to

lead to appraisal reports explicitly stating the standard of risk of

failure to supply implied in project proposals, even if they could not yet

assess the economic optimality of this standard.

The related research was cut short by staff shortages, but some use-

1/
ful notes were circulated. Apparently largely at the initiative of the

consultant, a recent system-planning study for the Concision Federal de

Electricidad (CFE) in Mexico reviewed the various generation and reliability

standards to be retained for large interconnected systems as well as some

crucial economic indicators to be considered in the selection of a particular

reliability standard. More generally, the Bank staff has continued to review

these matters, in connection with lending operations, on the basis of

1/ Public Utilities Note 3, "Generating Plant Reserve Margins" (June 20,
1973). See also Annex 1 to Public Utilities Research Report 3 "Frame-
work for Electricity Tariff Studies" (March 18, 1974).
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experience and judgment, but there is no evidence that they are getting

more systematic attention than in the past. Indeed appraisal reports

appear typically to present somewhat less information tha.n they used to

(particularly on capacity reserve), and consultant terms of reference

for feasibility studies are not reviewed, and complemented, with a par-

ticular eye to these matters.

Relative neglect of these matters may be justified by the fact

that many of the more important Bank borrowers of recent years have been

suffering shortages, more or less severe, of generating and bulk-transmission

capacity and may well be expected to continue to do so with the new prospects,

following the increase of oil prices, of more rapid growth of demand for

electricity and higher costs to meet it. Nonetheless there are countries

where this does not seem to be the case, for instance Brazil, Ethiopia

and some East Asian countries, and it would not seem unreasonable for con-

sultants, or borrowers, to be asked to estimate

(a) the savings in system costs that would result from adoption

of the next lower standard of bulk supply reliability than the one

proposed.

(b) the amounts of load shedding that might be required if this

lawer standard were applied.

This would generate useful information for consideration in connection with

tariffs at system peak, the nature of loads, ad-quacy of load shedding arrange-

ments, etc. It may also be useful to summarize the Mexican study referred

to above for circulation.

5. Distribution Reliability Standards

Distribution standards should be subjected to the same treatment as

mentioned above for Generation and Transmission, and the Bank should
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encourage borrowers to carry out systematic studies to optimize distribu-

tion standards to local conditions.

The Bank expressed general agreement with these propositions and,

emphasizing again some of the technical difficulties involved, referred to

planned research to be undertaken.

A useful note has been prepared on the aspects that need to be exa-

1/
mined by appraisal and other technical missions,- and most of the planned

research (particularly covering European practices) has been carried out,

but it has not been possible to extend that research yet, as envisaged, to

the case of a sample city in a developing country.

The work so far done suggests that there may be considerable scope

for saving on costs simply to reach presently intended standards in many

developing countries. And there is considerable interest in this subject

within the Bank. An optimization study, of approximately the naLure suggested

in the evaluation report, was called for by the Bank in connection with the

April 1973 loan for the Tstanbul Distribution project. More broadly, it is

envisaged that the consultants who have done the reseach on Europepn prac-

tices for the Bank may participate in selected operational missions and that

some specific studies may be undertaken by Bank staff to seek scope for

reducing the cost of distribution, particularly a study of power development

in East African countries, partly stimulated by concern about the possibility

of distribution standards presently being excessive in Zaire. A consultant

study focussing on this aspect is underway in Ghana, at the initiative of

the Ghanaian authorities, with a view to preparing a project for submission

to the Bank.

1/ Public Utilities Note 4 "Standards of Urban Electricity Distribution"
(June 28, 1973).
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6. Urban Context

Appraisal and sector reports could usefully consider power in its

urban context and treat explicitly the question of balance between power and

other services and facilities in terms of the quantity and quality of their

supply.

The Bank took the view that appraisal teams had neither the oppor-

tunity nor the ability to make judgments about the adequacy and quality of

other services compared with power and that anyway these were not in prac-

tice very serious issues, except possibly in rare instances in which case

they would be given special treatment - as was being done at the time in a

particularly intensive effort on Istanbul, involving several loans for

different services and numerous studies. Normally, it was felt, these issues

would be treated in the Bank's operations at the time of developing the coun-

try lending program and in discussions with Governments as to appropriate

projects for Bank consideration.

Several cases of ixbalance of urban services, with power being con-

sistently more plentiful and better in quality than other services (parti-

cularly water), have been encountered by the Opezations Evaluation Department

in its work on completed Bank-assisted projects. It does seem that a problem

has existed, at least in the past, and there is no reason to suppose it does

not continue. If appraisal missions are not able to treat this matter, perhaps

President's Reports should reflect the clear judgment of the Bank's program

officers regarding the risk of the problem recurring in connection with the

proposed project, possibly with support in the form of statistics on existing

relative availability and coverage of different utility services in the

principal urban areas to be supplied.
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7. Tariff Structures

The Bank should further incre.se the attention given in recent years to

tariff structures, systematically analyzing wherever possible the extent to which

tariffs charged to different consumer groups reflect social marginal costs so that

deviations may be explicitly justified in terms of (a) effective means of taxa-

tion of inelastic consumers, (b) subsidies warranted to induce consumption because

of resultant economic benefits or (c) price distortions elsewhere in the economy.

The Bank accepted this recommendation and planned research, case

studies and production of appropriate guidelines, but it stressed, as an

obstacle to progress the shortage of qualified people in the Bank and in

borrowing institutions to work on these problems.

With the aid of consultants the Bank has produced research papersi

of high quality in this area, undertaken case studies (in Sudan and Tunisia)

2/
and prepared the guidelines envisaged.- The specific points raised in the

evaluation report recommendation now appear to be very generally accepted.

Virtually all appraisals of power projects now include some treatment of the

borrower's tariff structure, and the Bank has increasingly raised questions

about major deviations between charges to particular consumer groups and the

costs to supply them, and itself studied them in detail or called for their

review by consultants and borrowers (for instance in Burma, Sudan, Malawi,

Turkey, Algeria in recent years). The analysis will be further deepened as

the research results are fully applied and as the new approach to economic

evaluation of utility projects mentioned earlier comes into general use.

1/ Principally, Public Utilities Research Paper 1, "Economic Analysis of
Electricity Pricing Policies: An Introduction" (January 9, 1974) and
Research Paper 3, "Framework for Electricity Tariff Studies" (March 18,
1974).

2/ Public Utility Note 5, "Pricing in Power and Water Supply" (July 1973).
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The main constraint to more frequent analysis of tariff structures against

marginal costs appears to have been the shortage of appropriate Bank and

consultant staff.

8. Shadow Prices

Shadow prices should be used in the economic analysis of project

validity in all appropriate circumstances, and they may be reflected if

necessary in utility tariffs.

The Bank agreed that ideally shadow prices should be used in

benefit/cost analysis, project selection, design, and construction, and

in the setting of tariffs, although in practice at the time their use was

largely confined to a few cases of project selection and to the calculations

of internal economic rates of return (based on adjusted financial data).

Guidelines since prepared on analysis of rural electrification

schemes and of tariff structures and on economic evaluation of utility

projects do recommend that shadow prices for foreign exchange, labor and

capital be used, whenever appropriate, in benefit-cost analysis, project

selection, marginal cost pricing aid *-,nternal economic return calculations.

Actually, there has been a widespread recognition of their usefulness;

shadow prices have been used mainly in the selection of least-cost alternatives

(Nigeria, Gabon, Morocco and Iceland), in a few instances in economic return

calculations (Turkey, Algeria), but seldom in marginal cost and tariff reviews

(Burma only); the two tariff structure case studies (Tunisia and Sudan) did not

use shadow prices despite their seeming relevance to these countries. Finally,

shadow prices have not been included in the documentation provided to con-

sultants responsible for early selection and design of projects considered

for Bank financing.
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Strengthened internal arrangements within the Bank seem to be needed

particularly, first, to ensure the use of appropriate shadow prices in

tariff studies (where they may be of greatest relevance in the electric

power field) and their incorporation in terms of reference to consultants

selected for feasibility and system planning studies, and, second, to secure

firmer help from country specialists in the choice of appropriate values.

The latter problem should be eased with the decision recently made to under-

take a special effort on the generation and application of appropriate shadow

prices for selected countries in each region, as a preliminary step to gen-

eralized use of these concepts.

9. Fiscal Contribution of Power Companies

Examining the power company from the point of view of the contribu-

tion it can make to development, it might be useful to include regularly

in appraisal reports a paragraph or two about fiscal aspects of the company's

operations, in view of their importance in connection with tariffs, procure-

ment, the financing of investment, maintenance of sound balance among utility

services and Government revenue needs; borrowers studied show a very wide

diversity of performance in this respect.

Stressing that all flows between Government and power company, as

well as internal cash generation substituting for Government capital contri-

butions, should and could quite easily be considered in assessment of the

fiscal effects of borrowers' operations, the Bank planned to prepare instruc-

tions on this subject.

Fiscal aspects were referred to, and proposed for review by opera-

tional missions, in the previously mentioned Public Utility Note 5 issued

in 1973, but shortage of staff led to postponement of the planned revision
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of the appraisal checklist in which this matter was to be incorporated and

recent appraisal reports on power projects have not included the proposed

special paragraph - although there appears to be a large amount of agreement

that this would be quite feasible and useful, and telecommunication project

appraisal reports have begun to include such a discussion. The Bank has con-

tinued to intervene on this matter, in some cases suggesting payment of taxes

or dividends by the utilities to Government (e.g. Ethiopia and Ghana) and

in others recommending or accepting exemption from such payments as a means

to improve company profitability ( e.g. Philippines and Iceland). More

general draft instructions, of more elaborate nature, have recently been pre-

pared for the handling of this aspect in all projects, not only those in

1/
power. It remains true that a good starting point, not difficult, would

be a simple presentation in appraisal reports of the various aggregate flows

(or substitutes of flows) between Government and power company, perhaps with

some comparative figures from other power companies or other sectors in the

same country.

10. Utility Performance Indicators

The Bank should give more systematic attention to technical and

financial indicators of utility performance other than the overall rate of

return on assets, and include in appraisal reports simple tables showing

the trends of selected indicators over past years; in the case of serious

problems, performance targets for the future could be agreed upon during

loan negotiations (along with specific steps or studies to attain them) and

regularly checked by project supervision missions.

1/"Pricing and Cost Recovery of Public Sector Projects," July 1974.
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The Bank agreed that there were large potential benefits to be

obtained from more systematic use of technical and financial performance

indicators although at that time it seemed to think of them more for purposes

of broad comparison between countries, to understand better existing situations,

rather than as bases for targetting improvements.

Instructions for the systematic use of such indicators in appraisal

reports, calling for presentation of target values, were issued in late 1973.-'

However they have not been followed in power project appraisal reports, except

in a perfunctory manner in one. In another case an elaborate 3Plan of Action'

was developed for the improvement of a borrowing utility in particular

difficulties (PLN in Indonesia: Credit 399 of May 1973) and was presented

in the appraisal report; in response to the Executive Directors' request

during discussion of the proposed credit a progress report after one year

was recently circulated to the Directors. The 'Plan of Action' gave time

targets with regard to completion of certain steps and studies, but no

numerical specifications of the overall improvements in performance (except

for the operating ratio) that were expected to result.

There appears to be unanimous agreement in principle that greater use

of efficiency indicators and targets would be useful in Bank power operations,

although different emphases remain as to the most important uses of them.

It may be that here too one or two of those who originally prepared the

general guidelines should first show the feasibility and utility of the

system proposed, on a demonstration basis, in connection with appraisal of

one selected project; such a practical example may be easier for others to

follow and appreciate than generalized guidelines in the first instance.

1/ Public Utility Guidelines 3, "Guidelines for Project Monitoring System

for Public Utilities Projects," (November 8, 1973).
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11. Power Planning Units

The Bank should give more attention in sector and appraisal missions

and institution-building efforts to the functional adequacy of utility and

national power planning units.

Pointing out that planning units needed to be examined for the ade-

quacy of their staff, their techniques and their influence, the Bank agreed

that this was an area requiring consistent priority. Guidelines emphasizing

these points were to be prepared.

The guidelines could not be prepared due to staff shortage. Appraisal

missions have normally given attention to the planning units, but their weak-

nesses are seldom subject to quick solution, although the possibility of

major progress is illustrated by the number of companies which have moved

over time from heavy reliance on consultants to doing almost all their own

planning except of a most specialized type (e.g. in Thailand, Ghana, Tunisia,

Algeria, Morocco and Iran).

It would seem desirable to prepare the brief guidelines envisaged

on this subject and to seek more thoroughly and systematically than in the

past every opportunity for consultants preparing feasibility and system-

planning studies to include training in their terms of reference wherever

suitable trainees are available.

12. Training

The Bank should systematically consider the needs for training and

opportunities for promoting and assisting it, in project appraisals and reviews

of consultant terms of reference.

This point was agreed to by the Bank, and covered by the Bank's

general guidelines and memoranda on training in Bank/IDA projects.
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Indeed, training has received in recent projects frequent and

full attention, and substantial Bank funds in some cases (Indonesia, Papua

and New Guinea). However, particularly close attention is apparently still

required for training in planning and accounting (e.g. paras 11 and 13).

13. Financial Recording and Planning

Despite improvements achieved there remain weaknesses in borrowers'

accounting systems and procedures, particularly with regard to cash-flow

planning, which need additional emphasis.

The Bank stressed the time required to install effectively improve-

ments in accounting systems and financial planning techniques, and it suggested

that the problem might be less in diagnosis than in follow-up on improvements

proposed or agreed. To facilitate work it envisaged the preparation of stan-

dard financial annex formats for appraisal reports and more supervision

effort in this field.

The standard firancial formats have not yet been agreed, but project

supervision in this area has continued to receive emphasis, especially in

cases where particular problems are encountered as, for instance, Iran

recently. Bank staff resources could probably be made more effective, as

is now being suggested within the Bank and as the IDB has illustrated in

practice, by greater contact with and reliance on borrowers' auditors for

upgrading accounting. As regards cash-flow planning, inclusion of a revised

forecast in regular six-monthly reporting requirements to the Bank might

usefully be generalized.

14. World Trends in Power Financing

In view of the importance of electric power in development investment

and in developing countries' foreign debt and of the past predominance of
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the Bank in this field and its desire to diversify its lending increasingly,

the Bank should consider undertaking a systematic review of world-wide

trends in capital requirements for power in the developing countries and of

prospects for financing from other sources, to provide a perspective which

would complement country and sector considerations in planning power lending.

The Bank agreed with this suggestion in principle but pointed out

that staff constraints would not permit investing in the subject the fairly

significant amount of staff-time that would be necessary.

In assessing the impact of the energy crisis on its member countries

the Bank has in fact done some work on this subject at the global levell

and it has produced a paper adducing some of the general considerations

relevant to estimation of future requirements for investment in electric

power.V Insofar as the recent changes in relative fuel prices generally

tend to make electric power a relatively more attractive form of energy

than previously although generating plants of higher capital cost are likely

to have to be built increasingly, capital requirements for electric power,

which have long accounted for a remarkably large part of loan financing

between countries and internationally, may now become even more important.

However, as mentioned, the Bank's own plans foresee lending for power

in Fy 1974-78 only about the same amount in real terms as in FY 1969-73

(about $3,100 million in FY 1974 prices); such lending would constitute

12% of all IBRD/IDA lending in the forthcoming period, compared with 18%

in FY 1969-73. To deepen understanding of the feasibility and implications

1/ IBRD Report No. 477, "Prospects for the Developing Countries" (July 8, 1974).

2/ IBRD Report No. 477, Background Paper V, "Sectoral Adjustment to Higher
Energy Costs" (July 8, 1974).
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of this divergence in trends and to help effective implementation of the

Bank's policy and program, renewed thought is being given to a more detailed

investigation along the lines suggested in the evaluation report.

15. Sales of Participation in Bank Loans

If a situation recurs such as that in 1967-68 when the Bank desired

to use Joint Financing to make up for shortages in the funds it could lend,

in total or to particular countries, then serious consideration should be

given to making arrangements with supplier countries whereby funds available

for export financing might be used to buy participations in Bank loans in

amounts directly related to contracts won by their nationals.

Although consideration was given to financial arrangements of this

sort in connection with one loan, the point has not been of general rele-

vance in the last few years insofar as the Bank has not had difficulty in

raising funds directly. Sales of participations, which enjoy the advantage of

considerable administrative simplicity compared with most joint financing

arrangements, may possibly become relevant as one channel for applying the

surpluses of oil-exporting countries to development.

16. Follow-up Evaluation Studies

Analysis of the Bank's financing of local procurement of electrical

equipment and of the contribution such financing has made to the growth of

efficient domestic equipment industry would be useful for future policy.

Second, a more thorough study of the economic validity of the Volta River

Project in Ghana might be worthile.

The Operations Evaluation Department has not had the time to pursue

either of these studies to date. Doubts about the aspects of the Volta

River Project questioned in the evaluation have remained and perhaps deepened,
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but in connection with new projects the Bank is now giving considerable atten-

tion to possible resettlement problems, ecological side-effects and contrac-

tual terms between local authorities and international mineral concerns,

so that further study of the Volta project might make only a limited con-

tribution to strengthening Bank policy. The review of actual experience

with the financing of local procurement would still seem worthwhile for

execution as soon as the resources of the Operations Evaluation Department

permit.

17. Central Power Institutions

The Bank should, wherever circumstances in a country permit, encourage

development of a strong central institution in the power sector through

which it might later channel lending in a sector program manner (as in the

last-few years with CFE in Mexico). Experience suggests that such an insti-

tution is essential in order to develop (a) sound and well-coordinated

investment planning, (b) balanced plan implementation among regions, and

(6) effective and economical use of other sources of foreign financing such

as supplier credits.

The Bank was generally in agreement with this recommendation, very

much in line with, and indeed drawing on, its own successful experience in

earlier years in this field.

The Bank has continued to try to reinforce established institutions

of this type (e.g. in Brazil), to assist the development of newly created

ones (e.g. in Indonesia, Nigeria, Turkey and Zambia), and to encourage their

emergence in other countries (e.g. India, Yugoslavia, Cameroon and Morocco).

Relevant studies have recently been started, wholly or partly at Bank request,

in Colombia and Iceland. Probably the suggested sector-lending approach,
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excluding detailed Bank appraisal of project components and therefore more

economical in staff-time, could be applied more widely in countries

where satisfactory central institutions of the type described have now

been in existence for a number of years.

18. Unified Jurisdiction of Local Power Companies

Experience suggests that the Bank can make a major contribution by

insisting on unified control of generation, transmission and particularly

distribution in urban regions.

The Bank agreed that this point was relevant in certain circumstances.

While the Bank has made very useful contributions in this direction

in earlier years the need for this emphasis is becoming rarer now with

the rationalization already accomplished in many cities and regions and

with the growth of national bulk supply agencies assuring generation and

transmission. One case where the Bank has been trying to help resolve problems

of divided jurisdiction in a relatively small area has been Istanbul, in

connection with a loan approved in the first half of 1973.

19. InstLtution-Building Delays

Examination of cases where the Bank held up lending pending fulfil-

ment by the prospective borrowr of certain institutional conditions shows

that the Bank has sometimes made major contributions to institutional

strengthening in this way but more instances where it is doubtful whether the

delays were really worthwhile, partly because they proved costly and partly

because of doubt either as to whether the objective sought was important

enough to warrant this cost or as to how effective the Bank action was in

causing the change that finally came. The value of withholding loans has

to be treated on a pragmatic case-by-case basis, bearing in mind costs and potential
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benefits of delays as foreseeable at the moment of decision; general rules

cannot be established.

Delays in power lending appear to have been fairly limited in the

past two years and sound assessment of the delays that have occurred -

principally on the loan for the Elbistan power plant in Turkey and on a

planned loan for power development in Sudan - would require more study than

is possible here. There may still be room for more frequent and systematic

consideration, when delays are in prospect, of how long a delay (with its

consequent costs, for instance of power shortage or higher-cost generation)

may be warranted in the interests of any proposed precondition to lending.

20. Construction Cost Estimates

The rather frequent recurrence of substantial cost overruns on projects

studied, especially in some countries, suggests that somewhat more use may be

worthwhile of the specialized consultant firms that the Bank has sometimes

hired in recent years to check project cost estimates, especially for major

civil engineering works.

The Bank agreed with this recommendation, for appropriate circumstan-

ces, and planned in particular a paper on cost overruns on projects involving

substantial tunnelling which would contain specif.c guidelines in this respect.

The paper was producedL/ and, more generally, there now appears to be

a wide awareness in the Bank of the advantage in some cases of having detailed

revisions of cost estimates by specialized consultants. This fairly expensive

technique has actually been applied only to one project approved over the last

year - the Kafue project in Zambia - for which it appears at present that the

original estimates and those of the specialist consultant (which were actually

lower) were about equally close to the final bids received. An individual

1/ Public Utility Guidelines 6, "Guidelines for Estimating Costs of Tunnel
Construction," (January 17, 1974).
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specialist was also hired by the Bank to check the cost estimates on the

mining part of the Elbistan project. Although cost overruns have been

a major problem on some projects currently underway with Bank support, this

has been mainly due to general cost-inflation and it does not seem that

greater recourse should have been had for projects approved in FY 1974

to specialist consultants of the type described.

Conclusions

Judged against the conclusions of the evaluation report the Bank,

over the last two years, has accomplished a large amount of useful and appro-

priate work in research and preparation of policy papers and guidelines.

Priorities seem generally to have been correct. What now appear to have

been the more important suggestions - for instance with regard to the econ-

omics of system extensions, tariff structures and distribution standards -

have, for the most part, received considerable attention, while matters with

more limited practical significance and relevance in the recent period -

such as the issue of planning standards for bulk supply reliability and

the suggested study of world trends in financing for power - received much

less effort. The Bank is undoubtedly much closer now than it was two years

ago to being able to assist its borrowers with finding solutions to the major

dilemmas mentioned at the outset to this paper. Serious application of the

new proposals with regard to methods of economic justification of public

utility projects will cause several of these issues to be dealt with on a

routine basis.

Despite these good research results, the actual operational effect

of the evaluation report's principal suggestions must be considered to have

been quite limited to date, whether in respect of application of research
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results (as for system extensions and new connection policies) or in respect

of implementation of the few direct improvements proposed (such as wide use

of efficiency indicators and targets and standard discussion of fiscal aspects

of power borrowers' operations). Only with regard to tariff structures,

use of shadow'prices and distribution standards, among the evaluation report's

economic suggestions, is any broad impact on Bank operations beginning to be

visible, and there are still gaps even in the treatment of these subjects.

Particularly with regard to some of the simpler actions proposed, and

largely accepted in principle, such as with regard to use of efficiency indi-

cators and treatment of new connection policies, a more sustained interest by

the Executive Directors, with the posing of relevant questions in discussion

of appraisal reports submitted in support of loan proposals, would undoubtedly

have contributed significantly to securing the required effort in the Bank.

But the principal reasons for limited operational effectiveness of

many of the most important suggestions in the evaluation report must be the

shortage of economists in the Bank to work on power projects and the partial

diversion of effort that became necessary late in 1973 to assess the impli-

cations for borrowing countries of the drastic changes in oil prices that

then occurred. Review of the staff situation shows that the economist man-

in electric power
years effectively devoted to direct operational work/has in fact fallen

from about three in FY 1972 to only about two in FY 1974, partly for shortage

of staff and partly because what public utility economists are available in

several Regions have tended to be used primarily for work on water supply.

As of July 1974 as many as half of the six economist positions in the Bank

which might be considered to be principally for power work (including research)

were vacant. Several departments seem to have found it very difficult to
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recruit people with the competence and experience to work on electric power

economics. As regards the 'energy crisis', it did undoubtedly hamper the

transposition of research results into practical guidelines, effective review

of Bank reports on electric power from the economic point of view and,

most important of all, demonstration in the field of the methods and procedures

proposed. That it is this scarcity of available economic expertise which

has been the main problem is also suggested by the fact that the suggestions

of the evaluation report with regard to institutional and engineering matters,

admittedly fewer and less novel, can be said to have been implemented much

more broadly than those with a heavily economic aspect.

On the assumption that the Bank responds to the 'energy crisis' not

by using electric power as an easy means of making large resource transfers

but rather by continuing past policies of seeking projects through which

a special contribution can be made to improvement of borrowers' institutions

and policies - as is strongly implied by the Bank's new program for FY 1974-78 -

then the principal need now appears to be for special effort on application of

research results already reached (e.g. on system extensions and rural elec-

trification) and on spreading more widely the more systematic approaches

already beginning to be applied on topics such as shadow prices and distri-

bution standards. The following proposed actions should help considerably:

1. Pre-pare a plan for recruitment of power economists after re-

assessing the Bank's specific needs and possible sources.

2. Make it a standard practice that guidelines and policy advice

will only be issued - even on relatively simple topics like efficiency

indicators - in conjunction with at least one practical demonstration,

for a specific project, by the author of the policy work.
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3. Make provision in the EDI budget as soon as possible for

introduction of the course already envisaged for senior power

utility staff (an-i perhaps auditors and consultants) on tariff

structures, rural electrification, reliability standards, economic

justification of power projects, so as to disseminate the valuable

work done on those topics in the Bank in the last two years and make

borrowers more demanding on their consuk ants in regard to these

matters.

4. Prepare a brief guideline to Bank staff on review of con-

sultant terms of reference for power project feasibility and sys-

tem planning studies, as an easy reminder of subjects dhich would

normally need to be included, such as responsibility for training

in planning, use of shadow prices, systematic treatment of reliabi-

lity standards and possible alternatives to those proposed.

5. Update the appraisal checklists and appraisal report outlines

in respect of (a) c ompany's new connection policies, (b) company's

fiscal contribution, (c) generating reserve margin, (d) utility per-

formance indicators.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The following summary and conclusions provide a self-contained

outline of the report.

I. Introduction

i. After an introductory review of rural electrification in developing

countries, the report discusses three main topics:

(1) The prospects for successful investment in rural

electrificaticn;

(2) Approaches towards investment, as regards:

- economic justification;

- identification and preparation;

- finance;

- technical problems: and

- institutional problems.

(3) Implications for Bank policy and procedures.

The report indicates that there is plenty of scope for successful invest-

ments in rural electrification, provided they are properly selected and

prepared; and it outlines an approach for undertaking them. Future Bank

initiatives for providing funds and technical assistance in this field would

require no serious revisions of policy and procedures. The report is an

outcome of a research study in El Salvador, field trips to four countries,

and correspondence with over twenty countries in Africa, Asia, EMENA and

Latin America.

II. Rural Electrification in Developing Countries

ii. Levels of investm:ent (paragraphs 2.2 to 2.5). Developing countries

are putting increasing resources into rural electrification, and the resources

countries allocate to it increase with their per capita incomes. Cumulative

investment by countries within the Bank's area of operations was about $10

billion by 1971, or 10% of total investment in electric power. In the next

ten years over $10 to $15 billion will probably be invested, and about one

quarter of the village-rural population, or 300 million people, will then be

receiving service (as compared to about three quarters in urban areas at

the present time).
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iii. 'Aims (paragraphs 2.20 to 2.23). The aims of the investments are
both social and economic. On the economic side, most countries state that
the results are disappointing unless the programs have a productive context;
for social reasons, however, countries often extend service to areas of low
income and productivity eve. if the service is not financially self- sufficient
for several years.

iv. Response (paragranh 2.15 to 2.19). There are many rural ares
whichi have very little use for'electricity. the level and growth of co-
sumption is low and there are few productive uses. However, some areas show
a surprisingly good and all-round response to rural electrification projets,
reflected in high, sustained growth rates of demiand from households, rural
commerce, farms and apro-industries (though initial demands are often .ow).
Typically, the annual rate of growth of demand in rural areas is 10 to 20
(c.f. 10% per year in urban areas) over '0% of consumption may be for
productive uses (as in rb areas) average levels of consumption pe r
consumer 1,000 kWh per year (5,000 h/year in urban areas) . The main
productive uses of electricity in rural areas are for mctive power and
refrigeration on farms, agro industries and village commerce. Over 20 kinds
of non- domestic consumers may sometimes be found in villages, in addition
to the farm and agro-industrial consumers outside them.

v. The hs f_ rria electrification (paragraphs 2.11 to 2.14)
Most countries have some degree or rural electrification, but are in different
phases of developing it, ecpendin; on the level of demand for electri city.
Before public electricity supplies from the main grid are introduced into an
area it is very common to Find businesses and communities, in all countries,
supplving their own electricity from small diesel or hydro-powered generators
(autogenerators). The costs of such sources of electricity are high (typicallv
9 to 21 cents per kWh as compared with 3 cents in urban areas) nevertheless,
such enterprises are often profitable. As the demn develops, and as load
factors improve, public supplies from the grid (which are more coital, but
less fuel intensive, and are very expensive for small demands) become cheaper.
It is then economical to replace autogeneration in the main demand centers
by extending public networks to them. Once the main demand centers are
connected, the final p:hase of electrification can begin;2 many of the smaller
demand centers - which ay: be the smaller villages or the farm and agro-
industrial consumers outside then - are now close to the networks and can
be connected at low marginal cost. Broadly speaking African countries are
in the early phases usin, aucogeneration and bringing sone public supplies
to the larger demand centers; Asian and EENA countries are in the midst of
bringing public supplies tc he rair demand centers; while Latin American
countries are concluding this -hase and beginning the final one of rarginal
extensions to the smaller centers.

vi. Overall costs of ublic sup§ies (paragraphs 2.8 to 2.10; 2.22).
As compared to urban areas, the costs of serving rural areas are quite high.
Typicaiy, on a good proect
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Urban Rural

Average costs, cents/kWh 3 6 to 8 initially;
4 after 10 years

Load factors (% utilization) 50% 20% initially;
40% in later years

Average price, cents/kWh 3 4

Costs are very sensitive to the level and growth of demand, the level of

utilization, the distances between demand centers, and the difficulty of

terrain. Subtransmission line costs work out at $3,000 to $5,000 per km,

depending on the terrain; over a wide range they do not vary with demand,

so that average capital costs decline as the level of demand increases.

Load factor improvements also mean that increases in kWh demand can be met

with proportionately less investment in capacity; this too reduces average

costs. The initial investments in public supplies may cost about $50,000

per demand center, rising to $200,000 or more for larger demands in remote

areas; but marginal extensions to neighboring demand centers may cost as

little as only one-tenth of such levels (again reflecting the very large

economies of scale in the early phases of electrification). For villages,

initial capital costs work out at about $800 per consumer, but drop to about

half of this as the number of consumers and demand levels rise; this works

out at $40 to $80 per inhabitant initially, dropping to $20 to $40 or less

as demand rises. On an annual basis, capital costs amount to roughly two-

thirds of all costs, the other third being fuel, billing, maintenance and

administration.

vii. Financial returns (paragraphs 2.20 to 2.27). Experience indicates

that revenues are low in the early years, even when response is good. There

are high, initial fixed costs in constructing the networks and setting up a

billing and administration system; and the demand and load factors have to

develop from low levels. Prices are kept lower than average costs in the

early years in the interests of (a) promoting efficient use of electricity

and (b) social aims. Although prices are normally sufficient both to cover

the costs of operation and maintenance, and to contribute usefully to invest-

ment costs, it takes several years for average costs to decline to the level

of average prices charged, unless the rate of growth of demand is very high.

(It should be added that the majority of the projects in most countries are

less than 10 years old, and have not yet reached this stage.)

viii. The outlook (paragraphs 2.24 to 2.27). Where there is a good

response to the investment, reflected in an all-round and quick growth of

demand. the indication is that the investment is generating a number of

useful social and economic benefits, even if financial performance is poor

in the early years. One of the first problems of investment analysis in

rural electrification is to investigate the nature of these benefits to

determine if the investment is justified (see Part III).
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ix. Oil rices and rural electrification (paragraph 2.28). The rise
in oil prices has had particularly large effects on the costs of:-

- electricity from diesel powered autogenerators (increases
of roughly 50 to 100% depending on use);

- kerosene for lighting;

- motive power from diesel engines used in irrigation and
agro-industries (increases of 30 to 60%, depending on use).

Areas already electrified are largely insulated from these increases, as will
be areas to be electrified, depending on the mix of hydro, coal and oil plant
in the system. Generally the effects should be to increase the number of
households and businesses using electricity (though, of course, the costs
of energy will have risen for those who would otherwise have preferred sub-
stitutes). The consumer-response data provided in this report relate to
periods before the oil price increases; 1972 cost and price data are also
used.

III. Project Justification

x. Least-cost investments (paragraphs 3.37 to 3.41 and Part VI).
As with other projects, the search for a least-cost solution is an important
aspect of appraisal. Public supplies from the grid should be shown to cost
less than (a) autogeneration and (b) alternative network layouts and expansion
plans.

xi. Economic benefits (paragraph 3.3 to 3.13). These are all related
to the uses to which electricity is put, and increase commensurately with
the level and growth of use (or demand). Broadly speaking:

- for productive uses, electricity is often a cheaper or
superior form of energy for motive power, refrigeration
and, for some purposes, heat; this enables the producer
to increase profits by cutting costs and expanding output;

- for domestic uses the economic benefits are the households'
valuations of a superior quality of lighting and ironing, or
of new products like fans, refrigeration and television.

The importance of village electrification as a means of encouraging people
to live in villages rather than cities is also often cited as an economic
benefit. Although there is evidence that village populations increase, and
that people often migrate out of rural areas to villages, there is no
evidence to show that electrification plays an important role in this.
For example, countries with the largest rural electrification programs
generally are the most urbanized. Nevertheless, the growth of village and
rural economies continues to provide increasing uses of electricity in these
areas.
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xii. Revenues and benefit measurement (paragraphs 2.14 to 3.16). In
many areas of investment the revenues, which are a minimum measure of people's

monetary valuation of economic benefits, are sufficient to justify projects.

This is not often true of rural electrification, though good pricing policies

may raise revenues significantly. In economic justification, it is necessary

to loo1k beyond the revenues to deteriine what additional or "surplus" benefits
consumers obtain. This can be dor.e straightforwardly for productive uses by

costing out the alternative sources of energy and power available. But for
domestic uses, estimation of surplus benefits is too difficult on account of

large random differences between consumers and the more complicated nature
of household decision making. In practice, therefore, cost-benefit analysis
of rural electrification projects has to concentrate on the monetary benefits

revealed in the revenues plus the surplus benefits in productive uses. If

necessary, some consideration can be given to other benefits when discussing

unquantifiables during project justification.

xiii, Economic rate-of-return (IER) (paragraphs 3.17 to 3.46). The

economic rate of return calculation can begin with a forecast of demand and

revenues, an estimate of costs, and then make adjustments for shadow prices

and surplus benefits in productive uses.

xiv. Criterion for accepting rojects (paragraphs 3.4-7 to 3.59).
Calculations of the IER concentrate only on economic factors and only on

what can be quantified. The resulting estimate of the IE"R may be sufficient
to justify the project. This is particularly true if a strong demand develops

from:

- a number of villages, not too widely scattered;

- farms, agro-industries and rural commerce;

and if attention is paid to keeping costs down and to pricing policy. This
occurs if projects are properlv identified and prepared, and relate to the
development priorities of the areas they are to serve (as discussed in IV).

Also, a rural development program may stimulate the demand and thus raise

the IER by providing,. for example, additional uses of electricity on farms
and agro-industries. Often, however, the IER may not be sufficient to justify
the project, and it is then necessary to examine social aims and unquantifi-
ables: this may or may not lead to a recommendation of accepting a project

with an IER lower than the opportunity cost of capital. If the TER is
somewhat lower than but close to the cost of capital, the following factors

might argue for justification: economic benefits that could not be quantified
special concessions for low income couseholds and small businesses: and an

allowance for the social consecu,- ezes of urban-rural imbalance. But a low
TER may also signal zhat deian; istill insuficient for the project, poor
pricing policies, wrong priorities or simply that the least-cost project

has not been chosen. A judgement will thus be required in such cases on
what is an acceptable IER; it will cepend inter alia on the strength of the
social arguments and the importance of the unquantified economic benefits.
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In general, however, it can be said that the allowances for social arguments

and unquantifiables are likely to be smaller than for alternative investments:

(a) electricity is not a basic necessity, and water and health projects, for

example, deserve a greater social weight; (b) alternative sources of light

and energy, though generally inferior, are available even in the poorest

regions; and (c) water, education, health and transport pro-ects, for

example arguably have larger unquantifiable benefits.

xv. Pricingpolicy (paragraphs 3.60 to 3.68; 4.23). This requires

compromises between economic, social and financial aims. Economic aims

require a forward-looking view with prices related to the marginal costs of

expanding investment and output, ignoring the large initial sunk costs; the

need to encourage people to use electricity also requires a forward-looking

view, with a promotional element in tariffs in the early years; and social

aims require provisions for small consumers. On the other hand, to provide

the resources for an expanding program, and to limit pressures on the public

revenue, financial analysis may suggest higher prices for the larger and better

off consumers, and above the prices suggested by economic analysis of marginal

costs. In practical terms, these various considerations should result in:

- prices that are higher in rural than in urban areas;

- prices below average costs in the early years on account

of the high initial fixed costs, and also of the need to

encourage people to use the service;

- low prices only for small consumers;

- generally, prices which substantially exceed operation and

maintenance costs; and

- recovery of investment costs in later years, to an extent

depending on the financial goals (see paragraph xx).

In practice many of these requirements are not being met. Low prices, for

example, are often charged for large consumers who are able to pay more;

while cost recovery is often undermined by prices which decline unduly with

the volume of consumption. hence thorough attention to pricing policy is an

essential part of project preparation and justification.

IV. Project Iden!tification and Preparation

xvi. Project definition (paragraphs 4.3 to 4.8). The size of the

project needs to be defined in terms of electrifying the main demand nodes

of a region as a whole. This is because (a) administration, billing and

maintenance responsibilities need to be planned on a regional basis; (b)

many network components serve not one, but several demand nodes; (c) the

region, rather than, say, the fillage, is a more appropriate unit for economic

analysis and (d) there are many villages and other demand nodes to be

analyzed comprehensively on an individual basis.
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xvii. Identification (paragraphs 4.9 to 4.12). Projects selected need
to yield satisfactory economic returns according to the criteria discussed
above. This occurs where the level and expected growth of the uses to which
electricity is put are reasonably high. This depends in turn on the quality
of complementary infrastructure; growing productive uses on farms, agro-

industries and village commerce- the presence of some large villages or of

several villages not too widely scattered, and on the level and growth of

wages and living standards.

xviii. Electrification plan (paragraphs 4.9 to 4.12). This begins with

a strategy of electrifying the larger demand centers, followed by marginal

extensions to smaller centers or consumers close to the networks. Several

plans need to be considered which examine various rates of network expansion,

alternative policies regarding which demand centers to connect, and alterna-

tive network designs (so as to determine a least-cost policy). In new areas,
the Plan needs to begin with a pilot project.

xix. Rural development and rural electrificationyplans (paragraphs 4.18

and 4.19). The effect of rural development plans, insofar as they succeed

in raising productivity and incomes in a region and improving rural infra-

structure, generally increase the expected economic returns to rural electri-

fication because they increase the uses to which electricity is put. A high

IER to the rural electrification element also signals that it forms a very

useful and productive part of the rural development plan.

V. Means of Finance

xx. Financial goals (paragraphs 5.1 and 5.2). The financial charac-

teristics of new or expanding programs are such that the initial investment

should be financed by some combination of debt, grants, equity or internal

funds of the utility which results in a relatively "soft" blend for the

capital structure of the program. The reasons for this are: (a) the long

gestation period before demand and revenues build up to reasonable levels,
and (b) the various economic, promotional and social constraints acting on

pricing policy. Often, these factors are made more difficult, and the

financial returns worse than they need to be, by ill-structured prices. But

even with suitable reforms to pricing policy, funding on soft terms, and

especially with long grace periods, is necessary. In practice, the kind of

financial goals that might be achieved would evolve with the level and growth

of demand:

- initially (say, during the first 3 or 4 years) revenues

could generally be expected to cover operating and main-

tenance costs quite comfortably:

- in the next phase (say, up to 10 years) revenues could

additionally be expected to service debt (assuming the

soft blend as suggested above);

- in subsequent years, revenues may generally be sufficient

to make an increasing contribution towards the costs of
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expansion (sufficient in magnitude, on some projects, to
meet a good proportion of the capital required, and to give

a good internal financial rate of return to the project).

But such achievements, as noted earlier, would depend on the level and rowth
of demand; reforms to pricing policy; well-prepared and wel-ru
and also on a systematic follow-up or projects to insure t
targ.;ets are raised as soon as circumstances warrant. Asa e,
then, it should not be assumed that costs cannot be recovered r
of the investment; but whether or not they are will be deterined bte
pricing policies of the agencies involved. The appropriate target need to
be reviewed in each case, bearing in mind: (a) the fiancal ne o thce
program (b) the effect of the program on the utility's over finail

performance, (c) the fiscal strength of the country, and (d) the ecnomic
and social objectives of the program.

xxi. Sources of finance (paragraphs 5.3 to 5.16). In most cases, a
portion of the capital requirements will have to be provided by the govern-

ment or the central electricity utility. The profits of the ility can
be a substantial source, and using them has the added advantages of gi
the utility some autonomy in expanding and running the program, and reducing
the strain on the public revenue - which might be better used on projec.
such as water, education and health where funding problems are more s
Also there may be some scope for using general price increases on el
to raise the funds for rural electrification, while tax increases may be
unacceptable. On the other hand, government funding can be uses to
more backward regions, as a lever on the less innovative utilities
are several in the country), and to promote standardization and regoa

cooperation. The choice between using government funds or a publ ti t
profits (which are equivalent from an economic viewpoint) wi deen o

these in stitutional factors, the fiscal strength of the country and th

political acceptability of one arrangement or the other.

VI. Technical Problems

xxii. Public suppl ies from the grid consist of high vo.lage substations

with transformers and medium voltage outlets; medium voltage subtranmiss:on

to the main demand centers in the rural areas; transformation to low voltages

in the main demand centers; and local distribution at low volt for service.

Although this technology is standarc, there is plenty of scope for cutt
costs through examination of various design alternatives and eansion plans.

The reasons are that, as noted in paragraphs (v) and (vi), costs vary

enormously with the density and location of demand, economies of scale 're

strong and there is a wide range of technical options. Among the most

important options to examine are:

(a) Autogeneration and public supplies. Relative costs, and thus

the choice are very selsitive to demand, location, terrain

and utilization as remarked in (v) and (vi). Autogeneration

costs may range from 9 to 20 cents per kWh or more (1972 oil
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prices, depending on load factor. The costs of public supplies
for the same load are lower at 4 to 1Q cents for villages close
together, but may be two or three times these levels for widely
scattered villages. (See Table 2.5, for example.)

(b) Standardization of equipment, construction and contract
procedures;

(c) Lowered design standards lowered quality of supply;

(d) Alternative network layouts, expansion plans and equipment
designs.

Some countries have reported substintial cost reductions by thorough attention
to these options.

VII. Institutional Problems

xxiii. The establishment of good institutions is of course central to
the success of the program. Experience in many countries underlines both
the importance and difficulties of training personnel, of promoting the
service, and of building up administrative units capable of taking on many
of the responsibilities of running the program in rural areas. Failures in
local administration in particular - for examplc in billing or in reporting
on and dealing with breakdowns in service - may discredit programs in rural
areas, and is a problem experienced by many countries. Local administra-
tive units generally need strong support and assistance from the main
electric utilities, particularly for training and for financial and techni-
cal assistance. But the extent of the support is partly a matter of policy.
Countries have adopted (or are experimenting with) differing levels of
delegated responsibility, with local administration placing:

- heavy reliance on the utility, and being responsible
only for local billing and reporting on consumer
complaints or requests for service: or

- medium reliance on the utility, and taking on adtional
responsibilities such as promoting service, identifying
new areas to be served, and working out schemes with local
people to extend service :o them; or

- low reliance on the utility (as with the cooperative arrange-
ment), and taking on many more of the financial, technical
and administrative responsibilities.

Which of these arrangements is appropriate depends on the country, the
available skills, the size and ponulation of its rural areas, and the local
culture. While, for example, cooperatives are reported to be working well
in some countries, they are not suited to others. Also, different types
of organization may work equally well: so in practice it is necessary to
be flexible about their form.
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VIII. Implications for the Bank

xxiv. The case for Bank assistance (paragraphs 8.1 to 8.10). This rests

on three points ~(1)The need expressed by developing countries for financial

and technical assistance in this field. (2) The Bank's long experience with

institution building and operations in the electric power sector. The pro-

grams to electrify rural areas are, in an important number of countries, being

undertaken by institutions with which the Bank has had highly 
successful

associations for many years. Rural electrification, which has so far formed

a small but increasing fraction of their past investments, 
is a new dimension

with new challenges and is likely to form an increasing portion 
of future

programs. In many countries, there is a strong commitment to 
rural electri-

fication and a desire to make it successful. (3) The good prospects for

projects which are related to rural development 
priorities and can be justi-

fied. This last point rests, to repeat, on proper care and attention in

project selection and preparation, and matching the project 
design to local

needs.

xxv. The pattern of lendingoperations (paragraphs 8.9 and 8.10).

Projects can be part of (a) rural development projects, or (b) projects for

the electric power sector. Both have advantages and are worth pursuing:

(a) Rural development projects appeal because they promote

coordination between sectors and generate large external

economies. On the cost side, for example, improved roads

reduce the costs of construction, maintenance and adminis-

tration of the electrification program. On the benefit side,

there are several inter- relationships: Rural development

programs raise the level of output in agriculture and agro-

industries, and through this the level of rural incomes. On

account of increased incomes and improved infrastructure,

commercial activity increases. Together, the growth of incomes

and the growth of agriculture, agro-industries and commerce,

create increasing demands for power and energy. These demands

can be met by public supplies from the grid, local autogeneration

or substitute sources of power and energy; which of these alter-

natives is best will be revealed by cost--benefit calculations.

(b) Electric power sector operations appeal because of the many

financial, technical and administrative responsibilities

delegated to the electric power sector, as is apparent from

Section VII. Also, the sector still needs loans to finance

its investments in generazionI and transmission capacity and

in urban distribution networks.

In some countries, as in India and Iran, for example, rural electrification

projects may be large enough to justify an operation specifically for this

purpose. But in most countries this would not be the case. (See also the

discussion on the lending program in (xxviii) below.)
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xxvi. Lending conditions (paragraphs 8.11 to 3.15). Most loans would
have to be made through the government (if it is a rural development loan)

or the utility (if it is a power loan). The reasons for this are that local

rural electrification agencies generally reauire a lot of financial support

from the government or the utility so as to establish, expand and run the

electrification programs. Even when local agencies are financially and

technically strong. there is still a case for channelling aid through the

government or the utility in order to promote regional and sectoral balance

in the programs and cooperation between regions. Bank or IDA terms would

of course apply according to the country; Bank terms might have to be passed

on in pirt as equity, or blended with cheaper money, since the rural project

could probably not generate funds to service a conventional Bank loan (though

the utility often can). Local cost financing would be required since much

of the materials and equipment would be provided domestically. Most loans

would also have to make provisions for technical assistance.

xxvii. Which countries? (paragraphs 8.17 to 8.21; also see 2.11 to 2.14).

There is scope for some degree of rural electrification in most countries

though of course the type and extent of electrification depends on the level

of development. As explained in paragraph (v), countries are in varying phases

of the rural electrification process. Also, even when areas are already

electrified, there is always a continual need for further investment to

extend and reinforce networks within these areas (as in cities) to meet

growing demands. Our estimates are that the following proportions of the

village/rural populations may be served in 10 years time:

Africa and some Arab countries - less than one tenth

Asia and some EMENA countries - about one quarter

Latin American countries - about one third

Which countries would receive assistance would depend on the country's overall

rural development effort, the claims for Bank help, and willingness to accept

Bank conditions and procedures.

xxviii. The revised lendinga rogram FY74-78 (paragraphs 8.22 and 8.23).

(a) Power loans. Roughly $250 million of the revised lending program for

electric power ($3,100 million, in 1974 prices, for 90 loans) is allocated

to rural electrification. Nearly half of this, however, is absorbed by three

projects, two in India ($40 million each in FY75 and 76) and one in Iran

(about $20 million in FY75, but tentative). These are specifically for rural

electrification. The remaining proposals, which are relatively small, are

components of larger loans to the power sector in 10 other countries (Thailand,
Nepal and Pakistan Panama, Honduras, Mexico, Bolivia and Brazil; Liberia,
Tunisia). These lending programs were drawn up without any particular focus

on rural electrification needs in the member countries, nor did the Bank have

suitably developed operational procedures and guidelines for lending for rural

electrification. Following the approach outlined in this paper, identification

and preparation might be expanded upon during FYs 75 and 76, leading to an

increased rural electrification element in the second half of the program.
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(b) Rural development loans. Roughly 50% of the loans for AgriLure

FYs 74 and 75 might be classified as rural development loans. The rural

electrification element in the projects financed by these loans v

siderably between countries. Rough indications are that rural lt ition

may average about 10% of the project costs in Latin Aimerican countries, abut

5 to 10% in Asia and EMENA and very little in Africa. In. all between A15
and $300 million of the projected $65 million for Agri
Development loans might be associated with rural elciica. m t

projections. Again, however, with intensification of initiaives to i
and prepare projects for rural development and rural. ctrifctohs
figures might be revised upwards during the second hali of ct en

ing program.

xxix. perationa procedures (paragraphs 8.24 to 8.31). Most o
would be unchanged, except in degree, in that more work would be require i

identification, preparation and appraisal, and uncertainties wou b gre

Apart from this, sector survey work (of the electric power or th rura
sectors), identification, preparation and appraisal would require onla
widening of scope. The proposal is to begin work in rural elect rficati

with thorough surveys, identification and preparation - the ultiate success

of operations rests on this.

Xxx. i9 Asevaluation research (paragraphs 8.32 to 834) cuse

of the uncertainties and the widespread lack of information about ru el

trification (and, indeed, about rural development) it would be dsirabl (a
to begin with pilot projects in areas without service, but where there ar

good grounds for introducing it, and (b) to incorporate monitoring a

tion techniques into both regular and pilot projects. This should prov ce

information for planning further expansion and also a basis for ov

in subsequent operations. Problems requiring separate reserOc in d (

the scope for cutting costs; (ii) the factors affecting conrum repne

and (iii) the linkages between economic growth in rural areas and h dea

stemming from farms, agro-industries and rural commerce.

xxxi, Requirements of Bank staff (paragraphs 8.35 to 8.37) T1e n

institutional and technological dimensions of the work would or) cours i se

further demands on staff. While many of the new skills can be acquire i

experience, consideration should be given to recruitment of people with ex-

perience in the field, short training courses, and further cooperation. (perhaps

sharing resources)between Regional Projects Departments.



I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The possibilities for Bank financing of village electrification
projects were first outlined in the Sector Working Paper on Electric Power.
Since then, a number of initiatives have been taken to improve our knowledge
in this field. Inquiries were made to over 20 countries regarding the extent
of their programs and future plans; a major research study has been undertaken
in El Salvador and is nearing com-pletion; there have been brief field trios
by staff members to three other Central American countries, and also to India,
specifically to look at village electrification programs; pilot village
electrification projects were financed in Ecuador on the condition that the
socio-economic impact of these projects was monitored over times and finally,
connections have been established between the Bank and other institutions
undertaking research in Turkey, Tunisia, Costa Rica, Colombia and the
Philippines.

1.2 A number of countries have also formally approached the Bank for
development assistance in this field, including Iran, Oman, India and Thailand.

1.3 The time now seems appropriate to report on our findings to date
on rural electrification. A number of diverse questions have been raised
since previous reports (listed in Annex 1) were issued. For example: What
is the extent of rural electrification in developing countries? and what
are the prospects for successful investment? Is the economic-rate-of-return
calculation a suitable basis for project appraisal in low income areas?
and if so. how do we estimate economic costs and benefits? How do we identify
good projects? Which institutional and financial arrangements work best?
What are the technical problems? Finally, what should the Bank do?

1.4 This report is written in response to such questions. It begins
with an introductory discussion on:-

II. Rural electrification in developing countries
- the extent, costs and uses of rural electrifica-

tion, the aims, and the outlook for investment,

then presents our current thinking on apnroaches towards investment, as
regards:-

Ill. Economic justification procedures;

IV. Project identifica-tion.

V. Means of finance

VI. Technical prohems,

VII, Institutional problnes;

and concludes with a discussion of:-

VIII, Implications for ink Policy and Proceuures.
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1.5 We now stand at the end of elementary inquiries to various countries

and institutions, and at the end of limited field experience in India, Ecuador

and Central America (including the research study in El Salvador, which is

now being written up). Our evaluation of this material, which forms the

basis of the present report, shows good grounds for the belief that useful

and productive investments can be made; and we have proposed methods of under-
taking then. So we also stand, if these proposals are accepted, at the begin-

ning of project identification and appraisal work backed up by further research

and evaluation.
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II. RURAL ELECTRIFICATIO; IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

2.1 Rural electrification in developing countries is intended to serve
both economic and social aims. To understand these aims and how they might
best be achieved, it is first useful to know something about the extent and
growth of village electrification in developing countries, the costs and the
uses to which electricity is put; these matters are first discussed below.

Extent and Growth of Rural Electrification

2.2 Countries are putting increasing resources into rural electrifica-
tion. As one might expect, the resources countries allocate to it increase
with their per capita incomes, with the result that rural electrification is
more extensive in Latin America than in Asia, and more extensive in Asia than
in Africa:-

Table 2.1

Population in 1971 /1 Village/Rural Population /2 /3
millions Served 1971

Region Total Villae2 Rural /2 Millions %

Latin America 282 140 (50%) 32 23%

Selected EMENA
Countries /4 143 87 (61%) 45 15%

Asia 934 700 (75%) 105 15%

Africa 182 165 (90%) 7 4%

1789 1300 73% 187 14%

Sour ce : E ctri ficationdta aTre compiledffrom miscellaneous documents
and correspondence with the countries and are not official statistics.
Population data are from UN documents.

/ Population figures refer to the whole region, except ElfENA (see 4).
/2 The definitions of "village" and "rural" vary between countries. Generally,

villages are conglomerations of 5,000 to 10,000 people or less; rural
refers to low density populations outside the villages, often living in
clusters close to large farms.

/3 Electrification data no,- available for each country and the percen tages
should be taken as tvo ca >lvels for countries in the region, about
which there may be considerable vairiance_

/4 Cyprus, Egypt, Iran, Saudi Araoia, Tunisia. Algeria. Morocco, Turkey.
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2.3 Total cumulative investment in rural electrification by 
developing

countries within the Bank's area of operations was about 
$10 billion by 1971,

or about 10% of total investment in the electric power 
sector. This figure

includes generation, transmission and distribution which in the early stages

of a project breakdown roughly as follows:

Investment in Generation and Transnission Capacity 30%

Investment in Sub -Transmission and Distribution

Networks 
70%

(Costs are discussed in more detail in paragraphs 2.6 
et. seq.).

2.4 Future investment is likely to be much larger than in the past.

We have formally questioned over 20 countries about their planned 
programs

and have received information on several others. According to this informa-

tion the rate of investment is generally likely to be higher than in the past

and to form an increasing proportion of total investment. Some countries,

including Iran, Egypt, Turkey and Thailand have announced major new initiatives,

while others, in particular India and most of Latin America, are to continue

and often expand on theirs.

2.5 The information is not good enough for a precise forecast of the

Level of investment nor of the population likely to be affected. But it

does seem that total new inve _tnent is likely 
to exceed $10-$15 billion in

the next ten years (which is over 10% of total new investment), bringing

supplies within the reach of 300 million more people; up to about half of

these people, comprising 15% of the village/rural population, may be able

to afford service. Thus a total of, say, one quarter of the village/rural

population would be served in ten years 
time (as compared to about three

quarters at the present time in urban areas).

Technolog'y and Costs

2.6 Electricity is introduced into rural areas in three ways, through:

(1) Autogenerat ors serving; single consumers-,

(2) Autogenerators serving several consumers 
on a local

network

(3) Public supplies from the main grid system.

The term autogeneration refers to isolated generators powered by diesel

engne, small steam turbines, or micro-,hydro turbines. They range in size

.ro ahut 5 kW, sufficient to meet minor needs of, for example, refrigeration

and lighting on a farm, to over 1500 kW, sufficient to meet the motive power

lare sugar processing lant. Public supp'lies from the main grid

consis, of medium vcltaIe (about ) KV) subtransmission links to transmit

electreity fron the ;;rid to the larger Lenand centers of an area, plus low

cistributiou within the demand centers.
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2.7 Investment in rural electrification is mostly in public supplies
from the main grid: at a guess, over 80% of rural electrification is supplied
in this way. For small loads in remote localities, however, utilities often
find that it is cheaper to meet electricity needs by installing small auto-
generators. In the absence of public supplies, shops, farms and agro-
industries will often install their own autogenerators to neet their Own
particular needs in lighting, refrigeration, heating and motive power; often,
they also supply a few local consumers and provide public lighting if such
demands occur when their equipment would otherwise be unused. Autogeneration,
serving single or several consumers, is very common in rural areas.

2,8 Evidently, the utility must often make a decision whether to provide
electricity from the grid or from local autogenerators. This decision depends
on a number of factors, including the expected level and growth of demand,
the expected utilization of the investment, the distance from the main net-
work and the difficulty of terrain (which can affect costs enormously). The
following table displays some typical cost data at two levels of demand:
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Table 2.2

Typical Costs of Public Supplies and

___Autogeneration _(1972 data)

Auto§eneration SupL from Grid /1

Capacity of Project kW 50 25 50 25

Consumers Served 140 70 140 70

Capital Costs $ 34,000 25,000 56,000 38,000

Fuel, Operation and Maintenance 4/kVTh 6 6 0.5 0.5

Billing, Admin. etc. $/year 2,000 1,000 2,000 1,000

Source: See Annex 2.

/1 Average length of subtransmission line per village = 4 km in this case.

Note the economies of scale in capital costs. The 50 kW and 25 kW

projects could serve fully developed loads in villages of about 2,000

and 1,000 people respectively. Demands from farms and agro-industries

outside the village may add anything from 20 kW to 1000 kW or more to

total capacity demands. Capital costs, it can be seen, range from $400

to $550 per consumer in the above case of supplies from the grid (or

$40 to $55 per capita in the village served). However, for large

villages of five to ten thousand people, these costs may drop to $200

per consumer ($20 per capita) or less.

2.9 The capital costs of supplies from the grid are much higher than

those of autogeneration, but tne fuel, operation and maintenance costs are

much less. When the utilization of the project is high, this strongly favors

the more-capital, less-fuel intensive investment in supplies from the grid.

Taking the 50 kW projects, the relative annual costs of the two projects at

various levels of utilization are:
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Table 2.3 /1

Autogeneration Supplies from Grid

Load Factor 10% 25% 50% 10% 25% 50%

Annual Capital Costs $4,500 4,500 4,500 5,600 5,600 5,000

Fuel, 0 & M. $2,600 6,600 13,200 200 500 1,000

Billing & Admin. $200 2,000 _2,000 2,000 22000 2,000

Total $9,100 13,100 19,700 7,800 8,100 8,600

Average, 4KWh 21 12 9 18 7 4

/1 See Annex 2 for calculations.

2.10 The fuel bill heavily penalizes autogeneration. In general, it

compares well with public supolies from the grid only at low levels of

utilization - except when the demands are remote. This last point is import-

ant. since to extend a subtransmission link by 25 km to an isolated demand

may cost around $100,000 ($10,000 per year at 10% annuity), with the follow-

ing kinds of effect on the capital costs of public supplies:

Table 2.4

Capacity of Scheme 50 kW 50 kW

Distance from Grid, 4 km* 29 km

Generation and Transmission Costs, $ 24,000 24,000

Subtransmission Costs, $ 18,000 118,000

Local Distribution, $ 14,000 14,000

Total, $ 56,000 156,000

Annual Capital Costs, $ 5,600 15,600

Source: See Annex 2. *The 4 k- case corresponds to the data in Tables 2.2

and 2.3.

Such cost increases are sufficient to make autogeneration the better alter-

native for all but high load factor demands. To see this it is useful to
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consider the effect of distance on the cost comparisons previously presented

in Table 2.3.

Table 2.5

Average Costs of Different Schemes (cents/KWh)

Spplies From Grid

Load Factor 4 km 29 km Autogeneration

10% 18 40 21

25% 7 17 12

50% 4 8 9

(Note that average costs in urban areas are about 3 cents per KWh). Obviously,

it is extravagant to extend networks to meet small demands in areas 
remote

from the grid. However, the same subtransmission networks can be used to

meet much larger demands, Lo tnat if a good demand develops from farms, agro-

industries and several villages, average costs decline very quickly 
to about

4 to 8 cents per kWh.

2.11 It is now possible to explain how electrification schemes evolve

in rural areas. It is a fascinating process which has three or four phases.

In the initial phase, only a few scattered, isolated businesses may need and

can afford electricity. They obtain it by installing their own generators

and it is common to find them used for such purposes as refrigerating milk

on farms, providing light and heat to egg and chicken farms, for refrigera-

tion and light in shops, for refrigeration on a large scale in slaughter-

houses, or for the motive power needs of large agro-industries such as sugar

processing. During this phase, the motive power needs of small farms and

businesses are generally met directly by animals or by small diesel engines.

In the second phase, a small collective demand for electricity may develop

from several households and businesses to meet needs like public lighting,

private lighting, and further demands from large and 
small businesses and

farms. During this phase, small local networks ("micro-grids") are often

extended from local autogenerators installed through public or private 
initia-

tive. If the collective demand becores large enough, and offers good utiliza-

tion of equipment, the second phase may be by-passed or lead to the third

phase - fully-fledged electrification fror, the grid system. The "micro-grids"

are taken over and extended, subransmission links replace the old auto-

generators, which are scrapped or used elsewhere; and small and large businesses

begin to turn to electricity as a source of motive power in preference to

animals or diesel engines (often creating a useful second-hand market in the

latter), and may even introduce some new processes as a result.

2.12 During this third phase, a number of major demand centers can be

identified in a region, stemming from. the larger villages and the farms
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and agro-industries which lie outside them. A network design plan has to be

worked out, to route the networkc so as to economize on the heavy costs of

subtransmission and distribution lines. Once the networks have been established,

a fourth and final phase follows quite obviously. Centers of low demand are

now close to the networks and can be connected up at very low marginal cost.

Whereas the initial thrust into a region may cost $50,00 to $200,000 per

demand center, secondary thrusts into areas of low denand m now cost only

$5,000 to $20,000. (Many areas of low demand remain remote from the main

networks, and for this reason it is never worth electrifying them from the

main grid; even in N. America and Europe, where rural electrification programs

were substantially completed 20 years ago, many areas continue to be served

by local autogenerators.)

2.13 Practically every country has some degree of rural electrification,
but different countries are in different phases. Broadly speaking, African

countries are largely in the first phase of private generation, but are

gradually beginning the second and third phases of meeting the larger col-

lective demands from the grid or local autogenerators. Asian and EEMNA

countries are mostly in the midst of the third phase, of connecting the main

demand centers to the grid. Most Latin American countries are in the fourth

and final phase, of connecting low demand centers to networks already established
in rural areas.

2.14 As remarked earlier, the term rural electrification is normally

associated with electrification from the grid system, that is, with the third

and fourth phases of electrification. The relative magnitudes of these phases

may be gauged from Table 2.1 and also from the following statistics for Mexico,

which show that over 50% of the rural population live in areas of low demand:

Table 2.6

Population Distribution of Villages in Mexico

Population of No. of Population

Village Villages No. % Remarks

Less than 100 55,376 1,823,900 7%)
) Low Demand Areas, 25%

100 - 499 28,494 6,944,500 26%) Electrified
)

500 - 999 7,346 5,091,930 19%)

1000 - 4999 5,207 9,681,800 37%) ediun-to-High Demand
) Areas, 30% Electrified

5000 - 9999 416 2,-94,300 11%)

96,839 26,436,400 1 00%

Source: Supplied by Comision Federal de Electricidad.
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Similar distributions in the size of village, 
and in the areas of high and

low demand, can be observed in most countries. (In the Cameroons, much

emphasis is placed on forming larger-sized 
villages before providing elec-

tricity and other infrastructure.)

Uses of Electricity

2.15 There is a surprisingly wide range of uses 
of electricity in rural

areas, for both household and productive needs. Generally speaking, the

total demand stemming from productive needs is 
higher than that stemming

from households, as can be seen from the following table:

Table 2.7

Percentage Distribution of Electricity Demand in Urban

and Rural Areas for Various Countries (1971 data)

Rural Areas Urban

Productive Demands Domestic Productive Domestic

Agro- Commercial-

Farms Industy Comnunit Total Total Total Total

Ethiopia 55% 45% 44% 56%

Tanzania -- 75% 25% 80% 20%

Chile 9 26 32 67% 33% n.a. n.a.

Costa Rica - - - 70% 30% 43% 57%

Nicaragua 15 ..... 45....... 60% 40% 30% 70%

El Salvador - 45% 55% 60% 40%

India 59 . 21 80% 20% 89% 11%

Pakistan 23 17 40% 60% 90% 10%

Taiwan 10 ..... 16....... 26% 74% 80% 20%

Sources: Rural data: Correspondence and miscellaneous documents 
provided

by the countries.

Urban data: From similar sources and Bank Appraisal 
Reports.

These data, which refer to typical situations, 
understate the productive uses

since many small business demands creep 
in under domestic and general tariffs.
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2.16 The relative demands from households and producers change markedly
from one area to another. Often, the demand in an area may be dominated by
one large consumer, as with irrigation or cotton processing; and though some
areas may use electricity for a wide range of productive purposes, others
may use it for little more than domestic and public lighting.

2.17 In addition to the various agro-industrial demands which develop
from the local agriculture, it is not uncommon to find demands developing
from 20 or more commercial activities in a single village, such as for light
and refrigeration in shops and services, and for light, heat and motive power
in workshops (carpentry, welding and repairshops, for example). Community
demands may include public lighting and demands from the local church, a water
pump, a police station, school and health centers. Growth in local agriculture
and wages, and improvements in complementary infrastructure, can thus generate
all kinds of uses for electricity.

2.18 Consumption levels in rural areas are of course much less than in
urban areas. But again it is surprising that there is often a strong response
to rural electrification from consumers, reflected in high, sustained rates
of growth of demand once an area is electrified:

Table 2.8

Level and Growth of Consumer Demand
in Urban and Rural Areas. Estimates for Various Countries (1971) /1

Demand per Consumer, kWh/year /2 Yearly Rate of Growth of Demand
Rural Urban Rural Urban

India 1000 n.a. 15% 10%

Thailand 200 4000 12 - 20% 22%

Ethiopia 800 2000 40% 15%

Costa Rica 1900 6000 20% 10%

El Salvador 1000 4000 20% 10%

Sources: Rural data are estimates based on various documents and project reports
provided by the countries. Urban data inferred from Sector Working
Paper on Electric Power and Bank Appraisal Reports.

/1 Data purely illustrative, not average, for the country.
/2 Rural data for selected areas; Urban data for capital cities, except for

Thailand, which is an average.
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Demand per consumer varies between areas largely on account of variations in

the type of productive uses, and also with the age of the project on account

of the growth of demand per consumer. Irrigation pumpsets, for example,

consume about 3000 kWh per year in India, while a large agro-industry may

consume 100,000 kWh per year or more.

2,19 To sum up, there is often a surprisingly strong response to rural

electrification projects. This is reflected in high rates of growth of

demand, though they start from very low initial levels. This response stems

from a wide range of uses of electricity.

The Aims of Rural Electrification, and the Conflicts Presented by Low

Financial Returns

2.20 Having discussed the demand side and the supply side, it is now

useful to put the two together and discuss the net returns - social, economic

and financial - that are expected from the investments.

2.21 Most countries stress the social importance of their rural electri-

fication programs, in particular the need to raise the standard of living in

rural areas and to provide a counterweight to excessive urbanization. But

many of the returns, as illustrated above, are of economic importance since

they stem from the voluntary demands of communities, houses and businesses

for a cheaper or superior form of energy. Indeed, many countries state that

unless the programs are set in an economic context, the results are disappoint-

ing. For this reason, they stress the importance of both economic and social

aims.

2.22 Where the economic content of rural electrification programs is

large, it may seem reasonable to expect satisfactory financial returns -

electricity increases energy use in the area, often reduces energy costs,

and is far superior in quality to the alternatives. But there are three

reasons why this is not the case, at least for a period of years:

a) the high initial investment costs associated with low

density populations, often remote from the main networks;

b) low initial demand levels in relation to the capacity of

the networks (which have large indivisibilities); it may

take over 10 years for demand to develop fully in relation

to capacity,

c) the arguments for keeping tariffs low in relation to costs

to meet the social aims of cheap energy to low income house-

holds and small businesses.
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The following figures illustrate these points:

Table 2.9

Comparative Data_ for Urban and Rural Areas

Urban Rural

Consumption: kWh/consumer/year 4,000 600*

Load Factor 50% 20%*

Investment in subtransrission and
distribution per consumer (approx.) $100 $300

Average costs, cents/kWh (approx.) 2.5 6 to 8*

Average price, cents/kWh (approx.) 2.8 4

Mean per capita incomes $800 $125

Source: El Salvador Study.

* Figures refer to typical initial conditions.

The initial average costs are over two or three times those of urban areas,
and though average prices are nearly 50% higher, this is not of course suf-
ficient to make up the deficit. As both load factors and the level of demand
rise, average costs decline very quickly- but the possible financial gains
from this are often undermined by the system of declining block tariffs widely
adopted in many countries throughout the world.

2.23 Financial assistance is generally considered to be necessary, there-
fore, at least in the early years. The assistance takes several forms, including
low interest capital from internal or international sources, special deprecia-
tion provisions, preferential tariffs and contributions in kind from the
rural areas, such as unpaid labor. (It is also interesting to note that when
it was desired to promote rural electri fication in the USA in the 1930's,
it was considered necessary to finar-ce it on concessionary terms in accordance
with the Rural Electrification Act of 1936.)

The Outlook

2.24 So long as the investment programs are expanding, the fact is that
continued financial assistance is required. Accepting this, however, three
other facts are becoming clear:
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a) In many electrified areas in all parts of the world the

financial returns are improving markedly over time, though

from very low initial levels. One reason is that there are

substantial economies of scale as demand and consumer density

increase.

b) Although existing projects are in the 'best' areas, extensions

to 'worse' areas in the same region need not undermine overall

financial or economic performance; the 'best' areas have

absorbed the brunt of the high initial costs and, as explained

earlier, subsequent extensions cost much less.

c) Financial performance can often be improved significantly by

appropriate attention to pricing policy. Low prices often

exist in places where they are unnecessary on account of

ill-structured tariffs - the consumption of large farms and

agro-industries is often subsidized, for example, even though

they are able and willing to pay more for the service.

2.25 Taking a long perspective, therefore, and a constructive attitude

towards tariff policy, it seems there are prospects both for continued expan-

sion and improved financial performance.

2.26 Nevertheless, the prospects of low financial returns in the initial

years, and the arguments for subsidizin; small businesses and low income

households, remove a simple criterion for project selection based on financial

profitability. A broader basis for project selection is called for and is

being sought by many countries ancd institutions.

2.27 Hence there are serious difficulties with project justification

and identification, as there are, of course, serious difficulties with finance,

institutional development and cechnical choice. None of these seem insur-

mountable however, as will be apparent from the following analysis of them.

SupplementaryNote on the Effects of fil Price Increases

2.28 The recent rise in oil prices has had particularly large effects on

the costs of:-

- electricity from diesel powered autogenerators (increases of

roughly 50 to 100% depending on use);

- kerosene lighting;

- motive power from diesl ng asuseu in irrigation and agro-

industries (increases of 30 to 60%, depending on use).
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Areas already electrified are largely insulated from these increases, as will
be areas to be electrified, depending on the mix of hydro, coal and oil plant
in the system. Generally the effects should be to increase the number of
households and businesses using electricity (though, of course, the costs of
energy will have risen for those who would otherwise have preferred substitutes).
The consumer-response data provided in this report relate to periods before
the oil price increases; 1972 cost and price data are also used.
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III. PROJECT JUSTIFICATION PROCEDURES

3.1 In the social and economic justification of rural electrification

projects, it is useful to begin with a study of economic returns and then

work social factors into the analysis. Confusion between social and economic

aims is then avoided and trade-offs (to the extent that they occur) can be

examined. This approach is followed below. The starting point is a discus-

sion to clarify:

a) The nature of the (economic) benefits.

This is followed by a discussion of:

b) Practical aspects of benefit measurement;

c) forecasting demand and benefits;

d) cost analysis; and

e) cost-benefit (economic rate-of-return) calculations.

This covers the economic side. It will be seen that it is a traditional

analysis of forecasting benefits and comparing them with the costs of 
the

(least--cost) project in an economic rate-of-return calculation. The social

side is then brought into the picture in the discussion of:

f) Criteria for project acceptability.

Finally, if the social and economic aims are to be met in practice, it is

necessary to attend to the following, which are also discussed:

g) Pricing policy;

h) provisions for low income families and small businesses.

3.2 There are two main purposes, it should be noted, of the economic

analysis of costs and benefits. One is the usual one of providing a consistent

guideline for an efficient allocation of investments between the various

sectors in urban and rural areas, and some indication, therefore, of economic

priorities. The other is to provide some measure of the economic costs of

investments when social aims are strong, economic returns low and conflicts

arise. (Conflicts do not always arise, however, and some investments are

socially and economically desirable.) Economic rate-of-return calculations

can be very helpful for these purposes, and are adopted here. They only break

down when social arguments are overwhelmingly strong -- as with water supply

projects in drought areas. But this, in our experience, is not the case for

rural electrification.
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(a) The Nature of the Economic Benefits

3.3 There is a very close relationship between the level of use of
electricity and the level of benefits derived from it, in the sense that
when use is low, only a few people may be benefiting marginally from the
service. and conversely when use is nigh. The benefits most frequently quoted,
and which are all related to use, are that electricity:

(i) increases productivity and output in rural areas through
reducing the costs of energy and thus increasing the
profitability and output of farms, agro-industries and
commerce;

(ii) adds to the standard of living in village homes and com-
munities;

and, on account of (i) and (ii):

(iii) helps stem migration from rural areas to cities -- the
problem of urban--rural balance.

(The third is related to use because to the extent that people and businesses
are attracted to rural areas by electricity, they will use it.)

3.A There is, in fact, little hard evidence as to the effect of elec-
tricity on migration. Our investigations have revealed, as one might expect,
that older people migrate mainly in search of jobs, while the younger ones
migrate in search of jobs and education or to begin families. Also, the
countries with the largest rural electrification programs generally are the
most urbanized (see Table 2.1 for example).

Nevertheless, despite migration to cities, and whatever its causes,
tha Pennonic output of farms, agro-industries and rural commerce is increasing,
large numbers of villages are increasing in population and are in a process
of modernization. The result is that the demands for electricity, and the
range of uses to which it is put, are also increasing. Hence there are
positive benefits to look for, even if electricity by itself has little or

no effect on stemming migration to cities.

3.6 In monetary terms, and ignoring complications about shadow prices
and income distribution for the moment, the benefits of electricity to

families and businesses are to be measured by the amount of the family or
business income they are prepared to allocate to it. This is the monetary
value placed by individuals on the service. Small businesses and low income
families, in particular, make this allocation decision very carefully. The
decision is made in the light of the many complex and varied circumstances
of the family or business and of the alternative uses of this portion of
family or business income.
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3.7 The estimation of benefits, in monetary terms, can begin by adding

up these monetary valuations over all family and business consumers. For

practical purposes it is useful to divide the monetary benefits into two

parts:

- actual revenues (the "direct consumer benefits")

- the surplus monetary benefits (!consumers' surplus benefits")

where the latter simply reflect the point that people generally do value

service by more than the amount they may be asked to pay for it.

3.8 Revenue estimation presents no new problems apart from the dif-
ficulties of forecasting, but what is the nature of the surplus benefits?

and how can they be estimated?

3.9 For farms, agro-industries and commerce, there is normally a sub-

stitute for publicly supplied electricity in the form of:

- Autogenerators for large agro-industries;

- diesel engines for many purposes, including
irrigation, corn grinding, and motive power
in small agro-industries;

- often, animal power;

- small autogenerators for refrigeration on farms;

- kerosene refrigerators, etc.

The surplus benefits are the net advantages of electricity over these alter-

natives. In many activities taie same output can be produced by the substitute,
so the net advantages are cost-savings. This is commonly the case, for

example, with uses of electricity for motive power, as in irrigation pumping

and corn grinding, where diesel engines can do the same job, though often

at a higher cost. It is also the case for many large farms and agro-

industries which can also produce the same output using diesel powered auto-

generators, though again, often at a higher cost.

3.10 In other activities, however, electricity is far cheaper or of

higher quality, and extra output also results; the net increase in the profits

of the activity are the benefits. This is often the case, for example, for
small businesses using electricity for motive power or refrigeration. The

alternatives (including the associated capital and maintenance costs) are

often too expensive or unreliable, and the business cannot make a profit

with them. So new business activities can and do spring up if costs are cut

sufficiently for them to become profitable. Refrigeration in shops and corn

grinding are common examples in Central America.
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3.11 By taking a representative sample of such activities, covering

different types and sizes, it is possible to estimate a typical ratio of

surplus benefits to actual amounts paid for electricity. From these ratios,

and knowing the number of different types and sizes of business consumer, 
it

is then possible to calculate total surplus benefits directly. 1/ Clearly

the level of these benefits rises commensurately with the number and total

demand of these consumers.

3.12 On the household side, the surplus benefits of some uses, such

as for lighting and ironing, are also the net advantages over substitutes;

while the benefits of others, such as refrigeration and television, are

generally the household's valuation of a new 
product, practical substitutes

not being readily available. As remarked earlier, the total monetary benefits

would be the amount of income the households are prepared 
to allocate to

such goods.

3.13 It is, however, exceptionally difficult to estimate the monetary

value of surplus benefits to households, even with well-conceived sample

surveys and elaborate econometric analysis. The problems of randomness, of

specifying a correct algebraic model of household behavior, 
and of identify-

ing the separate influences on household behavior, 
have so far precluded

reliable estimation. What we do know, however, is that when service is

benefiting many households, there will be a strong demand for 
it, reflected

in quite good revenues (the direct benefits). So it is still revealing to

look at the direct benefits even if the surplus benefits 
cannot be estimated

- - though the point that such monetary benefits are omitted from 
the economic

rate of return calculations means that tolerance is needed 
for projects with

returns somewhat below the opportunity cost of capital (see 
paragraphs 3.47

et.seq.).

(b) Practical Aspects of Benefit Measurement

3.14 In practice, therefore, it will be necessary to confine cost-

benefit analysis to what can be measured, and to supplement this as necessary

by descriptive analysis. The benefits which can be measured will generally

be:

- the direct benefits to households, reflected in the

revenues;

- the direct benefits to farms, agro-industries and

comnerce, again reflected in the revenues;

1/ The forthcoming research study in El Salvador will 
provide illustrations

of such calculations.
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- the surplus benefits to farms, agro-industries, and
conmmerce, reflected in the net effects on profits
and output of electricity to these activities.

Descriptive analysis of households, and of household demand, can be couched
in terms of indications of living standards, the number and percentage o` the
people demanding service and what they are likely to use it for. Analysis
of the growth of the area, its history, whether people are likely to move
into it and/or remain there are also important.

3.15 Where there is a strong demand for "productive uses" the above
basis of benefit estimation will be more than sufficient to justify a good
project. The revenues from farms and agro-industries should boost the proj-
ect, unless tariffs are low. Counting in the surplus benefits to productive
uses will boost justification further. If, for example, 80% of demand is
from productive uses, and surplus benefits are (typically) 50%, then benefits
are 120% of revenues not counting household demand, and 140% in total. This
can make a large difference in rate-of--return calculations.

3.16 Where, on the other hand, there is a small demand for productive
uses, coupled with low tariffs and a low level of demand from households,
justification will be difficult -- as perhaps it should be in these situations.

(c) Forecasting Demand and Benefits

3.17 Demand forecasting in areas hitherto without service involves more
uncertainty than in areas with service, on account of information shortages;
it requires, therefore, a good deal of judgment and guesswork. This points
to the importance of flexibility in project design and investment planning,
as discussed in VI; and to the need to collate information from several
sources and to experiment, as discussed below.

(i) Evidence from Other ProleJcts

3.18 The most concrete basis for a forecast is provided by projects
already functioning in other areas of the country. Most countries in Latin
America, EMENA, and Asia, and several in Africa have had pilot projects and
sometimes extensive programs for several years. The obvious thing to do is
to examine how both domestic and non-domestic consumers have responded to
these projects: things to look at are:

- The growth in the number consumers;

- the growth in consumption per consumer.

- the types of consumer, including a breakdown by
large and small, irrigation, various agro-industries,
various levels of household consumption, etc.;

- the changes in load factor, and, if possible,
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- the kinds of uses to which electricity is put.

This information should not be difficult to obtain in a well-run program;
if it is, serious questions should be raised about whether projects are
being monitored properly and about the systeratic keeping of records.

3.19 An elementary understanding of the areas in which these projects
are located is also necessary in order to understand the factors which affect
the projects returns. Often, a look at the living conditions in an area,
its infrastructure and the growth of local agriculture, agro-industries,
commerce and wages may be sufficient for this purpose.

3.20 In building up forecasts from experience with other projects, it
is of course desirable to take areas that are comparable with the area under
consideration -- comparable population and income levels, and comparable
with respect to local infrastructure, housing quality, and levels of activity
in agriculture, agro-industries and commerce; or more generally, areas which
are comparable in levels of development and size.

3.21 Such coincidences in levels of development and size do not always
occur even within broad limits. However, to obtain an impression of how
levels of development and size interact with the project, it is a good idea
to look at how projects have functioned in larger and smaller areas, and in
both more and less developed areas. This will provide a range to the forecasts.

(ii) Evidence from Neighboirin Countries

3.22 If such evidence is scarce or is not available within the country,
either because there are no pilot projects or because they are new and it is
too early to form a judgment, the experience of neighboring countries is
often highly relevant (indeed one can often go further afield than this).
Again, the aim is to see how people and businesses have responded to projects
in different situations.

(iii) The Use of Pilot Projects

3.23 Where there is absolutely no local precedent for the forecast, it
is of course difficult to justify a full scale program. The case for pilot
projects and the use of these as a base for forecasting, as well as experience
in project design and management, is a strong one. It should be noted, too,
that pilot projects can often be provided out of a very small fraction of a
utility's budget. Typically about 5 villages can be electrified for $250,000
depending on their size and location.

(iv) Evidence from Low-Income Areas of Cities

3.24 As regards household demand, it is often the case that many house-
holds in villages are no poorer than many electrified households in low
income areas of cities. Analysis of the latter may give some indication of
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likely response from households in villages (even though the costs of serving

villages are higher).

(v) Economic and Social Analysis of the Area

3.25 Any evidence carried over from the experience in other localities

and countries must, of course, be supplemented by local inquiries. On the
non-domestic side, items to look at are:

- the type and growth of local agriculture;

- the development of local agro-industries;

- the extent of local commerce (strong correlations
here with population of area);

- quality of local infrastructure such as roads, schools,
water and health centers;

- any government plans on projects for the area.

Apart from its importance for forecasting, this information is important

for determining priorities. For this reason, it is perhaps best provided

by regional surveys of the rural sector.

3.26 On the domestic side, items to look at are:

- family income data (if available or ascertainable);

- quality of housing;

- history of the area,

- migration in the area.

There are some empirical points to be made about each of these items.

3.27 The main factor which determines household demand is household

income. Electrical appliances and the costs of running then can be expensive

for a low income family, even if large subsidies are offered on electricity

costs. The following table illustrates these points.
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Table 3.1

Relation Between household Income and Expenditure on Electricity /1

Per Annual

COSTS: US$ Capita Cost +

Connec- Appli- Elec- Annual Family Family Family

Appliance tion /2 ances tricity Total /3 Income /4 Income /4 Income

Lights (L) 13 2 6 9 430 72/6 2%

L+Iron (I) 18 15 8 15 550 90 3%

L+I+Refrig. (R) 18 270 22 81 850 140 10% /5

L+I+TV 18 240 10 62 1,000 170 6%

L+I+R+TV 18 600 40 160 2,300 380 7% /5

/1 Source: El Salvador Study.
Includes housewiring.

/3 Using 20% annuity on connections and appliances.

Group means. Family size of 6 taken in computing per capita family

incomes.
/5 Refrigerator sales often used to augment family income by unascertainable

amounts; family income is probably underestimated.

/6 The actual threshold income, at which families began to consume, was

about $50 per capita.

3.28 Family income and costs are not the sole determinants of course.

A large proportion of families in rural areas often can afford electricity

but nevertheless do not request it. One reason for this is that there is

a high propensity for families to move between regions in search of jobs,
the opportunities for which may vary seasonally in the case of agriculture

and agro-industries. Illiteracy, fragmentation of the family unit, a lack

of incentive to develop the home, are also important. Generally, though

there are exceptions, it is those families which seek better housing who

are also likely to seek electricity; some kind of solidity or permanence

in house structure is an important indicator of the likelihood of demand.

3.29 Turning to the history of the area, this too can provide indica-

tions of the likelihood of demand. Many villages, for example, have long

(if scantily recorded) histories, with long traditions in commerce and

socialization; for this reason they can and do form points for growth.

3.30 Related to this is the possibility of people migrating into an

area. Even in the presence of migration from rural areas to cities, rural
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populations often do not decline. Furthermore, there is evidence from several

countries to show that villages are often able to attract people out of rural

areas on a par with cities. (Nearly all the villages we have studied in El

Salvador also showed a general increase in the number of homes.) Evidence

of this kind is exceptionally important in indicating people's regard for

the future of the village; and it also indicates whether demand can be ex-

pected to grow.

3.31 This list of items for economic analysis is not, of course, ex-

haustive. Nor is such information often available. But analysis of what

is known about the development of the area will add substance to the fore-

casts decided upon.

(vi) Evidence on Energy Use

3.32 Further evidence on the potential demand for electricity can be

obtained by a sample study of energy use by households and businesses in

the area. Items to concentrate on are:

- types, costs, and extent of motive power (generally
animal and diesel) for various purposes:

- sources and costs of refrigeration;

- sources and costs of light in businesses and homes;

- sources and costs of heating for various purposes.

This information is not only useful for forecasting, but also for benefit

calculations. Although it is not often available, it is not too difficult

or costly for the utility to obtain, and it is all part of good record-

keeping and an institutional interest in the prorgram. When it is not

available, no harm is done by suggesting that someone should look into it,

even if it is on a sample basis.

(vii) Bjuilding u a Forecast

3.33 Attempts are being made to interpret such data econometrically or

through other statistical models. This is of course to be encouraged.

3.34 But generally, forecasts have to be made in a rough and ready way.

In practice, the most straightforward thing to do is to begin with concrete

evidence from other electrified areas within the country and, if possible,

from other countries. Next, an economic analysis of the area should indicate

whether the demand data obtained from these areas should be revised up or

down, such revisions will be further strengthened by the studies of energy

use. If there are concrete plans for the area's development, the revisions

can be made fairly precisely, otherwise they can only be based on judment,

the bounds of which can be determined by studying areas of higher and lower

levels of development from the one considered.
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(viii) Demand for Commnunity Purposes

3.35 These include street lighting and service to schools and health
centers. They can be estimated directly from technical coefficients.

(ix) Forecasting Benefits

3.36 From the demand forecasts, the forecasts of revenues follow rather
obviously to give the direct benefits. To get the consumers' surplus benefits
it is first necessary to distinguish between the various types of consumer:

- various sizes and types of farms, agro-industries and commerce;

- demand for community purposes;

- various levels of household demand.

An idea of what they use electricity for and of the costs of the substitutes
will then give a basis for estimating surplus benefits per unit of demand.
As remarked earlier, it will only be practicable, in general, to estimate
surplus benefits for consumption for "productive uses". But information
about what households are expected to use electricity for will give some
qualitative idea of the benefits; also, as will be apparent later, this
information is particularly important (i) for shadow price adjustments and
(ii) for analyzing income distribution issues in pricing policy.

(d) Cost--Analysis

3.37 Once the forecasts of demtand and benefits have been obtained, the
next steps are to determine:

- the least-cost means of meeting demand, and

- if costs can be further reduced by lowering design
standards and accepting an increase of supply inter-
ruptions.

The second problem is discussed later (Part VI), except to note here that
some countries report large economies by careful attention to design and by

keeping standards to a bare minimum.

3.38 The main alternatives to be considered in the least-cost exercises
are:

(i) public supplies from the main grid;

(ii) the same, but with different network layouts, equipment
capacities and expansion plans; and

(iii) local autogenerators serving local micro-grids.
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The third needs to be considered before the initial decisions are taken to

bring electricity into an area, and also, of course, for obviously small

demands in remote areas. In areas close to the grid, or close to existing

subtransmission networks, the main alternatives to be considered are (i)

and (ii), that is, alternative plans for public supply.

3.39 Both the least-cost studies and the comparisons of costs (of the

least--cost proposal) with benefits require a dynamic analysis over a long

time horizon. As illustrated in Section II, costs change enormously over

time with the growth of demand and utilization of equipment (load factors);

and since the electrical equipment in the networks lasts about 30 years,

this is the sort of time horizon needed for the study of costs and benefits.

3.40 Although there are periodic needs to reinforce and extend networks

as demand increases, the costs of service per consumer and per unit of power

and energy demand decline (in real terms). This is the case for both auto-

generation and public supplies, for the following reasons:

(1) There is a large initial fixed cost in setting up the local

networks and installing local-autogeneration or, in the case

of public supplies, of setting up the subtransmission links

to the main grid. Also, equipment costs per unit capacity

decline very quickly with size. The following data taken

from a project in Ethiopia illustrate these points:

Table 3.2 /1

1st Year 7th Year 14th Year

Peak Demand kW 100 425 1,120

Capacity /2 kW 150 1,150 1,500

Total Investment $ 104,000 254,000 288,000

Investment per kW Demand $/kW 1,040 593 257

Investment per kW Capacity $/kW 690 220 192

Average Costs per Consumer $ 870 320 72

/1 Source: Supplied by Ethiopian Electric Power and Light Company (1971

data). Data relates to Ghimbi district, 450 kr from Addis Ababa.

Population about 10,000 but apparently increasing rapidly. Forecasts

were based on experience with similar project in Shashemene district

which was of "similar economic status".

/2 Local autogeneration of following capacities 1 x 150 kW in 1st year;

1 x 150 kW + 2 x 500 kW by 7th year. 3 x 500 kW by 14th year.
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(2) Related to (1) is that costs decline as consumer density

increases. For a rural center with 500 persons per square
mile, the Kenya Light and Power Company reports initial

investment costs of $1,700 per kW, as compared with $250 per

kW for a center of three times this population density (1971

prices).

(3) There are also fixed costs of administration, billing and

maintenance which also decline in relation to demand. Again,
this is illustrated by data supplied by the Ethiopian Electric

Power Company.

Table 3.3 /1

1st Year 7th Year 14th Year

Peak Demand, kW 100 425 1,120

Energy Demand, kWh per year 120,000 629,000 3,307,000

Capacity Costs, $ per year /2 15,600 38,000 43,200

Fuel Costs, $ per year 5,400 28,200 148,400

Admin. Costs - Fixed, $ year /3 13,600 13,600 15,100

- Variable, $ year /4 5,000 11,000 28,000

Total Costs per year, $ 39,600 90,800 234,700

Average costs, cents per kWh 33.0 14.4 7.1

Admin. Costs, cents per kWh 15.6 3.9 1.3

/1 Same project as for Table 3.2, all cost data refers to 1971 (including

fuel) and are presented here for purposes of comparison.

/2 15% annuity applied to capital costs of Table 3.2.

/3 Mainly comprise the salaries of the branch manager, clerk, cashier,

production foreman and 4 mechanics, 1 distribution foreman and 4

electricians, plus guards.
/4 Meter readers and miscellaneous.

The costs, it can be seen, are dominated in the initial stages

by the fixed costs of capital and administration. Later it

is the fuel costs which predominate. The factors underlying

costs structure thus shift markedly over time.

(4) As the demand per consumer increases, load factors improve.

This means that peak demands and thus the investments in
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more capacity do not rise as quickly as energy demand.

Typically, load factors may rise from 10-20% initially to

30-40% after 10 years, thus doubling the returns only at

the cost of extra fuel.

3.41 The changes in demand, load factor and cost structure over tirme

clearly have an important bearing on both the least-cost and the cosc-benefit

analysis. In most cases it will be necessary to estimate a time-stream 
of

costs for the following items:

- Running costs, related to kWh sales. Fuel and vari-

able costs of maintenance and administration, mainly.

- Capacity costs, related to kW peak demand. Generators,

local distribution networks and, in the case of public

supplies from the grid, transmission and subtransmission

capacity.

- Fixed overheads. Administration, mainly.

(e) Cost-Benefit (IER) Calculations

3.42 As in other projects, the time-streams of costs and benefits need

to be calculated on a present worth basis. Calculations of internal econo-

mic rates of return (IER) and cost-benefit ratios also follow customary

practices.

3.43 Shadow price adjustments are, as usual, required to allow for dis-

tortions in the pricing system. We have found that the most important adjust-

ments to make are for:

(i) Net tax revenues: - These are part of the Government's

profit stemming from sales of electrical appliances and

equipment, and also of electrical energy if the utility

pays taxes on inputs or sales. These should be counted

in on the benefit side (or deducted from the cost side);

often they can be quite large if appliances are heavily

taxed.

These revenues are offset to some extent by reduced tax

revenues due to a reduced use of substitutes. Mainly,

this is only significant for farms and agro-industrial

demands which would otherwise use autogenerators, diesel

engines and alternative sources of refrigeration.

(ii) Foreign exchange: - The usual shadow price adjustments

need calculating when the balance of payments is in dis-

equilibrium and/or if tnere is heavy protection. The

penalty applies to electrical appliances and equipment

as well as to the production of electricity.
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The penalty is partly offset because substitute sources
of energy and equipment are often imported. Again, the
most significant cases are generally to be found in the
demands of farms and agro-industries -- autogeneration,
diesel engines, substitute sources of refrigeration.

(iii) Capital: - A specific adjustment may often be needed to
allow for scarcity of credit. This affects, mainly, the
sales of appliances and equipment and the costs of connec-
tion. Local inquiries may sometimes show effective rates
of interest above the opportunity cost of capital. The
profits made out of this do not, of course, accrue to the
consumers but to the sellers; nevertheless, they are part
of the monetary benefits.

(iv) Labor: - The main element here is to be found in con-
struction of the networks, where unskilled labor costs
may form about 25% of initial investment costs, depending
on the diff:iculty of terrain. The excess of wages over
the shadow wage of labor can be deducted from cost-streams.
Since it is linked to investment rather than operations,
the adjustment will be lumpy.

3.44 Evidently the calculation of shadow price adjustments requires good
records and data about consumers. Items (i) and (ii), for example, require
some knowledge of what consumers use electricity for, and item (iv) a study
of credit. It is desirable to encourage utilities to record and take an
interest in such data. It is useful not only for cost-benefit calculations
and investment decisions, but also for efficiently running and promoting
electrification programs.

3.45 The assumption of the analysis becomes clearer if each of the
time-streams of benefits, costs and shadow price adjustments are listed
separately, so that the cost-benefit tableau contains, for example:

Benefit Streams: -

- direct benefits to houseniolds (revenues);

- direct benefit, to .ro-naustries, farms and
commerce (reveries)

- surplus benefits to a,'ro industries, farms and
commerce.

Cost Streams: -

- generation, capital costs

- transmission and subtransnission, capital costs;
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- local distribution networks, capital costs;

- generation, energy costs;

- administration and maintenance costs.

Shadow Price Adjustment Streams: -

- net tax revenues (deducted from costs, or added to
benefits);

- net foreign exchange penalties;

- profits from credit rationing;

- shadow wage adjustments to labor costs.

The cost streams, of course, refer to the least-cost project.

3.46 Some demand statistics, on total demand, its division between pro-
ductive and domestic uses, load factors and numbers of consumers might also

be added to the tableau for explantory purposes.

(f) The Criteria for Project Acceptabiiy

3.47 Most of the economic factors so far discussed act to increase the

calculated returns to electrification. The economic picture is thus some-

what more optimistic than the financial one. Taking a long run view, for

example. shows benefits rising faster than costs (this is not so apparent

in the financial analysis which is heavily preoccupied with financing the
initial investments, low short-run returns and high risks). Counting in

the surplus benefits to farms, agro-industries and commerce will, if the

demands for these "productive uses" are high, add quite significantly to
the calculated returns. The shadow price adjustments will generally be

favorable towards the project because tax revenues, and the shadow price
adjustments for capital and labor are likely to be greater than the penal-
ties on foreign exchange costs. (In the El Salvador study we have found
that the net adjustment for shadow prices works out at about +30% of sales,
the mark up for surplus benefits to agro-industries, farms and commerce
varies, but may average around 50% or more of sales to these consumers.)

3.48 After all such adjustments have been made, what should be the cri-
terion for project acceptability?

3.49 Strictly speaking, it should be somewhat lower than the opportunity
cost of capital because some social and economic benefits generally cannot

be quantified but are nevertheless considered to be important. Among these
are:
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- The surplus benefits to households;

- the value judgment that rural poverty is unacceptable
and some degree of subsidy is desirable;

- institutional benefits in that it is a stimulus to
public and private institutions, as well as to the area
itself, to take a stronger interest in the area's devel-
opment; this should feed back positively on the returns
to the project but to an immeasurable extent (an example
of Professor Hirschman's dictum that the benefits of
unintended side effects on institutions are often more
far-reaching than those of the intended effects of
policy); 1/

- the expected returns may be lower than the optimistic
returns; but an ot imistic view of the project should be
taken: the social consequences of neglect in rural areas
far outweigh the risks of limited success.

(Related to the last point is the observation by many countries that demand
is often higher than expected; and as regards institutional benefits, it is
commonly reported that the initiative of one institution leads to initia-
tives by others.) Such matters are clearly of sufficient importance for
tolerance to be exercised when the quantified economic returns are somewhat
lower than the opportunity cost of capital. The degree of tolerance will
depend on the country and in particular on its fiscal strength.

3.50 How much lower than the opportunity cost of capital the IER can be
permitted to go is a matter of judgment. only experience and discussion can
decide. But there are several related arguments for not permitting it to go
too low.

3.51 Firstly, if rural electrification is to contribute towards the
economic output and wages in rural areas, it must be couched in a productive
context. Where it is, the demands from agriculture, agro-industries and
commerce will be large, and the revenues and surplus benefits from these
should provide a good economic return to the investment. In this respect,
electricity is simply a factor input to agriculture and rural commerce, so
the economic returns should be comparable to other investments in these
sectors. Indeed, on a good project with strong demands from these consumers,
the IER may often exceed the opportunity cost of capital and there will be no
need to invoke the above arguments.

1/ "A Bias for Hope" - A. 0. Hirschman, 1970.
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3.52 On the other hand, where the IER is low it is a sign that demands
for productive uses may be low and that its contribution towards raising

productivity and incomes in the areas is linited.

3.53 Secondly, and closely related to this, is that it may signal that

there is insufficient attention to the development of loc lirastructure
and a[riculture: poor or no credit for example, or bad roads. Electricity

is only one of many factor inputs needed for development. if the compie-

mentary inputs are neglected, the contribution of electricity to development

is diminished.

3.54 Thirdly, low economic returns can also lead to disillusionment

among both investors and, perhaps more important, consumers. One reason

for this is that even subsidized electricity and the appliances to use it

often cost far more than consumers anticipate; this can be an exceptionally

unwelcome setback for low income households and a high rate of disconnection
results. Another reason is that where development is expected but not

realized there is cynicism (our study in El Salvador and an AID sponsored

study in Costa Rica and Colombia have found solid evidence of this).

3.55 Fourthly, where there is a strong demand from households and busi-

nesses, a low IER probably indicates that tariffs are too low and wrongly

structured. Many of the larger household consumers in villages are often

above average per capita incomes, while many of the larger farm and business

consumers make quite good profits. It is invariably the case, however, that

subsidies continue, even though such consumers are able and willing to pay

more. Tariffs can be restructured so as to help the lower income groups more

while enabling the utility to earn a better financial return and extend service

more widely.

3.56 Fifthly, the basic reason for a low IER is low levels of use on a

high -cost project. It is possible in such cases that a least-cost solution
has not been found. Low demand stemming from sinple uses like lighting,
ironing and one or two refrigerators in village shops, can be met by small

diesel or mdcro-hydro powered autogenerators at relatively low costs. When

such alternatives are adopted, the economic rate of return is not only good

but the schemes are often financially profitable.

3.57 Finally, there is the obvious point that a low IER signifies an
inefficient investment and, perhaps, wronS. priorities. For the $250,000
or more which it may cost to electrify about five villages, good water

supplies may be provided; alternatively, respectable improvements to the
access roads can be contemplated (this has the added advantage of cutting

the costs of electrification significantly); or schools and health centers
can be built -- villagers generally list these to be higher in their
preferences.

358 In sum, the econo-ic return calculation provides some useful

messagIes. A high IER signifies a good invesTment. An IER somewhat below
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but approaching the opportunity cost of capital deserves tolerance since
there are several benefits of importance which cannot be quantified. Low
and very low IERs on the other hand may signal an ineffective project, wrong
priorities and the possibility of disillusionment.

3.59 It should be added that postponement or rejection of electriiication
projects until priorities are sorted out need not lead to disaster -- as with
rural water projects in drought areas for example. Farms, agro-industries
and commerce can and do turn to useful substitutes in the form of diesel motors
and autogenerators, and households are well adapted to using substitutes and
doing without electricity.

(g) PricingPoli_

3.60 Pricing policy, like investment policy, has to take into account the
social and economic aims of the program. In addition, financial obligations
have to be designed and met for various reasons -- fairness to investors and
other (non-rural) consumers; to reduce the burden, such as it exists, on the
public revenue; and to enable the utility finance, and perhaps widen the scope
of its investments. To reconcile these various requirements of pricing policy,
the most appropriate approach is to proceed in four steps (as outlined in the
references in Annex 1):

(i) Estimate the structure of marginal costs;

(ii) decide on the form of a metering and tariff policy which may
practically reflect this structure in one or two respects:
this will meet efficiency aims;

(iii) incorporate any fairness aims into the pricing structure;
and finally;

(iv) place any further financial burden on those elements of
tariff structure so as to minimize any adverse impact on
fairness and efficiency.

A few remarks can be made on each of these steps.

3.61 The marginal costs of reinforcements and extensions to capacity, in
order to meet increased demand, are well below (less than 50% of) average costs
for the first 10-20 years of a project on account of the high initial fixed
costs. Economies of scale and increasing consumer density also act to reduce
the long-run marginal costs once an area is electrified (note again the cost
estimates provided earlier in 3.37 et. sec.). For many years there is also
excess capacity in the sub-transmission and distribution networks. In principl-
efficient use of the services should not be held back by high sunk costs.
hence. there is an economic rationale for not demanding too high a financial
return on assets, at least in the early years. (This is also desirable in
the interests of promoting the project.)
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3.62 As far as possible, there should be some steadiness in pricing

policy. For this reason, it is best to take estimates of the long-run

marginal costs (or average incremental costs) of future reinforcements and

extensions and expansion -- of generation, transmission, sub-transmission

and distribution -- as an initial basis for pricing policy calculations.

3.63 Metering and tariff policies have to be simple for -most consumers.

Complicated tariffs bewilder most people, and advanced 
metering is often too

expensive. For most domestic consumers in rural areas, and for a good number

of small business consumers, a flat rate tariff, accompanied as necessary by

a fixed charge (which could serve revenue raising purposes or 
as an incentive

to econonize at times of peak demand) will do. Where metering and billing

costs are very high, a device to recuce them is to eliminate meters 
and in-

troduce a fixed charge, related to the setting on a simple load limiter, for

very small consumers however, this arrangement is only suitable if fuel

costs are not high, for it encourages wasteage of energy. Seasonal varia-

tions in tariffs -- "wet" and "dry" seasons -- may be contemplated if there

tends to be energy shortages in the dry season. For the larger farms and

agro-industrial consumers more complicated metering (such as time-of-day

for irrigation and other uses) may be considered.

3.64 The widely adopted 3ystem of declining--block tariffs to all consumers

has several defects, and its application in rural areas should be questioned.

Small household consumers don't understand it, it doesn't exploit willingness

or ability to pay and so keeps financial returns down, and it has 
no obvious

economic merit.

3.65 Fairness aims can be incorporated by providing concessions on 
one

or more of the elements of the tariffs at low levels of consumption. Devices

which can be used are a low first block followed by a higher flat rate in

excess, say, of 50 k h/month, a low connection cost to small consumers, and

concessions on fixed charges.

3.66 If it is desired to raise financial returns further, while minimiz-

ing the impact of tariff increases on efficiency and fairness, 
increasing the

fixed charges to large consumers and/or raising the flat rate at high levels

0 consumption are obvious devices.

3.67 Pricing policy clearly has an important bearing on the social and

economic aims of the investments. it is nevertheless true that most pricing

policies are a direct contraciction. of tiese ains. Generally, the larger

consumers get subsidized the most in tariff systems unrelated to economic

ainis and which also undermine financial performance. Pricing policy will,

therefore, require thorough attention during appraisal, not only from the

viewpoint of finance, but also fror the viewpoints of fairness and efficiency.

rovisions for Low Income_ and_ Small Business Consun ers

3.68 Concessions to these consumers arc of course helpful but the income

or impact is sna"il relation to hiousehold or business income. The
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cost of electricity rarely exceeds 2 to 5% of the household or the business
budget, even in rural areas (see Table 3.1 for example). There are two fur-
ther points to bear in mind: (i) the larger businesses are often making good
profits and there is no need for concessions; they are often willing and able
to pay more and by being expected to do so will help financial performance;
(ii) similarly, as remarked earlier, many household consumers in rural areas
are also able and willing to pay more.
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IV. PROJECT IDENTIFICATION AN4D PREPARATION

4.1 Perhaps the single most important factor which determines a pro-

gram's success is care and thoroughness in identifying and preparing

projects -- identifying the areas to be served, working out the investment

plan, choosing equipment and designing networks so as to keep costs down

and the continuity of service to satisfactory level, and attending to all

the financial and institutional matters which will enable the program to

be expanded and run efficiently. Project appraisal and justification, in

a broad sense, is nothing more than establishing if the groundwork on these

matters has been properly done.

4.2 This section discusses the economic side of identification and pre-

paration, while later sections deal with finance, technology and institutions.

The discussion begins with the problem of:

a. Defining Project Areas;

and then turns to:

b. Identifying Areas for Investment;

c. Working Out an Investment Plan;

d. The Relation Between Rural Electrification and Rural

Development Plans,

e. Uncertainty and the Need for Experimentation and Evaluation; and

f. Pricing Policy.

(a) Defining Project Areas

4.3 One particular problem of identifying and appraising projects is

posed by the very large number and interconnectedness of projects to be con-

sidered. It is particularly troublesome if the village is defined to be the

unit for project evaluation. Even small countries have several thousand

villages. Roughly speaking there are two to four thousand villages for

each million of rural population, so that a country with a rural population

of 30 million may have about 100,000 villages (as in Mexico for example).

It is too much to expect (or to ask) that appraisal can be rigorous and com-

prehensive in each of these cases: it is also unnecessary.

4, 4  Generally it is better to think in terms of the best way of in-

troducing electricity into a region or zone, and then to calculate the over-

all costs and benefits of electrifying the region. One reason is that most

of the non domestic consumption stems from outside the villages--irrigation

is an obvious example, but it is also widely the case, for example, for the



processing of rice, sugar, coffee and cotton. Villages are major demand
nodes, of course, but so are demands outside the villages. Another reason
is that the appropriate unit for economic analysis is the region rather than
the village. It is an analysis of a region - of its demography, agriculture,
wage levels, agro-industries, commterce and general infrastructure - which will
give the main indications of the desir-ility of introducin, rural electrifica-
tion,

4,5 There are also technical and administrative reasons for thinking in
terms of a region. Plans have to be made regarding the locations and capacity
of substations and transformation points, the various voltage levels of
subtransmission and distribution, the type of autoriatic protection equipment,
and the routing and interconnection of the circuits between the various
demand nodes. (Most lines and substations in any case serve not one, but
several demand nodes.) Administration, maintenance and billing procedures
also need to be worked out on a regional basis. Costs can be reduced consider-
ably by coordinated planning rather than ad hoc piecemeal extensions in a
region.

4.6 So generally it makes sense to enlarge the definition of the project
and to relate it to the problem of electrifying a region or zone. In doing so,
there are two sources of error to guard against. The first is that this pro-
cedure does not of course imply electrifying the whole region. There will be
many demands not worth bothering with because they are to small and remote
from the main demand nodes. Other demands can wait until the networks have
been constructed to meet the rtore important demands; after this, extensions
to neighboring demand nodes can be accomplished at low marginal cost.

4.7 The second source of error to guard against is that the sizes of the
regions chosen for analysis should .ct be too large, otherwise control can
be lost. The aggregate return can 'e hela Cown heavily by a number of, for
example, ill-chosen extension projects. One thin5 that is apparent is that
some places are emphatically worth ulectrifying and others are emphatically
not; but the latter are often electrified and this detracts not only from
the merits of the former, but often from the whole program.

4.8 As in many other aspects of this work, the actual size of the region
defined for study, and thus tne 'size' Of the project, is a matter of judge-
ment. It is influenced by the availability of data, by the structure of
economic and political institutions for regional administration as well as
by project technicalities. Each of the following has to be considered:

- A similar problem occurs in arranging for local administra-
tion of the project. iin the ruion, local administra-
tion may be responsisic orra.oaing .ne project and making
arrangements to bring new consumers into the system, for
billing, reporting faults keeping records and perhaps
undertaking some local engineering and maintenance work.
They will, therefore, provide Lie inforration base for
future extensions and suprvision,
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- Many countries are divided into a number of economic and

political administrative districts, and it will often be

useful to follow this division. Indeed the institutional

framework (for local administration) is often best designed
round such districts because it gives the districts a more
direct involvement with the project and its success.

Finally, the census and economic data are often classified

according to such districts.

- Once the major demand centers have been identified, the

network design will follow and it is often quite obvious

on site how large the region should be from the viewpoints

of expansion planning, administration, and thus of project

identification and evaluation. Very often, these considera-

tions may lead the utility to group several districts

together.

(b) Identifyin Areas for Investment

4.9 Having decided that it is best to evaluate projects on a regional

or zonal basis, how is it decided which regions or zones to electrify and
at what rate?

4.10 In answering this question, the obvious point to keep in mind is

that the projects identified must eventually pass the appraisal test. From

an economic viewpoint, then, tne short answer is to choose regions which are

likely to offer satisfactory economic rates of return to the investment,

where the calculation and criteria are as discussed in Section III.

4.11 From this it follows that the projects should be in regions where

reasonably strong and growing demands might be expected for the service, and
where the resulting benefits can justify the costs. In general this will

be the case for regions where:-

- the quality of infrastructure, particularly of roads,
is reasonably good,

- there is evidence of growth of output from agriculture,

and where, therefore:

- there is evidence of a growing number of productive uses

in farms and agro-industries;

- there are a number of lar,,e villages, not too widely

scattered;

- wages and living stancaras are improving,

- there are plans for developing the region;
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- the region is reasonably close to tie main grid (though
if demand is particularly strong, remote regions may be
considered too).

4.12 Such infornation about the region merely indicates the likelihood
of useful investment. The first test will come where some rough estimates
of demand and costs are made. From the demand estimates, the revenues and
the consumers surplus benefits to non-doestic consumers can be estimated --
again, rather approximately. If the economic returns look reasonable, subject
to all the allowances discussed earlier (ir III) for social aims and for the
economic benefits which cannot be quantified, a more thorough plan can be
worked out and appraised rigorously.

(c) Workin; Out an Investment Plan

4.13 Generally. sevural alternative plans have to be considered in the
interests of ensuring that (i) reasonable demands have not been excluded from
the plan: (ii) unreasonably low demands have not been included when the costs
of inclusion are high; (iii) the proposed expansion plan is not too fast or
too slow, and (iv) that a least--cost plan has been determined.

4.14 In the case of regions which are to receive electricity from the
grid for the first time, the first phase of an electrification plan consists
of pilot projects -- unless there is good information about the use of auto-
generators in the area indicating that demand is likely to be strong. This
provides the necessary information and experience for future expansion, and
for flexibility in decision making.

4.15 Both the pilot projects and the early phases of electrification con-
centrate on the main demand centers; subsequent phases extend the network to
the snaller villages, and to new farm and agro-indus trial consumers. Evidently,
the early appraisals for electrifying the region need to make some allowance
for the net benefits of subsequent extensions.

4.16 Following the pilot projects and the decisions to construct the main
networks, decisions about subsequent reinforcements and extensions can be made
on an incremental basis, as the demand develops, through a comparison of in-
cremental returns with incremental costs (an exercise which can be left in the
responsibility of the distribution engineers, say, rather than central manage-
ment). This permits flexibility in decision making and enables the engineers
to match investments and capacity more closely to the demand. The ground
rules for decisions to extend the networks can often be stated quite
simply: for example "the expected revenues, once the demand has developed,
should be greater than (a) the annuitised capital costs of extension, plus
(b) local running costs, plus (c) costs of bulk supply." Cost-coefficients
for (b) and (c), per kUh of demand, and the appropriate annuity rate need
to be specified.
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4.17 Summing up, the investment plan generally begins with a pilot project

followed by a more comprehensive network plan which is:

- the best of alternative proposals regarding which demand

centers to connect up (in the early phase); and

- the least costly of alternative layouts and designs to

connect up these centers.

Subsequent reinforcements and extensions can be decided on an incremental

basis.

(d) Rural Electrification and Rural Development Plans

4.18 The returns to rural electrification increase with the level of

developr ent in rural areas. On the cost side, improved roads reduce the

costs of construction, maintenance and administration of the electrification

programs. On the benefit side, there are several inter-relationships, as

follows. Rural development programs raise the level of output in agricul-

ture and agro-industries, and through this the level of rural incomes. On

account of increased incomes and improved infrastructure, commercial activity

increases. Together, the growth of incomes and the growth of agriculture,

agro-industries and commerce create increasing demands for power and energy.

These demands can be met by public supplies from the grid, local autogenera-

tion or substitute sources of power and energy. Which of these alternatives

is best w7ill be revealed directly by the calculations of the costs and benefits

of public supply the reason is that these calculations involve a comparison of

public supplies with the alternatives.

4.19 hence the economic rate-of-return calculation also provides a measure

of the need for the project when there are plans for developing the area at

public, private or local initiative; that is, it indicates if the electrifica-

tion project fits into the rural development plans for the area. The main effects

of such plans are, as just indicated, to raise the expected economic returns.

(e) Uncertainty and the Need for Experimentation and Evaluation

4.20 Uncertainty, and the related problems of information shortage and

inexperience, can only be reduced through concrete experience and 
evaluation.

This rather obvious point is the main reason for beginning with pilot projects.

As a general rule:

- in countries without a rural electrification program, and

where there are good grounds for embarking on one, experimenta-

tion is a necessary first step, this will generate information

and experience for the subsequent program;

- in countries with programs, evaluation may be encouraged as

a basis for improvements.
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4.21 Part of the task of project prearation to identify the need for
and define the scope of such experiments and studies. One particular require-
ment is to keep their size within reasonable bounds and concentrate on what
is relevant. A common occurrence, for example, is for the studies to become
very large, costly and time consuming; often much can be accomplished by
elementary investigations which concentrate on a few items such as:

- demand analysis;

- cost analysis;

- effectiveness of various management and promotional procedures;

- descriptive studies, for projects in selected areas, of the
development of local agriculture, agro-industries and commerce;
of the living standards of households and the community; and
of how these relate to project performance.

If the utilities keep good records, all the project-related information should
be available. If- it is not, a start should be made to keep good records.
(In many countries with rural e lectrification programs, records are not good,
even on obvious things like demand and costs.)

(f) Pricing Policy

4.23 During project justification, it is necessary to show that pricing
policy is satisfactory, as discussed earlier, During the preparatory stages,
the main work will be in estimating the long-run marginal costs, selecting a
simplified metering and tariff systemr, and then working promotional, social,
and financial aims into the cost structure. In practical terms this results
in:

- prices that are higher in rural than in urban areas;

- prices well below average costs in tCe early years,
on account of the high initial fixed costs (and also
to help promote he project);

- some degree of cost reccvery in later years; and

- .ow tariffs only at low levis of conisumption.

Decisions on the price levels and structure ar generally less flexible than
invtcnct decisions, -n account of the exceptional unpopularity and difficulty
of ef actics price changes. For this reason it is necessary to get the pricing
policy into a satisfctory shape du1ring the early stages of the program.
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V. MEANS OF FINANCE

Financial Goals

5.1 The financial characteristics of new or expanding programs are such

that the initial investment should be financed by some combination of debt,

grants, equity or internal funds of the utility which results in a relatively

"soft" blend for the capital structure of the program; long grace periods

are also required. The reasons for this are: (a) the long gestation period

before demand and revenues build up to reasonable levels, and (b) the various

economic, promotional and social constraints also acting on pricing policy.

Often, these factors are made more difficult, and the financial returns worse

than they need to be, by ill-structured prices. But even with suitable

reforms to pricing policy, funding on soft terms is necessary. In practice,

the kind of financial goals that might be achieved would evolve with the

level and growth of demand:

- initially (say, during the first 3 or 4 years) revenues

could generally be expected to service debt (assuming the

soft blend as suggested above);

- in subsequent years, revenues may generally be sufficient

to make an increasing contribution towards the costs of

expansion (sufficient in magnitude perhaps, on some projects,

to meet a good proportion of the capital required, and to

give a good internal financial rate of return to the project).

But such achievements would depend on the level and growth of demand; reforms

to pricing policy; well-prepared and well-run projects; and also a systematic

follow-up on projects to insure that financial targets are raised as soon as

circumstances warrant.

5.2 As a matter of principle, then, it should not be assumed that

costs cannot be recovered over the life of the investment; but whether or

not they are will be determined by the pricing policies of the agencies

involved. During project preparation and appraisal it is thus necessary

to review the financial targets bearing in mind:

- the financial needs of the program;

- the effect of the program on the utility's overall

financial performance;

- the fiscal strength of the country; and

- the economic and social objectives of the program.
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Domestic Finance

5.3 In the early years of rural electrification projects, average costs
are exceptionally high -- perhaps three or more times the average costs of
urban electrification projects. Though average prices are generally higher
than in urban areas, they have to be kept down as far as possible in the early
years in the dual interests of promoting efficient use of the project and
meeting social aims. The transition to the point where average costs fall
below prices, and for cost-recovery to begin, may take 5 to 15 years on quite
good projects -- larger, of course, if the social aims are strong or prices
are poorly structured. Furthermore, as the programs expand, the low financial
returns on assets of new projects offset financial gains which may be appear-
ing from the older projects.

5.4 The result is that continual financial assistance is required on
new or expanding programs. On the domestic side, the main sources of fi-
nancial assistance are:

(i) Funds from the government, either as cash grants or as loans
at low interest rates;

(ii) Funds generated internally in the utility through general
tariff increases to urban areas or to the country at large;
or through cost reductions as the utility expands;

(iii) Raising and restructuring tariffs in rural areas;

(iv) Offering bulk supplies to the distributors at lowered
prices;

(v) Local contributions in kind (e.g. "self-help" in the form of
unpaid local labor).

Private sector finance is of course ruled out for som. time on account of high
risks. The last two items are only of indirect help, and mainly on expand-
ing programs, since they reduce the financial burden rather than raise funds.
Combinations of (i) to (v) are often used. What are their merits?

(i) Government Fundin_

5.5 Grants and low interest loans from the government have particular
advantages in large countries where the supply and distribution of electricity
may be undertaken by several independent regional utilities. It can be used
to help the more backward regions, as a lever on the less innovative utilities,
and to promote cooperation between regions. This systen is used in India, under
the administration of the Rural Electrification Corporation (REC). Apart from
its success in deflecting capital to the more backward regions, it has also
promoted some degree of coordination in policy, including equipment standardi-
zation, and a considerable interchange of ideas an( exp erience.
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5.6 The case for this source of financing is stronger the greater the
fiscal strength of the country. When the public revenue is heavily burdened,
however it is practically necessary to turn to other sources. One of the
more copious of these is internal cash generation.

(ii) Internal Cash Generation

5.7 Tariff increases to urban consuners, or to the country at large, can
raise funds on an enormous scale. In many countries, tariff increases have been
highly successful in providing capital to finance the very large investment
programs of electric utilities, for many years the encouragement of this has
been a cornerstone of Bank policy. There is no reason why a similar policy
cannot successfully serve a similar purpose in financing rural electrifica-
tion. Only a small increase in the average level of urban tariffs can provide
funds for quite ambitious programs of rural electrification. Roughly speaking,
when rural electrification takes 10% of total investment, a 5% increase in
general tariffs will meet 50% of annuitised investment costs.

5.8 The same effect can be obtained as the system expands by keeping
prices constant, apart from adjustments for inflation. The reason is that
average costs in utilities generally decline (in real terms) with system ex-
pansion. The extra profits this leads to can be used to finance rural elec-
trification.

5.9 The device of using internal cash generation is evidently worth
pursuing if other sources are difficult to tap. An economic argument can be
advanced in its favor in that it is consistent with the general aims of
promoting urban-rural balance. Also, it can be adapted to a variety of
institutional arrangements. Where electricity distribution is administered
through several independent utilities, it can take the form of a trust fund
to be redistributed through some central agency. Where electricity supply
is the responsibility of one national organizatior, the transfer is internal.
And where, for example, distribution is through cooperatives, soft loans or
straight cash grants can be offered to them.

(iii) Increased and Restructured Rural Tariffs

5.10 Generating funds, or reducing the need for them, by increasing or
restructuring tariffs may seem a contradiction - if this can be done, why
the problem of finance in the fi4rst place? Mainlv it is a question of degree:
while tAo problem of finance is genuine, it appears that it is made far more
difficult than it should be by badlv structured tariffs that even conflict
with the social ains of the programs. This is so even thoughn tariffs in
rural areas generally are nigher than those of urban areas. The two most
common defects of tariffs are:
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- excessive use of declining block tariffs (which do not
correspond to marginal cost structure);

- low tariffs are often offered to large consumers who are
able and willing to pay more.

Flat rate or two-part tariffs, redesigned to pass on more of the financial
burden to larger customers, can result in very useful improvements in fin-
ancial returns. (It is necessary not to go too far in this regard, of course,
since large consumers can and sometimes do opt for the alternative energy
sources if the flat rates are set too high above the costs of supply.)

(iv) Low Priced Bulk S uppli-es to Rural Areas

5.11 The device of selling electricity at low prices to the electricity
distribution agencies in rural areas is also useful, and it can help them func-
tion on a normal profit and loss basis. (It is pointless to apply it, of
course, if generation and distribution is undertaken by the same entity.) But
the device has its limitations. The capital and running costs of generating
and transmitting electricity -- that is of providing supplies to distributors
- are less than 40% of the total cost of providing supplies to rural areas.
So if electrical energy were sold in bulk at half price to the distribution
agencies, it would only cut their costs by 20%. This is helpful, but generally
it is not sufficient.

5.12 One other limitation of this device is that it is not very helpful
in raising the capital initially required for electrification: its effec-
tiveness is after the investment, not before, so that its resource mobiliza-
tion function is weak. Nevertheless it can help financial viability and
reduces the funding requirements for the expansion programs of distributors.

(v) Local Contributions

5.13 Local contribution in the form of unpaid labor, materials and
capital are also helpful, if limited in scope; they also engender more local
interest in and appreciation for the area's development. As regards unpaid
labor, however, the question should be raised if, through sensible financial
policies, there is the means to pay for it; it is provided by the lowest
income groups and the idea of not paying then should not be accepted lightly.

A Comparison of Domestic Sources of Finance

5.14 The main sources to consider will be the public revenue, general
tariff increases and raising or restructuring tariffs in rural areas. The
latter is worth considerinp in its own right if only to reconcile the three
viewpoints of efficiency, fairness and finance, as discussed in Part III
(paragraphs 3.60 et. seq.). But there is a distinct limit to this device,
which in any case cannot be expected to raise funds in the early phases of
the program.
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5.15 hence the public revenue or internal cash generation must 
be invoked.

Internal cash generation has the advantage of giving the utility 
added auto-

nomy in expanding and running the program. Apart from this, the choice is

one of acceptability rather than economics, since the public 
sector could

obtain its funds from a tax on electricity, and might even be doing so. 
Taxes

may be unpopular, however, while price increases can be sneaked in during

inflationary adjustments, or may even be acceptable if the intent of the in-

crease is announced; internal cash generation through the occurrence 
of cost

reductions as the system expands may, on the other hand, pass unnoticed. So

the choice is a matter of politics, and will depend on the country's 
fiscal

strength and the acceptability of one device or the other.

International Finance

5.16 Several countries have approached the Bank for finance of 
rural elec-

trification. Also, on account of the low financial returns, and of the dif-

ficulty of raising funds, the suggestion has been made, sometimes explicitly,

that the loans should be on soft terms as are AID and IDB loans. however,

the justification of IDA credits reflects international 
inequalities in

incomes, whereas the justification of soft loans for rural electrification

reflects national inequalities. It has been shown that the latter problem

can be met by appropriate tariff and financial policies within the country.

Hence there seems to be no grounds for altering IDA policy except to note

that when a country qualifies for IDA credits, well-conceived rural electrifi-

cation projects would sometimes provide a good and productive 
use of them.
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VI. TLCHNICAL PROBLAMS

6.1 The distribution networks for rural electrification normally have
five basic elements:

(1) high Voltage/Medium Voltage Substations (Typically 150/44 KV)
comprising: high voltage connections to the main grid; trans-
formation to intermediate voltage levels for medium voltage dis-
tribution over a wide area; switchgear and automatic protection
devices to isolate the network or parts of it in case of faults
or of maintenance needs, medium voltage outlets.

(2) Medium Voltage Sub-Transmission Networks.

(3) Medium Voltane/Low Voltage Substations (Typically 4A/13 KV)
coprising: transformation to low voltage levels for distri-
bution over small areas; switchgear and automatic protection
devices to isolate the network or parts of it in case of
faults or of maintenance needs; low-voltage outlets.

(4) Low Voltage Distribution.

(5) Transformation to service voltage levels appropriate for use
by households, commerce, agro-industries and farms at points
close to these loads. The larger consumers may require their
own transformers, but for households one transformer may serve
e.g. one or more streets.

Occasionally, one of the transformation stages may be left out, depending
on the area covered, the load density and the proximity of the main grid.

6.2 This technology is standard, though the design and layout of the
networks and the choice of voltage levels, equipment capacities, protection
devices, etc. require engineers of consicerable experience and skill. (Most
of the engineers within the Bank are versed more in generation and transmis-
sion planning, so that it woula be aesirable to increase staff experience
in distribution network planning if the intention is to invest in this area,
as discussed in VIII.)

6.3 Costs can be cut substan:ially by careful attention to design and
standards of supply. When decidin i n articular arrangement is appropriate
it is useful to raise a number of qaestons of the following type:

a. Are snall local auto generators cneaper than connection to the
main grid? For snall and/or remote demands, diesel powered
generators or, if wver is available, micro hydro units, are
often better. (One parricular prolea to take into account
with regard to diesels is Ohe 'roblem of naintenance: most
countries report unfavcrj.ly on this proolem which stems
from the shortage of skilled c2erazors.)
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b. Are equipment and procedures sufficiently standardized?

Many countries report substantial cost savings by standardiz-

ing on voltages, on equipment and on construction and contract

procedures.

c. Are equipment standards too high? Lower design standards with

regard to the construction of overhead lines and equipment

are things to look for.

d. Closely related to (c), can more interruptions to supply

be permitted? If so, design standards and the extent of

standby capacity (in circuits and equipment) can be reduced.

The reliability of very basic networks may often be quite

high. Added protection and standby capacity might be

justified for the larger loads, when the costs of interrup-

tions are high (as in urban areas, but to a much lesser ex-

tent in rural areas).

e. Can the capacity of the networks and their equipment be

matched more closely to the demand? Extending and rein-

forcing the networks and changing equipment as the demand

develops, are obvious procedures. Though they are commonly

practiced, it is not uncommon to find considerable excess

capacity in the networks -- sometimes enough to meet 20

years growth in demand, for example.

f. Can costs be reduced by further attention to network

layout? Often, careful routing in relation to the demand

nodes, difficulty of terrain, quality of roads and other

factors can further reduce costs. A further possibility

is to increase substation sizes and reduce the number of

substations or vice versa.

g. Is the strategy of network extensions sensible? In many

instances costs are too high because the initial networks

cover too wide an area, many of the fringe areas (including

fringe areas of villages) would best be electrified later,

once the demand has developed.

11. Can demand be met through one or two phases for a time,
intead of three piases? This, too, cuts costs.

i. Is the choice of voltages and numbers of transformation

stages correct?

j. Can mobile generators be used, at low demand levels, until

demand levels justify permanent service? (these are then

transferred to other areas).

Large cost reductions have been reported by thorough attention to these

matters.
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VII. INSTITUTIONAL PROBLEMS

7.1 The interdependence of the many elements of an investment program

is such that the program's success can be undermined by a failure in any

one of them. This is also the case for the institutional arrangements to

run the program. At the local level of responsibility, for example, negli-
gence in billing or a lack of trained personnel to repair faults, can dis-

credit the program within the locality. At a more central level of respon-

sibility, inappropriate directives as to which areas to electrify, for
example, or bad pricing policies, may eventually discredit the program nation-

ally, however well attended to the other aspects of the program may be.

7.2 Analysis of institutions therefore requires a careful look at each

of their elements. In discussing this problem, it is convenient to classify

the elements in terms of who is responsible for them -- that is, in terms of

organization.

Tasks and Responsibilities of the Institutions

7.3 The diversity of tasks connected with rural electrification programs

is such as to require special institutional arrangements at all levels of

economic administration: namely, at the levels of:

(i) The Government;

(ii) The Electric Utility; and

(iii) Local Administration in the Rural Areas.

The division of responsibilities between these three levels depends partly

on the situation and partly on the nature of the tasks. Table 7.1 lists the

more important tasks and how they are sometimes allocated, though the alloca-

tion obviously changes from case to case.
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Table 7.1

Typical Tasks and Division of Responsibilities
in Rural Electrification Programs

MAIN RESPONSIBILITY OF: 1/

TASK Public Electric Local
Sector Utility Administration

1. Tariffs * *

2. Finance * *

3. Economic Analysis and Linkage
with Development Aims * *

4. Program Directives and
Ground Rules * *

5. Forecasting *

6. Identifying Markets * *

7. Engineering Planning * *

8. Equipment Procurement *

9. Construction * *

10. Maintenance - identification *

- repairs *

11. Standardization *

12. Promoting Regional Cooperation * *

13. Training *

14. Supervision * *

15. Accounting *

16. Record Keeping * *

17. Billing *

18. Consumer Relations *

19. Promotion *

20. Provision of Credit (to consumers) * *

1/ An asterisk in two coum indicates that the task may be performed
jointly, or by one of Ie two.
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(i) The Government

7.4 Where the country has a singificant rural development program,
there is clearly a need for the public sector to take an active interest in
order to promote coordination between investment in related sectors, particu-
larly in agriculture, agro-industries and owher rural infr Ztructure projects
such as roads, schools, water and health. In addition, where the country is
large and electricity is generated and distributed by independent regional
utilities, a central government agency (uch as the REC in India) may be
needed to promote standardization, cooperation between regions and a regional
balance in the rural electrification program.

7.5 A further function for the public sector is to provide general
directives and ground rules for tariff and financial policies, the alloca-
tion of funds, and the criteria to be used for project appraisal and selec-
tion. This is traditional, of course, except that the scope of the direc-
tives and ground rules needs widening to cover the special problems of rural
electrification.

7.6 Much of the public sector's involvement need only be indirect if
the ground rules and directives are well laid, and also if there is more
reliance on pricing policy and less reliance on the public revenue as a means
of finance.

(ii) The Electric Utility

7.7 Much of the public sector's policy of course needs to be worked out
jointly with the utility, as is customary, particularly as regards tariffs,
finance, the levels of investment and which programs are practicable.

7.8 Many other tasks can only be the exclusive responsibility of the
utility (though some are occasionally delegated to local administration).
These include forecasting, engineering design and construction, deciding on
what quality of service is appropriate, maintenance, accounting, procurement
and contracting, centralization of recorcs, standardization, promoting inter-
changes of ideas and experience between areas, providting advice and super-
vision, and providing facilities for training the personnel of the local
administrative units. In addition, the utility may assune the responsibility
for promoting the service, provide credit, and undertake the job of connect-
ing consumers to the networks.

(iii) Local Adrinistration in the Rural Areas

7.9 In some count ries th 'tin- of local adninistration is minimal,
its function being to look after billir;, record: consumer recuests for con-
nection and report on local problens such as electrical faults, maintenance
needs and consumer complaints.

7.10 Other countries place far more empnasis on l al adninistration.
This is the case where co-operative: are established, as in Cos ta Rica,
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Colombia, Nicaragua and about ten otner countries. It is also the case
in Mexico, for example, where the Co-op system is not used, but large
regional offices are established (one in each state) under the joint lead-
ership of technically qualified personnel and local officials. The primary
purpose of such arrangements is to enable a close contact between consumers
and the supplier to be attained. The local administrations identify new
areas to be served and work out an electrification plan with representatives
of the villagers and businesses. They have the responsibility of promoting
and extending service, and perhaps of supplying credit. In addition to this
and to the routine work of billing, keeping records and looking after consumer
complaints, they may also take on a good deal of the engineering construction
and maintenance work, and look after accounts.

Which Institutional Arrangement is Best?

7.11 At the moment, there is no clear answer to this question. The main
debate is about the extent to which the responsibilities just outlined should
be delegated to local administration. It is sometimes said that the utility
can provide this quite well with the added advantage that the more talented
and motivated people can, in working at the center, spread their efforts more
widely. On the other hand, close contact with consumers and care in identify-
ing the needs of the area are clearly important, and local administration is
in principle best suited for this. Also. delegated responsibility is reported
to have provided a spur both to efficiency and to an interest in the project's
success, in some of the countries visited by staff members. It is probable
that a greater responsibility should be placed on local administration the
larger and more populous the rural areas, even if it is only because central
administration by the utility is too costly and difficult in these circumst-
ances.

7.12 But there is in fact little evidence to show that one approach
works better than another. A recent AID sponsored study in Costa Rica and
Colombia found that consumaers were indifferent between the co-ops and the
utility serving them; all that mattered was good service. 1/ In this sense
the merits of Co-ops and other forms of local administration, as compared
to the merits of supply from the utility, rest on the incentives to good
management rather than on the incentives to consumers (which is one of the
benefits which Co-ops are thought to have).

7.13 in practice it is necessary to be flexible in deciding on the form
of organization. On the one hand, several arrangements may work well; on
the other, different arrangements suit different countries and cultures.

I/ It was found, however, that theft of electricity was lower in a Co-op
arrangement because it was resented by consumers (who were of course
members of the Co-op).
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Analysis of Institutional Problems

7.14 To identify institutional problems it is probably a good idea to
make a checklist of the kinds of tasks listed above in Table 7.1. The
questions can then be asked: how well is each task being performed? and
what steps can be taken to improve those that need improving? The answers
to these questions may sometimes point to specific actions, such as "more
funds should be provided for training personnel" (often cited as a bottle-
neck) or "records should be better kept on project performance" (another com-
monly neglected matter). Alternatively, the answers may point to the need
for major organizational changes.
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VIII. IMPLICATIONS FOR BANK POLICY AND PROCEDURES

The Need for Development Assistance from the Bank

8.1 The possibilities for development assistance from the Bank in rural
electrification were first enunciated in the Sector Working Paper on electric
power. Subsequent studies undertaken by the Bank in this and related fields
nave also pointed to a need for a widening of the Bank's aims in its investments
in the electric power sector and to relate them to rural development policy.
Finally, over 25 countries have formally or informally urged the Bank to provide
assistance, both technical and financial.

8.2 Although development assistance is being provided in this field by
AID and IDB, it is generally accepted that assistance needs expanding upon.
By 1973, the financial aid provided by AID and IDB, who began efforts in 1964,
amounted to $230 million in 14 countries. In contrast, countries in the Bank's
sphere of operations are to invest perhaps over $10 billion in the next ten
years, that is, about 10% of total investment in electric power.

8.3 It is also a field in which the Bank has a comparative advantage
for development assistance. The programs to electrify rural areas (and also
low income areas of cities) are for the most part being undertaken by insti-
tutions with which the Bank has had highly successful associations for many
years. Rural electrification, which has so far formed a small but increas-
ing fraction of their past investments, is a new dimension with new challenges
and likely to form a larger and significant portion of future programs.
Generally speaking there is a trong commitment to rural electrification
and a desire to make it successful.

Prospects for Successful Projects

8.4 The main case for development assistance, however, must rest on
the desirability of rural electrification. In this regard, it is apparent
that in many rural areas, therc are only a few elementary needs for elec-
tricity and the high costs of public supply from the grid cannot be justi-
fied; in such areas, these needs are best served by local auto generators
or by substitute energy forms.

8.5 however, there are also areas where there is scope for successful
investment. In areas where there are clear signs of rural development taking
place, as a result of public ana private investments in agriculture and agro-
industries, and public investments in local infrastructure, electrification
can often augment development. It can usefully add to the profitability and
output of farms, agro-industries and commerce through providing a superior
and cneaper means of motive power, ,ighting, refrigeration and, for some
purposes, heating; and it can serve a number of uses in households, even at
cuite low levels of household inc.zome. The evidence for this is the often

szrong response of rural housenolds and businesses Lc electrification projects,
reflected in sustained high rates of g rowth of demand from all categories of
consumers, though from low ini l levels.



8.6 Furthermore, the growing emphasis on rural development in many
countries will, as shown earlier, react positively on rural electrification
projects. Finally, it is also probable that, as per capita incomes increase
in developing countries, some of this increase will filter through to rural
areas, partly due to increased urban and international demands for rural pro-
ducts and partly due to improved economic linkages between urban and rural
areas; this process will also generate increasing rural demands for energy
and thus for electricity.

8.7 Nevertheless, there are the familiar difficulties of investment
in rural areas. Response, though often much better than expected, is very
uncertain. Project justification and identification requires information
from the utilities and about rural areas that is often hard to find. Costs
are high, and a lot of care and ingenuity is needed to keep them down. Fi-
nance, as usual, is difficult to find, and requires, on the domestic side,
hard compromises between pricing for efficiency, social and financial needs
in rural areas, and at the national level, between utility pricing policies
and the public revenue. Finally, institutional failures may discredit the
programs in the rural areas and nationally. On the other hand, these kinds
of difficulties are one reason for aid; the other reason, of course, is that
if the difficulties are resolved, the investments can do some good.

8.8 To move from these conclusions to formulating a policy of Bank
assistance, it is necessary to consider:

- The pattern of Lending Operations;

- Lending Conditions;

- Which Countries?

- The Lending Program;

- Operational Procedures;

- What is Required of Bank Staff;

These matters are now discussed in turn.

Tihe Pattern of Lending Operations

8.9 Loans for rural electrification will generally have to be elements
of loans to:

(a) packages of rural development projects; and/or

(b) the electric power utilities.
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The former appeals because it promotes coordination between sectors, sorts
out priorities and generates very large external economies -- that is, the
economic gains from different investments augmenting each other. The latter
appeals, if some degree of coordination already exists in the country, because
of the many institutional, financial and technical responsibilities delegated
to the utilities. But whichever approach is taken, the criteria for accept-
ing the rural electrification component of rural development is the same:
some coordination between sectors will be necessary and should have the effect
of raising the expected economic returns to the investment; the projects must
be well chosen in terms of meeting the social and economic aims of the program;
and the projects will have to be carefully and thoroughly prepared institution-
ally, technically and financially. Provided these criteria are met, the
approach to lending can be through (a) or (b).

8.10 Rural electrification loans specifically to the utilities will
generally have to be elements of larger loans to them. There are three
reasons for this. One is that, with the exception of large countries,
rural electrification is not a suitable vehicle for lending on a large scale
since it typically absorbs no more than 5 to 10% of total investment in elec-
tric power. Second, rural electrification is only an added dimension to the
work of the electric power sector, and there is still the need to continue
with the expansion of generation and transmission capacity (doubling every 5
to 7 years in most countries) and of service to urban areas. Third, many
issues connected with rural electrification relate to the sector as a whole -
tariffs and finance, for example, the promotion of regional balance and re-
gional cooperation, and the provision of technical assistance, training and
supervision.

The Content of Lending Operations

(a) The Borrowers

8.11 Lending for rural electrification would generally require involve-
ment with institutions at all levels:

(i) The Government -- either rural development or rural
electrification agencies, if such agencies are
established;

(ii) The Central Electricity Utility;

(iii) Local Electricity Distribution Agencies (e.g. co-ops
or State electricity boards).

In most cases, funds and other assistance would best be channelled through
(i) or (ii), because local agencies generally require a lot of financial
support and assistance from the government or the utility so as to establish,
expand and run their rural electrification programs. Even when the local
agencies are financially and technically strong (because, say, they may also
be serving cities in the region) there is still a good case for channelling
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aid through (i) or (ii), as in India, in order to promote regional and
sectoral balance in the programs, and cooperation between regions. Finally,
funds and assistance would also be needed for the country's overall elec-
trification program (if it is a power loan) or for the country's rural
development program (if it is a rural development loan).

(b) Bank and IDA Conditions

8.12 Whether Bank or IDA conditions should apply to the loan depends, as
discussed earlier (5.14), on the country. If Bank conditions apply, this
inevitably means that lending must not only be through the government or the
utility, but also that the funds would be channelled to the rural areas at
concessionary rates. This is unavoidable unless tariffs are set undesirably
high in the early years of rural electrification programs -- a decision which
would act against promoting efficient use of the investments.

(c) Finance of Materials and Equipment

8.13 The kinds of materials and equipment involved in rural electrifica-
tion, and their share in total costs when the projects are intitally cons-
tructed, are illustrated in Table 8.1.

Table 8.1

Cost Breakdown of a Rural Electrification Project /1

Item Cost, $ % Remarks

Substation 86,000 10
Poles and Fixtures 280,000 33 162 miles
Conductors and Protection 178,000 21 )
Line Transformers 61,000 7
House Connection 19,000 2.5 ) 1,100 houses,
Meters 12,000 1.5 ) initially /2
Street Lights 5,000 0.5
Administration, Engineering 180,000 21.5
Interest During Construction 11,000 1.5
Other 10,000 1.5

842,000 100

/1 San Carlos Co-operative, Costa Rica (1969 data). Project serves about
fifteen villages. Data exclude a provision for the co-op's working
capital.

/2 Capacity of scheme sufficient to serve over 5,000 consumers.
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8.14 Much of the equipment, in particular poles, lines, small transformers,

switchgear and substations, can often be manufactured in the country on very

competitive terms with international suppliers. In general, therefore, support

for rural electrification would involve support for local manufacturing and

local cost financing, though the extent of this obviously depends on the country.

(d) Technical Assistance and Program Development

8.15 The shortage of skilled and trained workers to develop, maintain and

run rural electrification programs is commonly cited. Most loans would thus

have to make a provision for technical assistance.

8.16 A further area where technical assistance can be provided is in (a)

establishing and monitoring pilot projects or (b) evaluation of existing

projects. As discussed in previous sections (3.18, 3.23 and 4.20 et. seq.)

this provides the information base and the experience for program development.

Which Countries?

8.17 In most countries, it seems, there is scope for some degree of rural

electrification, involving the electrification of selected:

- villages (and, in Africa and the Arab countries, small towns);

- surrounding farms and agro-industries.

But the extent of the possibilities and the type of electrification varies with

the country, as discussed in Part II. The situation is roughly as follos,

though records are not good enough for a detailed account.

8.18 In Africa and some Arab countries the main programs are conc emraed with

electrification of small towns, the larger villages and the larger businesses

located in or near to them. Auto-generation is the main option, though pu.blic

supplies can be contemplated in areas close to the main networks. however,

in ten years time, these programs are unlikely to have extended service to

more than one tenth of the village/rural population.

3.19 Several countries in Asia and EMENA are in the midst of a strong

push towards electrifying the large and medium sized villages and the sur-

rounding farms and agro-industries. In some cases, as in parts of IndicC a

Taiwan, the programs are also extended towards the smaller villages. lie

supplies from the grid are the main option, auto-generation being an aer

tive for small or remote demands. About one quarter of the village/rural

population might be receiving service in ten years time.

8.20 In Latin America, several countries are also in the midst of p

grams to electrify the larger villages and surrounding farms and agro-

industries; other countries have completed this phase, and are moving o

to the smaller villages and new farm and agro-industrial consumers. Ain,
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the main option is public supplies to replace local auto-generation, which,
apart from remote or low demand areas, is becoming extinct. About one
third or more of the village/rural population might be receiving service
in ten years time.

8.21 The main question about these programs is, of course, which pro-
grams in which countries are socially and economically desirable and require
support? As in all aspects of Bank operations, the answer to this should
evolve in the course of sector, pre-investment, project and other studies.
At the present time it can be said that there are no grounds for dismissing
the idea of some degree of rural electrification in any country. While it
is possible to find, in any country, that some of the investments are of very
little use, it is equally true that others are very useful and the high costs
can be justified. Indeed, the first phases of rural electrification -- of
private auto generators serving one consumer or several connected to micro-
grids -- were historically carried out by private enterprise and were profi-
table. Growth of output in agriculture and agro-industries, improvements in
rural infrastructure, migration to villages, and increases in rural wages,
eventually act to increase the demand for electricity and the case for re-
placing auto generation by public supplies from the grid. The question is
therefore reduced to one of timing: has the demand developed sufficiently
to justify the investment? The answer to this, in any particular country,
can be provided by survey, identification and appraisal work in the course of
operations.

The Revised Lending Program FY 74-78

(a) Electric Power Loans

8.22 Roughly $250 million of the revised lending program for electric
power ($3,100 million, in 1974 prices, for 90 loans) is allocated to rural
electrification. However, $100 million of this is absorbed by three projects,
two in India ($40 million each in FY75 and FY76) and one in Iran (about $20
million in FY75, but tentative. These are specifically for rural electrifica-
tion. The remaining proposals, which are relatively small, are components of
larger loans to the power sector in ten other countries (Thailand, Nepal, and
Pakistan; Panama, Honduras, Mexico, Bolivia and Brazil; Liberia; Tunisia).
However, initiatives to identify and prepare projects with significant rural
electrification components might be expanded upon during FYs 75 and 76,
leading to an increased rural electrification content in the second half of
the program.

(b) Rural Development Loans

8.23 Roughly 50% of the loans for Agriculture in FYs 74 and 75 might be
classified as rural development loans. The rural electrification element in
projects financed by such loans varies considerably between projects and
countries. Rough indications are that rural electrification may average
about 10% of project costs in Latin America, may be 5 to 10% in Asia and
EMENA, and very little for Africa. In all, about $150 to $300 million of
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the projected $6,500 million for Agriculture and Rural Development loans
might be associated with rural electrification, under present projections.
Again, however, intensification of initiatives to identify and prepare
projects with rural electrification components might increase the rural
electrification content of the second half of the program.

Operational Procedures

8.24, The kind of work to be done -- economic, institutional, financial and
technical - was outlined in Sections III to VII. The following discussion
is about the implications of this work as regards:

(a) Sector Surveys -- of The Energy or Electricity Sector;

(b) Sector Surveys -- of The Rural Sector;

(c) Project Identification, Preparation and Appraisal;

(d) Supervision;

(e) Research.

The following discussion of these topics follows a very obvious and well-
known pattern. The reason is that no serious revision of operational pro-
cedures is needed for dealing with rural electrification projects. The dif-
ferences are mainly in degree, in that the uncertainties are larger than
usual, problems can be tougher, and extra tolerance may be needed (as dis-
cussed in III) on projects with quantified economic returns which are lower
than, but approaching, the cost of capital.

(a) Surveys of the Electricity (or Energy) Sector

8.25 Since rural electrification is only one aspect of the sector's in-
vestment program, it will probably be necessary to report on it separately
but in parallel with the other aspects. As regards the rural electrification
aspect, surveys need to discuss the origins of the program, the aims, and past
and future developments; analysis is required, as is customary, of the insti-
tutions, finance, technology and economics of the program.

8.26 To proceed from this to the identification work of a sector survey,
would, in many instances, be impractical. Problems, not projects, will often
be identified. Records are often exceedingly poor and totally insufficient
for investment analysis; institutional problems may be severe and may require
a variety of reforms, technical assistance programs and other measures before

successful investment can begin; while financial difficulties may arise from
poor pricing policies, over-expansion or a technology that is too costly.
Sector surveys may often have to concentrate on these problems for a time
and to point to the types of studies or programs that might be commissioned
to resolve them. The basic work of project identification can then begin.
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8.27 When, on the other hand, the programs are well organized and planned,and records are properly kept, the basic work of project identification canprobably be accomplished quite efficiently in the course of the sector survey.

(b) Surveys of the Rural Sector

8.28 As far as rural electrification is concerned, the important pointsabout these surveys, which complement surveys of the electricity sector, arethat:

- They may often lead to the identification of a rural
electrification component as part of the rural develop-
ment package;

- they should also identify the extent of and the need for
coordination between investments in various sectors.

(Identifying useful and workable projects during the course of these surveysmay present difficulties far greater than those discussed above for electricsector surveys. Important as these difficulties are, however, they are notan issue for this paper.)

(c) Project Identification, Preparation and Appraisal

8.29 The work of project identification, which may be done during or asa result of sector surveys (or specially commissioned studies), may generallybe confined to a rough assessment of (i) the institutional, technical andfinancial capacities of the borrowers and (ii) regional analysis of the ex-pected economic returns and the factors which bear on them. If the prospectsfor successful investments look reasonable, according to the criteria dis-cussed in Part III, feasibility and preparatory studies can be initiatedor commissioned, as is customary.

8.30 The terms of reference for project feasibility and preparationstudies need to request:

- estimates of the expected economic returns;

- an investment plan which is:

(a) the best of several alternatives as regards the
rate of expansion and which demand centers are
connected; and

(b) the least-cost method of following this expansion path;

- technical design;

- an evaluation of sources of equipment;

- institutional plans;
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- the financial plan, and tariff studies;

- provisions for monitoring the project and record keeping.

This provides the material for appraisal. On some occasions, the terms of

reference may need to request the preparation of pilot projects as a first

conditional step in the investment program, or the evaluation of existing

projects as an information base for the proposed plan.

(d) Supervision

8.31 The main problem with supervision is likely to be poor records.

The only way round this is to set up a good monitoring and record keeping

system during the preparatory stages of the project. Items which need to

be recorded include, for example, demand statistics, revenues, costs,

faults and maintenance problems.

(e) Research

8.32 The work of supervision might be expanded occasionally to examine

more widely the project's impact on the area's development. In addition to

project related data, the following kind of information can also be recorded

and backed up by small scale survey work:

- developments in local agriculture and agro-industries;

- socio-economic developments in the village communities;

- demographic changes;

- changes in household incomes;

- changes in local infrastructure.

This information can often be obtained and analyzed by local consultants.

8.33 Similar kinds of supporting research can be very useful in -he pre-

paratory stages of the program, either: (a) to monitor pilot projects, as
with the Bank financed project in Ecuador, or (b) to evaluate ex post the

impact of specific programs, as with the research project in El Salvador.

Tne research need not, of course, be confined to sociology and economics,

but might also usefully look at institutional problems, for example.

8.34 Apart from research into overall project performance as part of
project preparation, evaluation and supervision in particular countries,

there are a number of specific problems to research into, such as:
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(a) Consumer response. How does this differ between countries?
and what factors affect response? We are particularly
short of insights into this in African and Asian conditions.

(b) Costs. What is the precise scope for cost reductions?
Can costs really be cut substantially by standardization
and by keeping design standards to a bare minimum, as is
often suggested? The indications are that this is
possible and has been done, but engineering design
studies are needed to investigate this matter.

(c) Forecasting, in particular, the movements of the
exogenous variables which explain the strong growth
of demand often observed from farms, agro-industries
and village commerce.

Items (a) and (c) are often best carried out by local researchers.

Requirements of Bank Staff

8.35 Where there are good institutions to work with, identification,
preparation and appraisal might proceed in the usual way, but as a component
of a power or a rural development loan. The main work would be in preparation:
in setting up the terms of reference and providing supervision and assistance
regarding:

- economic and social analysis of alternative plans;

- engineering standards and design;

- financial arrangements;

- institutional arrangements;

- tariffs.

8.36 Where the institutional difficulties and the problem of informa-
tion shortages are more serious, it would of course take longer to build up
successful operations. This is, of course, a familiar problem with new opera-
tions. The main work consists of seeing that the various difficulties are
attended to in order that identification, preparation and appraisal can
begin.

8.37 While the problems and the procedures for attacking them are
familiar (and there is no reason to suppose, as remarked above, that present
operational procedures need revision before dealing with rural electrifica-
tion), some new skills and experience will probably be needed in the Bank.
Much of these might best be acquired in the course of actual operations. But
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consideration should also be given to (a) sending staff on short training
courses, e.g. in distribution network planning and running distribution
systems; (b) recruitment of some people with experience in the field, par-
ticularly distribution engineers; (c) cooperation between the Regional Depart-
ments. As regards (a) and (b) it might be noted that investments in urban and
rural distribution networks take over 50% of total investment in electric
power.
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COSTS COMPARISONS OF AUTOGENERATION AND

PUBLIC SUPPLIES FROM THE GRID

A2.1 The costs of supplies through electrical networks connected to the
main grid system vary with load density and the terrain. The following are
typical data for villages in El Salvador, in a region where the average length
of subtransmission lines is 4 km per village:

Annex Table 2.1 - Public Supply Costs

Network Capacity
50 kW 25 kW

Consumers Served 140 70
Village Size 2,000 1,000
Capital Costs:
Generation and Transmission $24,000 $12,000
Subtransmission $18,000 $18,000
Local Distribution $14,000 $ 8,000

Total $56,000 $38,000

Running Costs:
Generation cents/kWh 0.5 0.5
Operating and Maintenance $/year 2,000 1,000

Source: El Salvador Study (1972 price data).

A2.2 This data does not include the demand and costs of serving local
agro-industries, which may add anything from 10 kW to over 1000 kW to local
demand.

A2.3 Subtransmission costs change with load density since the average
length of line per load center changes. The above figures are based on a sub-
transmission cost of $4,500 per km (which is higher than many countries
report). If, then, the average length of line per village rises by, say 25
km, in a sparsely populated, or remote area, the subtransmission costs rise
by $112,500.

A2.4 For diesel, most of the above costs change, except those for local
distribution. Typical data for motor-generator sets are as follows:
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Annex Table 2.2

kW Capacity Price (f.o.b.)

30 - 35 $ 6,500
50 - 60 $ 8,000
80 - 90 $ 9,500
90 - 110 $11,000

115 - 140 $12,500

Source: "Detroit Diesel" motor-generator sets (1974 data).

1972 data are about 30% lower, at a guess.

To add to these costs, are the costs of transport, installation and accessories

which together amount to about 50% of capital costs. Also, it is fairly

common practice to have one spare motor-generator unit on account 
of the

problems of breakdown and maintenance. So the above prices should be multiplied

by 1.5 x 2.0 = 3.0 in order to make comparisons with public supplies 
from the

grid (or a factor of 2 to convert to 1972 prices).

A2.5 Other cost items are:

Control Board and Substation (50 kVA) $5,000

Fuel 6 cents/kWh

These data are based on observation of various projects. The fuel costs

would be about 5 cents per kWh in 1972 prices, depending on the efficiency

of the motor, to which a nominal amount of 1 cent per kWh has been added for

generator maintenance (which is expensive).

A2.6 In sum, the cost data for providing electricity from auto-genera-

tion on the same scale as in Annex Table 2.1 would be roughly as follows:
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Annex Table 2.3 - Autogeneration Costs

Network Capacity
50 kW 25 kW

Consumers Served 140 70
Village Size 2,000 1,000
Capital Costs:

Generators /1 $15,000 $12,000
Substation $ 5,000 $ 5,000
Local Distribution $14,000 $ 8,000

Total $34,000 $25,000

Running Costs:

Fuel cents/kWh 6 6
Operating and Maintenance $/year 2,000 1,000

/1 Taking a unit price of $7,500 for the 50 kW set and $6,000 for the
25 kW set, by interpolating the data in Table A2.2.

These figures are only rough, and may change enormously according to the
country and the date. Inflation and changes in oil prices in particular,
make precise estimates very difficult.

A2.7 In view of the different levels of capital and running costs, the
total costs of the schemes vary according to how much they are used. Also,
while the capital costs of autogeneration appear to be much cheaper, this
equipment only lasts for about 10 years, as compared with about 25 - 30 years
for the electrical equipment.

A2.8 To allow for these points, the following table compares the cost
of the alternatives for three levels of utilization (load factors of 10%,
25% and 50% respectively) and puts all costs on an annual basis taking a 17%
annuity for the motor-generators and a 10% annuity for the remaining electrical
equipment (corresponding to 10 and 30 years respectively at 10% interest).
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Annex Table 2.4 - Annual Cost Comparisons

Network Capacity 25 kW 50 kW

Load Factor 10% 25% 50% 10% 25% 50%

Autogeneration Costs - $

Capital 3,300 3,300 3,300 4,500 4,500 4,500

Running* 2,300 4,300 7,600 4,600 8,600 15,200
Total 5,600 7,600 10,900 9,100 13,100 19,700
Total/kWh (cents) 25 14 10 21 12 9

Public Supply Costs - $

Capital 3,800 3,800 3,800 5,600 5,600 5,600

Running* 1,100 1,250 1,500 2,200 2,500 3,000
Total 4,900 5,050 5,300 7,800 8,100 8,600

Total/kWh (cents) 22 9 5 18 7 4

* kWh of output per kW capacity = 876 kWh at 10% load factor
= 2,190 kWh at 25% load factor
= 4,380 kWh at 50% load factor

A2.9 In this case public supplies are cheaper for all loads except those

of very lmi load factors of about 10%. On the other hand, if the 1verage

length of subtransmission line per .illage were 25 km, instead of 4 km assumed

above, annual capital costs would rise by over $10,000, with the following

effects on the average costs of public supplies.

Annex Table 2.5 - Annual Costs of Public Supplies (25 km)

Network Capacity 25 kW 50 kW

Load Factor 10% 25% 50% 10% 25% 50%

Annual Costs $ 14 )900 15,000 15,300 17,800 18,101 'EF600

Annual Costs/kWh (cents) 70 27 14 40 17 8

A2.1L From this data it i4s -2i~aent tha.t (a) load density is o 0

important in reducing average cos'ts, and (b) so are the size c. T

factor.
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A2.11 One major element in reducing average costs is the presence of
agro-industrial demand, which may improve load factors and also increase the
level of consumption by factors of two to ten or more -- though extra sub-
transmission networks are generally needed to reach them.

A2.12 The above analysis is also rather static. A full analysis of course
requires a study of the growth of demand and of costs over time.
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CLOSINGREPORT ON ACUONS RELATING TO

RECOMIENDATIONS OF THE
ELECTRIC POWER EVA'LI TATION REPORT

In 1971 the Operations Evaluation unit carried out, as one of its

first efforts, a review of Bank operations in the electric power field,

mainly on the basis of ex-post assessments, against original objectives,

of a large and diversified sample of projects for which the Bank had lent

a cumulative total of about $1 billion to ten different power companies

- three in Colombia and one each in Argentina, Brazil, Ethiopia, Ghana,

Malaysia, Mexico and Singapore. The results of this study were presented

in "Operations Evaluation Report: Electric Power" (IBRD Report No. Z-17)

dated April 1972. Bank assistance to the Colombian power sector was also

treated somewhat more comprehensively in one chapter of the report "Bank

Operations in Colombia: An Evaluation" (IBRD Report No. Z-18) which was

issued shortly thereafter. Both studies included certain suggestions re-

garding future Bank activit- in the field of electric power which were dis-

cussed with the relevant operating departments both before and after presenta-

tion of these reports to the Executive Directors and were in the main agreed

to be worthy of pursuit.

The purpose of the .resent document is to report briefly on actions

since taken by the Bank that relate to the suggestions made. It is based

on a review of relevant research papers and operational guidelines issued

by the Bank over the last two years and of appraisal reports for power loans

approved in FY 1974 as well as on a series of discussions in July 1974 with

all operating units principally responsible for electric power work. After

recalling the main conclusions of the evaluation studies and indicating

the main lines of recent Bank activity in the field of electric power, this
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report zvstematically summarizes each of the original suggestions, the re-

sponse chat the Bank operating departments gave at the time and relevant

actions since taken. An overall assessment, and summary of points that, in the

opinion of the Operaticns Evaluation Department, require further attention,

is givEn in the concluding paragraphs.

The vavaluation studies found that the rapid pace of power system

expansion achieved in the developing countries between 195C and 1970 had

depended crucially on Bank financing and coicluded that the wider pattern

of Bank action had been notably effective in achieving the main preoccupation

that the Bank had developed in its work in this field: minimizing long-run

(financial) costs of power system expansion by such measures as improvements

in sector organization, careful advance investigation and planning to enable

selection of the most economic path of system expansion, use of international

competitive bidding and assuring adequate cash-flow to the utility to prevent

construction interrnptions. The Bank had in particular in several instances

made significant contributions to institutional rationalization by urging

amalgamation of regional power companies, or cooperative arrangements, to

permit achievement of scale economies, and its financial covenants, which

had steadily improved in form, showed evidence of having been causative fac-

tors in the steady improvement of financial performance demonstrated by most

of the companies, Notable internal organizational improvements had also

been stimulated by the Bank in several companies, and the two cases among

all ten that still showed considerable institutional weakness were ones

where, in complex political circumstances, responsibility for power supply

wI.thin relatively small areas remained divided. Major cost overruns had

occurrtd on some projects, but generally for reasons that would have been



hard to foresee, and in the case of very few plants were they large enough

to raise doubts in retrospect as to Lhe economic validity of projects

selected. Only in few cases had theru been temporary unproductive building

ahead of demand, due to faulty planning.

The main theme of the report's suggestions for the iuture was that

the Bank could make an important contribution to further improving its own

selection of power projects and the role of its power customers in develop-

ment by helping them to cope with fundamental questions, essentially relate~d

to the links between power supply and development, which it had largely

bypassed in the past. How quickly should power demand be allowed or en-

couraged to grow? How much can electricity supply nduce development or

improvements in efficiency in other sectors (e.g. small industry and agri-

culture)? How much expenditure should be allocated to electrification of

villages or small towns presently unserved, and how shauld they be selected?

How much effort should be devoted to expanding the coverage of the power

system as opposed to improving reliability standards on the existing system?

What are appropriate risks of load shedding to run under different economic

conditions? Under what circumstances i it worthwhile from the socio-

economic viewpoint to provide power at less than cost to serve? The report

asked the Bank to develop appropriate methods of analysis and project apprai-

sal to help bring answers to these basic dilemmas.

Bank and IDA lending for electric power, after falling sharply in

FY 1973, reached a new peak in FY 1974, in excess of $750 million, in real terms

20% above the average annual amount of power lending committed in 1969-73 and en-

visaged for 1974-78 The number of projects, at 14, was about the same as the

1/ Revised IBRD/IDA Program 1974-78 of June 1974.
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average number approved in each of the previous five years; three of

the leans were in excess of $100 milicrn, includiiig one of $148 miilion,

the largest single project loan ever made by the. Bank -for the Elbistan

lignite-fired thermal plant in- Turkey. A somewhat surprising trend, in

light of earlier expectations, is a sharp drop over the last year in the

share of power distribution in the Bank's lending and in the projects

supported, as shown by the following table.

IBRD/IDA Lending for Electric Power FY 1970-74
(current US $ millions)

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 .

Loan/Credit Amounts Approved 556.0 500.9 520.6 321.5 754.8

% for Distribution 20 19 20 14 1

Total Project Costs 1512.1 816.1 2425.5 883.1 2958.0

% for Distribution 25 18 19 30 0.5

a/ excluding three snall supplementary loans committed under amendments to
earlier loan agreements to help cover cost overruns.

b/ excluding interest during construction.

In each of the years 1970-73 two of the loans/credits approved were predom-

inantly for distribution expansion - in such countries as Argentina, Brazil,

Ghana, Iran, Nigeria and Turkey - and another four projects included some

distribution component. FY 1974 power lending included only two projects

with a distribution component and in both it was quite small. No integrated

rural development project approved to date has had an electric power component,

but one under preparation for Mexico may be the first to do so.

An important innovation in the Bank's power work, sponsored by the

new Public Utilities Department that emerged from the Bank's reorganization



in October 1972, is the ertablishment of regular series of publications

of research papers and operational guidelines. Over the last eigl.teen

months numerous papers prepared by Bank staff and consultants have been

published in this form, ranging from guidelines on technical cooperation

with other international agencies to a major review of the changing rele-

vance of nuclear power for developing countries. Some of the research done

on electricity pricing and rural electrification is now culminating in an

important policy statement on the economic analysis of pblic utility projects,

carrying the Bank's approach much beyond cost minimization and demonstrating

how the incremental return concept that has come into use in the Bank in

the last few years can become a meaningful tool of economic analysis once

the relationship between prices charged for utility services and their

marginal costs is established.

1. System Extensions

The Bank should expedite work to develop techniques for analyzing

the economic validity of extending public power supply to new areas, such

as marginal -zones of the cities, surrourding villages or small towns or

larger regions presently unserved.

The Bank agreed with the need to study this matter on a priority

basis and to identify economic and social effects of system extensions to

smaller and less dense markets, with a view to finding practical ways to

improve cost/benefit techniques and also provide a sounder basis for justi-

fying departures from strict economic/financial pricing policies in order

to meet social objectives.

The Bank has carried out, on schedule, a major research study of

rural electrification experience in El Salvador and produced a nunber of
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internal instructions and papers relat::ng to the economic justification of such

1/
schemer.- Further field study is urLerway in connection with a smiall rural

electrification component to a power loan made to Ecuador in February 1972.

The major conclusions derived from these studies can be summarized:

a) Ruralelectrification is best undertaken within the framework

of an integrated regional development program, and even in the (usual)

absence of such a program it is desirable to move as far as possible

to examining the potential in this broad context.

b) Successful village electrification normally requires that the village

average per capita income be above a particular "threshold" level (for

example, $50-60 in El Salvador in 1972) at which demand begins to develop,

but growth of demand can be very rapid and it is essential to focus on

the prospects for this.

c) Economic benefits in excess of prices charged for power (mainly

increases in production made possible by power supply and savings on al-

ternative fuels) can and shculd be routinely assessed for productive uses

of electricity (such as irrigation, agro/village industries, water supply

works).

d) Comparable benefits in excess of prices charged for household

consumers (from savings on alternative fuels and greater value of higher-

quality energy) are so difficult to estimate soundly at reasonable cost

and may well normally be sufficiently small that revenue projections may

generally be taken as a reasonable indicator of gross benefits of such

consumption.

e) It is essential to take a long-run (20-year) rather than a medium-

run (5-year) term of analysis due to the importance in the economic analysis

1/ Public Utility Note 6,"The Appraisal of Village Electrification Projects"
(August 1, 1973) Draft Policy Pa2er, "Issues in Rural Electrification"
(July 24, 1974).
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of both the prospective growth of demand and of possible scale

9ale economies from increasing; network utilization.

f) Tariffs may be set below long-run marginal costs during the early

years because of the generally high fixed costs, the need to promote

the use of the service, or social reasons (to help small business and

low-income families), but subsidies (or taxes) should be made explicit

and tariffs should within five-ten years aim at reflecting the level

and structure of long-run marginal costs of supply in order to secure

efficient allocation of resources and to avoid inequities witn ture

much larger number of rural families , in most developing countries who

will remain without electricity (probably still about 75% in the early

1980s).

g) Non-quantifiable benefits in excess of revenues (e.g. educational

or other effects on households) may sometimes be sufficiently signif-

icant to warrant undertaking a project whose incremental return based

on financial returns plus an allowance for productive users' benefits

in excess of prices charged) is slightly below the opportunity cost of

capital.

The appraisals of projects approved by the Bank and IDA in FY 1974, even those

with significant distribution components, do not reflect any of this work.

However, a preliainary appraisal has been made of a major rural electrifica-

tion project in India, giving special attention to economic justification

and partially drawing on the Bank's research. And direct application of

research results is planned for a rural electrification project envisaged

in Irat.
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Beyond practical application and testing of the approach developed,

there appears to be need for further work on methods to cope with (a) the

case of countries at much lower development level than El Salvador, for

instance in West Africa, to see whether the same cansiderations apply and

b) the special problem of marginal zones of urban areas,partly due to the

difficulty of charging there tariffs different from those of the rest of

the urban area, even though the cost of service is higher than in quarters

already developed.

2. New Connection Policies

The Bank should try to assess, in the, economic evaluation of power

projects at both the selection and appraisal stages, whether utility policies

regarding'the connection of new customers and extension of distribution sys-

tems are satisfactory in the sense that they respond to any opportunities

that may exist for accomplishing significant development benefits from

spread of electrification - for example, increasing efficiency of small in-

dustry or aiding production and education in rural and marginal urban areas.

The Bank stated that the necessary judgments would be made in the

course of appraisal missions and that they would be aided by the results

expected from the research discussed under Recommendation 1 which would

be disseminated among the staff as and when available.

The Bank's own research and India's experience of rural electrifica-

tion do indicate that the application of electricity for agricultural and

industrial purposes in particular can bring substantial development benefits.

However new connection policies do not yet appear to be assessed by appraisal
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mission- for power projects generally, and few appraisal reports en give

a projeccion of the number of new ccnsamers expected to be nonneced. This

may in part reflect the very low share of distribution in recent power 
lend-

ing and the fact that some loans have been to bulk suppliers, although, from

the point of view of project justification and utilization, new connection

policies of ultimate retailers would seem to warrant attention, whatever

the Bank is directly helping to finance. This lacuna in the Bank's analysis

may be filled with rigorous application of the proposed new approach to

economic assessment of public utility projects emphasizing the relationship

between marginal costs of supply and charges. It should enable the Bank

to advise its borrowers constructively on whether the pace of connection

of new consumers should, from the economic point of view, be accelerated

or reduced.

3. Self-Help for Distribution Expansion

The Bank should encourage country authorities and power companies

to- find appropriate institutional mechanisms for mobilizing self-help efforts

in distribution expansion.

The Bank undertook to be on the look-out for successful experience

in this field with a view to incorporating it in projects supported or

otherwise propagating it, but it did not think that any general guidelines

could be prescribed.

The Bank's rural electrification research touched usefully on the

role of cooperatives in rural power supply and pointed out that the labor

component of a rural electrification project may constitute up to 25% of

total investment costs, so that use of self-help arrangements may make the

scarce funds available for rural electrification go further. The Bank is
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aware of some successful applications of self-help in the power field, for

instarce in administration, billing .nd actual construction of liie' (e.g.

in Andhra Pradesh and parts of Colombia), but no systematic effort seems

to have been made in operational work to propagate experience.

4. Generation and Transmission Reliability Standards

The Bank should help develop, and require of utilities and consult-

ants, more systematic procedures for rational determination of reliability

standards appropriate to different countries and areas, with a view to

eventual presentation in appraisal reports of explicit justification for

standards selected.

The Bank indicated its agreement with this general proposal but

emphasized the difficulties of estimating the economic costs involved by

lowering standards of service. Research and guidelines were intended to

lead to appraisal reports explicitly stating the standard of risk of

failure to supply implied in project proposals, even if they could not yet

assess the economic optimality of this standard.

The related research was cut short by staff shortages, but some use-

1/
ful notes were circulated.~ Apparently largely at the initiative of the

consultant, a recent system-planning study for the Concision Federal de

Electricidad (CFE) in Mexico reviewed the various generation and reliability

standards to be retained for large interconnected systems as well as some

crucial economic indicators to be considered in the selection of a particular

reliability standard. More generally, the Bank staff has continued to review

these matters, in connection with lending operations, on the basis of

1/ Public Utilities Note 3, "Generating Plant Reserve Margins" (Ji.ne 20,
1973). See also Annex 1 to Public Utilities Research Report 3"Frame-
work for Electricity Tariff Studies" (March 18, 1974).
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experience and judgment, but there is no evidence that they are getting

more systematic attention than in tlh past. Indeed appraisal reports

appear typically to present somewhat less information thn they used to

(particularly on capacity reserve), and consultant terms of reference

for feasibility studies are not reviewed, and complemented, with a par-

ticular eye to these matters.

Relative neglect of these matters may be justified by the fact

that many of the more important Bank borrowers of recent years have been

suffering shortages, more or less severe, of generating and bulk-transmission

capacity and may well be expected to continue to do so with the new prospects,

following the increase of oil prices, of more rapid growth of demand for

electricity and higher costs to meet it. Nonetheless there are countries

where this does not seem to be the case, for instance Brazil, Ethiopia

and some East Asian countries, and it would not seem unreasonable for cor.-

sultants, or borrowers, to be asked to estimate

(a) the savings in system costs that would result from adoption

of the next lower standard of bulk supply reliability than the one

proposed.

(b) the amounts of load shedding that might be required if this

lower standard were applied.

This would generate useful information for consideration in connection with

tariffs at system peak, the nature of loads, adequacy of load shedding arrange-

ments, etc. It may also be useful to summarize the Mexican study referred

to above for circulation.

5. Distribution Reliability Standards

Distribution standards should be subjected to the same treatment as

mentioned above for Generation and Transmission, and the Bank should
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encourage borrowers to carry out systenmatic studies to optimize distribu-

tion standards to local conditions.

The Bank expressed general agreement with these propositiois and,

emphasizing again some of the technical difficulties involved, referred to

planned research to be undertaken.

A useful note has been prepared on the aspects that need to be exa-

1/
mined by appraisal and other technical missions,- and most of the planned

research (particularly covering European practices) has been carried out,

but it has not been possible to extend that research yet, as envisaged, to

the case of a sample city in a developing country.

The work so far done suggests that there may be considerable scope

for saving on costs simply to reach presently intended standards in many

developing countries. And there is considerable interest in this subject

within the Bank. An optimization study, of approximately the nalure suggested

in the evaluation report, was called for by the Bank in connection with the

April 1973 loan for the istanbul Distribution project. More broad1.y, it is

envisaged that the consultants who have done the -reseach on European prac-

tices for the Bank may participate in selected operational missions and that

some specific studies may be undertaken by Bank staff to seek scope for

reducing the cost of distribution, particularly a study of power development

in East African countries, partly stimulated by concern about the possibility

of distribution standards presently being excessive in Zaire. A consultant

study focussing on this aspect is underway in Ghana, at the initiative of

the Ghanaian authorities, with a view to preparing a project for submission

to the Bank.

1/ Public Utilities Note 4 "Standards of Urban Electricity Distribution"
(June 28, 1973).



6. Urban Context

Appraisal and sector reports could usefully consider power fn its

urban context and treat explicitly the question of balance between power and

other services and facilities in terms of the quantity and quality of their

supply.

The Bank took the view that appraisal teams had neither the oppor-

tunity nor the ability to make judgments about the adequacy and quality of

other services compared with power and that anyway these were not in prac-

tice very serious issues, except possibly in rare instances in which case

they would be given special treatment - as was being done at the time in a

particularly intensive effort on Istanbul, involving several loans for

different services and numerous studies. Normally, it was felt, these issues

would be treated in the Bank's operations at the time of developing the coun-

try lending program and in discussions with Governments as to appropriate

projects for Bank consideration.

Several cases of i-mbalance of urban services, with power being con-

sistently more plentiful and better in quality than other services (parti-

cularly water), have been encountered by the Opem tions Evaluation Department

in its work on completed Bank-assisted projects. It does seem that a problem

has existed, at least in the past, and there is no reason to suppose it does

not continue. If appraisal missions are not abl to treat this matter, perhaps

President's Reports should reflect the clear judgment of the Bank's program

officers regarding the risk of the problem recurring in connection with the

proposed project, possibly with support in the form of statistics on existing

relative availability and coverage of different utility services ir. the

principal urban areas to be supplied.
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7. Ta;Iff Structures

The Bank should further incre-.se the attention given in recnt years to

tarifl' structures, systematically aaalyzing wherever possible th extent to which

tariffs charged to different consumer groups reflect social marginal costs so that

deviations may be explicitly justified in terms of (a) effective means of taxa-

tion of inelastic consumers, (b) subsidies warranted to induce consumption because

of resultant economic benefits or (c) price distortions elsewhere in the economy.

The Bank accepted this recommendation and planned research, case

studies and production of appropriate guidelines, but it stressed, as an

obstacle to progress the shortage of qualified people in the Bank and in

borrowing institutions to work on these problems.

With the aid of consultants the Bank has produced research papers-

of high quality in this area, undertaken case studies (in Sudan and Tunisia)

2!
and prepared the guidelines envisaged.- The specific points raised in the

evaluation report recommendation now appear to be very generally accepted.

Virtually all appraisals of power projects now include some treatment of the

borrower's tariff structure, and the Bank has increasingly raised questions

about major deviations between charges to particular consumer groups and the

costs to supply them, and itself studied them in detail or called for their

review by consultants and borrowers (for instance in Burma, Sudan, Malawi,

Turkey, Algeria in recent years). The analysis will be further deepened as

the research results are fully applied and as the new approach to economic

evaluation of utility projects mentioned earlier comes into general use.

1/ Principally, Public Utilities Research Paper 1, "Economic Analysis of
Electricity Pricing Policies: An Introduction" (January 9, 1914) and
Research Paper 3, "Framework for Electricity Tariff Studies" (March 18,
1974).

2/ Public Utility Note 5, "Pricing in Power and Water Supply" (July 1973).
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The main constraint W more frequent analysis of tariff structures against

narginal costs appears to have beenl che shortage of appropriate Bank and

consultant staff.

8. Shadow Prices

Shadow prices should be used in the economic analysis of project

validity in all appropriate circumstances, and they may be reflected if

necessary in utility tariffs.

The Bank agreed that ideally shadow prices should be used in

benefit/cost analysis, project selection, design, and construction, and

in the setting of tariffs, although in practice at the time their use was

largely confined to a few cases of project selection and to the calculations

of internal economic rates of return (based on adjusted financial data).

Guidelines since prepared on analysis of rural electrification

schemes and of tariff structures and on economic evaluation of utility

projects do recommend that shadow prices for foreign exchange, labor and

capital be used, whenever appropriate, in benefit-cost analysis, project

selection, marginal cost pricing aid internal economic return calculations.

Actually, there has been a widespread recognition of their usefulness;

shadow prices have been used mainly in the selection of least-cost alternatives

(Nigeria, Gabon, Morocco fand Iceland), in a few instances in economic return

calculations (Turkey, Algeria), but seldom in marginal cost and tariff reviews

(Burma only); the two tariff structure case studies (Tunisia and Sudan) did not

use shadow prices despite their seeming relevance to these countries. Finally,

shadow prices have not been included in the documentation provided to con-

sultants responsible for early selection and design of projects considered

for Bank financing.
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Strengthened internal arrangements within the Bank seem to be needd

particilarly, first, to ensure the use of appropriate shadow price, in

tariff studies (where they may be of greatest relevance in the electric

power field) and their incorporation in terms of reference to consultants

selected for feasibility and system planning studies, and, second, to secure

firmer help from country specialists in the choice of appropriate values.

The latter problem should be eased with the decision recently made to under-

take a special effort on the generation and application of appropriate shadow

prices for selected countries in each region, as a preliminary step to gen-

eralized use of these concepts.

9. Fiscal Contribution of Power Companies

Examining the power company from the point of view of the contribu-

tion it can make to development, it might be useful to include regularly

in appraisal reports a paragraph or two about fiscal aspects of the company's

operations, in view of their importance in connection with tariffs, procure-

ment, the financing of investment, maintenance of sound balance among utility

services and Government revenue needs; borrowers studied show a very wide

diversity of performance in this respect.

Stressing that all flows between Government and power company, as

well as internal cash generation substituting for Govarnment capital contri-

butions, should and could quite easily be considered in assessment of the

fiscal effects of borrowers' operations, the Bank planned to prepare instruc-

tions on this subject.

Fiscal aspects were referred to, and proposed for review by opera-

tional missions, in the previously mentioned Public Utility Note 5 issued

in 1973, but shortage of staff led to postponement of the planned revision
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of the appraisal checklist in which this matter was to be incorporated and

recent Appraisal reports on power projects have not included the p-oposed

special paragraph - although there appears to be a large amount of agreement

that this would be quite feasible and useful, and telecommunication project

appraisal reports have begun to inclule such a discussion. The Bank has con-

tinued to intervene on this matter, in some cases suggesting payment of taxes

or dividends by the utilities to Government (e.g. Ethiopia and Ghana) and

in others recommending or accepting exemption from such payments as a means

to improve company profitability ( e.g. Philippines and Iceland). More

general draft instructions, of more elaborate nature, have recently been pre-

pared for the handling of this aspect in all projects, not only those in

1/
power. It remains true that a good starting point, not difficult, would

be a simple presentation in appraisal reports of the various aggregate flows

(or substitutes of flows) between Government and power company, perhaps with

some comparative figures from other power companies or other sectors in the

same country.

10. Utility Performance Indicators

The Bank should give more systematic attention to technical and

financial indicators of utility performance other than the overall rate of

return on assets, and include in appraisal reports simple tables showing

the trends of selected indicators over past years; in the case of serious

problems, performance targets for the future could be agreed upon during

loan negotiations (along with specific steps or studies to attain them) and

regularly checked by project supervision missions.

1/"Pricing and Cost Recovery of Public Sector Projects," July 1974.
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The Bank agreed that there were large potential benefits to be

obtain'd from more systematic use of cechnical and financial perfo-mance

indicators although at that time it seemed to think of them more for purposes

of broad comparison between countries, to understand better existing situations,

rather than as bases for targetting improvements.

Instructions For the systematic use of such indicators in appraisal

reports, calling for presentation of target values, were issued in late 1973.1

However they have not been followed in power project appraisal reports, except

in a perfunctory manner in one. In another case an elaborate 'Plan of Action'

was developed for the improvement of a borrowing utility in particular

difficulties (PLN in Indonesia: Credit 399 of May 1973) and was presented

in the appraisal report; in response to the Executive Directors' request

during discussion of the proposed credit a progress report after one year

was recently circulated to the Directors. The 'Plan of Action' gave time

targets with regard to completion of certain steps and studies, but no

numerical specifications of the overall improvements in performance (except

for the operating ratio) that were expected to result.

There appears to be unanimous agreement in principle that greater use

of efficiency indicators and targets would be useful in Bank power operations,

although different emphases remain as to the most important uses of them.

It may be that here too one or two of those who originally prepared the

general guidelines should first show the feasibility and utility of the

system proposed, on a demonstration basis, in connection with appraisal of

one selected project; such a practical example may be easier for others to

follow and appreciate than generalized guidelines in the first instance.

1/ Public Utility Guidelines 3, "Guidelines for Project Monitoring System

foi Public Utilities Projects," (November 8, 1973).
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11. Power Planning Units'

The Bank should give more atLntion in sector and appraisei missions

and institution-building efforts to the functional adequacy of utility and

national power planning units.

Pointing out that planning units needed to be examined foi the ade-

quacy of their staff, their techniques and their influence, the Bank agreed

that this was an area requiring consistent priority. Guidelines emphasizing

these points were to be prepared.

The guidelines could not be prepared due to staff shortage. Appraisal

missions have normally given attention to the planning units, but their weak-

nesses are seldom subject to quick solution, although the possibility of

major progress is illustrated by the number of cempanies which have moved

over time from heavy reliance on consultants to doing almost all their own

planning except of a most specialized type (e.g. in Thailand, Ghana, Tunisia,

Algeria, Morocco and Iran).

It would seem desirable to prepare the brief guidelines envisaged

on this subject and to seek more thoroughly and systematically than in the

past every opportunity for consultants preparing feasibility and system-

planning studies to include training in their terms of reference wherever

suitable trainees are available.

12. Training

The Bank should systematically consider the needs for training and

opportunities for promoting and assisting it, in project appraisals and reviews

of consultant terms of reference.

This point was agreed to by the Bank, and covered by the Bink's

general guidelines and memoranda on training in Bank/IDA projects.
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Indeed, training has received in recent projects frequent :.d

full attention, and substantial BarK funds in some cases (Indoncjia, Papua

and New Guinea). However, particularly close attention is apparently still

required for training in planning and accounting (e.g. paras 11 and 13).

13. Financial Recording and Planning

Despite improvements achieved there remain weaknesses in borrowers'

accounting systems and procedures, particularly with regard to cash-flow

planning, which need additional emphasis.

The Bank stressed the time required to install effectively improve-

ments in accounting systems and financial planning techniques, and it suggested

that the problem might be less in diagnosis than in follow-up on improvements

proposed or agreed. To facilitate work it envisaged the preparation of stan-

dard financial annex formats for appraisal reports and more supervision

effort in this field.

The standard financial formats have not yet been agreed, but project

supervision in this area has continued to receive emphasis, especially in

cases where particular problems are encountered as, for instance, Iran

recently. Bank staff resources could probably be made more effective, as

is now being suggested within the Bank and as the IDB has illustrated in

practice, by greater contact with and reliance on borrowers' auditors for

upgrading accounting. As regards cash-flow planning, inclusion of a revised

forecast in regular six-monthly reporting requirements to the Bank might

usefully be generalized.

14. World Trends in Power Financing

In view of the importance of electric power in development investment

and in developing countries' foreign debt and of the past predominance of
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the Bank in this field and its desire to diversify its lending increasingly,

the Ba.k should consider undertaking a systematic review of world wide

trends in capital re-uirements for power in the developing countries and of

prospects for financing from other sources, to provide a perspective which

would complement country and sector considerations in planning power lending.

The Bank agreed with this suggestion in principle but pointed out

that staff constraints would not permit investing in the subject the fairly

significant amount of staff-time that would be necessary.

In assessing the impact of the energy crisis on its member countries

the Bank has in fact done some work on this subject at the global levell

and it has produced a paper adducing some of the general considerations

relevant to estimation of future requirements for investment in electric

power.A Insofar as the recent changes in relative fuel prices generally

tend to make electric power a relatively more attractive form of energy

than previously although generating plants of higher capital cost are likely

to have to be built increasingly, capital requirements for electric power,

which have long accounted for a remarkably large part of loan financing

between countries and internationally, may now become even more important.

However, as mentioned, the Bank's own plans foresee lending for power

in FY 1974-78 only about the same amount in real terms as in FY 1969-73

(about $3,100 million in FY 1974 prices); such lending would constitute

12% of all IBRD/IDA lending in the forthcoming period, compared with 18%

in FY 1969-73. To deepen understanding of the feasibility and implications

1/ IBRD Report No. 477, "Prospects for the Developing Countries" (July 8, 1974).

2/ IBRD Report No. 477, Background Paper V, "Sectoral Adjustment to Higher
Energy Costs" (July 8, 1974).
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of this divergence in trends and to LAlp effective implementation ot the

Bank's policy and program, renewed t-ought is being given to a morr, detailed

investigation along the lines suggested in the evaluation report.

15. Sales of Participation in Bank Loans

If a situation recurs such as that in 1967-68 when the Bank desired

to use Joint Financing to make up for shortages in the funds it could lend,

in total or to particular countries, then serious consideration should be

given to making arrangements with supplier countries whereby funds available

for export financing might be used to buy participations in Bank loans in

amounts directly related to contracts won by their nationals.

Although consideration was given to financial arrangements of this

sort in connection with one loan, the point has not been of general rele-

vance in the last few years insofar as the Bank has not had difficulty in

raising funds directly. Sales of participations, which enjoy the advantage of

considerable administrative simplicity compared with most joint financing

arrangements, may possibly become relevant as one channel for applying the

surpluses of oil-exporting countries to development.

16. Follow-up Evaluation Studies

Analysis of the Bank's financing of local procurement of electrical

equipment and of the contribution such financing has made to the growth of

efficient domestic equipment industry would be useful for future policy.

Second, a more thorough study of the economic validity of the Volta River

Project in Ghana might be worthile.

The Operations Evaluation Department has not had the time to pursue

either of these studies to date. Doubts about the aspects of the Volta

River Project questioned in the evaluation have remained and perhaps deepened,
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but in connection with new projects the bank is now giving considerble atteni-

tion to possible resettlement proble,.s, ecological side-effects an" contrac-

tual terms between local authorities and international mineral concerns,

so that further study of the Volta project might make only a limited con-

tribution to strengthening Bank policy. The review of actual experience

with the financing of local procurement would still seem worthwhile for

execution as soon as the resources of the Operations Evaluation Department

permit.

17. Central Power Institutions

The Bank should, wherever circumstances in a country permit, encourage

development of a strong central institution in the power sector through

which it might later channel lending in a sector program manner (as in the

last few years with CFE in Mexico). Experience suggests that such an insti-

tution is essential in order to develop (a) sound and well-coordinated

investment planning, (b) balanced plan implementation among regions, and

(c) effective and economical use of other sources of foreign financing such

as supplier credits.

The Bank was generally in agreement with this recommendation, very

much in line with, and indeed drawing on, its own successful experience in

earlier years in this field.

The Bank has continued to try to reinforce established institutions

of this type (e.g. in Brazil), to assist the development of newly created

ones (e.g. in Indonesia, Nigeria, Turkey and Zambia), and to encourage their

emergence in other countries (e.g. India, Yugoslavia, Cameroon and Morocco).

Relevant studies have recently been started, wholly or partly at Fank request,

in Colombia and Iceland. Probably the suggested sector-lending approach,
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excluding detailed Bank appraisal of project components and therefire more

economical in staff-time, could be applied more widely in countri-s

where satisfactory central institutions of the type described have now

been in existence for a number of years.

18. Unified Jurisdiction of Local Power Companies

Experience suggests that the Bank can make a major contribution by

insisting on unified control of generation, transmission and particularly

distribution in urban regions.

The Bank agreed that this point was relevant in certain circumstances.

While the Bank has made very useful contributions in this direction

in earlier years the need for this emphasis is becoming rarer now with

the rationalization already accomplished in many cities and regions and

with the growth of national bulk supply agencies assuring generation and

transmission. One case where the Bank has been trying to help resolve problems

of divided jurisdiction in a relatively small area has been Istanbul, in

connection with a loan approved in the first half of 1973.

19. Institution-Building Delays

Examination of cases where the Bank held up lending pending fulfil-

ment by the prospective borrower of certain institutional conditions shows

that the Bank has sometimes made major contributions to institutional

strengthening in this way but more instances where it is doubtful whether the

delays were really worthwhile, partly because they proved costly and partly

because of doubt either as to whether the objective sought was important

enough to warrant this cost or as to how effective the Bank action was in

causing the change that finally came. The value of withholding loans has

to be treated on a pragmatic case-by-case basis, bearing in mind costs and potential
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benefits of delays as foreseeable at the moment of decision; general rules

cannot 'e established.

Delays in power lending appear to have been fairly limited in the

past two years and sound assessment of the delays that have occurred -

principally on the loan for the Elbistan power plant in Turkey and on a

planned loan for power development in Sudan - would require more study than

is possible here. There may still be room for more frequent and systematic

consideration, when delays are in prospect, of how long a delay (with its

consequent costs, for instance of power shortage or higher-cost generation)

may be warranted in the interests of any proposed precondition to lending.

20. Construction Cost Estimates

The rather frequent recurrence of substantial cost overruns on projects

studied, especially in some countries, suggests that somewhat more use may be

worthwhile of the specialized consultant firms that the Bank has sometimes

hired in recent years to check project cost estimates, especially for major

civil engineering works.

The Bank agreed with this recommendation, for appropriate circumstan-

ces, and planned in particular a paper on cost overruns on projects involving

substantial tunnelling which would contain specific guidelines in this respect.

The paper was producedLI and, more generally, there now appears to be

a wide awareness in the Bank of the advantage in some cases of having detailed

revisions of cost estimates by specialized consultants. This fairly expensive

technique has actually been applied only to one project approved over the last

year - the Kafue project in Zambia - for which it appears at present that the

original estimates and those of the specialist consultant (which were actually

lower) were about equally close to tha final bids received. An individual

1/ Public Utility Guidelines 6, "Guidelines for Estimating Costs of Tunnel
Construction," (January 17, 1974).

- .. ., % . I 1 1 1 1.
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specialist was also hired by the Bank to check the cost estimates on the

mining part of the Elbistan project. Although cost overruns have been

a major problem on some projects currently underway with Bank support, this

has been mainly due to general cost-inflation and it does not seem that

greate- recourse should have been had for projects approved in FY 1974

to specialist consultants of the type described.

Conclusions

Judged against the conclusions of the evaluation report the Bank,

over the last two years, has accomplished a large amount of useful and appro-

priate work in research and preparation of policy papers and guidelines.

Priorities seem generally to have been correct. What now appear to have

been the more important suggestions - for instance with regard to the econ-

omics of system extensions, tariff structures and distribution tandards -

have, for the most part, received considerable attention, while matters with

more limited practical significance and relevance in the recent period -

such as the issue of planning standards for bulk supply reliability and

the suggested study of world trends in financing for power - received much

less effort. The Bank is undoubtedly much closer now than it was two years

ago to being able to assist its borrowers with finding solutions to the major

dilemmas mentioned at the outset to this paper. Serious application of the

new proposals with regard to methods of economic justification of public

utility projects will cause several of these issues to be dealt with on a

routine basis.

Despite these good research results, the actual operational effect

of the evaluation report's principal suggestions must be considered to have

been quite limited to date, whether in respect of application of research
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results (as for system extensions and -,ew connection policies) or in respect

of impiementation of the few direct umprovements proposed (such as wide use

of efficiency indicators and targets and standard discussion of fiscal aspects

of power borrowers' operations). Only with regard to tariff structures,

use of shadow'prices and distribution standards, among the evaluation report's

economic suggestions, is any broad impact on Bank operations beginning to be

visible, and there are still gaps even in the treatment of these subjects.

Particularly with regard to some of the simpler actions proposed, and

largely accepted in principle, such as with regard to use of efficiency indi-

cators and treatment of new connection policies, a more sustained interest by

the Executive Directors, with the posing of relevant questions in discussion

of appraisal reports submitted in support of loan proposals, would undoubtedly

have contributed significantly to securing the required effort in the Bank.

But the principal reasons for limited operational effectiveness of

many of the most important suggestions in the evaluation report must be the

shortage of economists in the Bank to work on power projects and the partial

diversion of effort that became necessary late in 1973 to assess the impli-

cations for borrowirg countries of the.drastic changes in oil prices that

then occurred. Review of the staff situation shows that the economist man-
in electric power

years effectively devoted to direct operational work/has in fact fallen

from about three in FY 1972 to only about two in FY 1974, partly for shortage

of staff and partly because what public utility economists are available in

several Regions have tended to be used primarily for work on water supply.

As of July 1974 as many as half of the six economist positions in the Bank

which might be considered to be principally for power work (including research)

were vacant. Several departments seem to have found it very difficult to
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recruit people with the competence and experience to work on electri:. power

economics. As regards the 'energy clisis', it did undoubtedly harmi-er the

transposition of research results into practical guidelines, effective review

of Bank reports on electric power from the economic point of view and,

most important of all, demonstration in the field of the 
methods ard procedures

proposed. That it is this scarcity of available economic expertise 
which

has been the main problem is also suggested by the fact that 
the suggestions

of the evaluation report with regard to institutional and engineering matters,

admittedly fewer and less novel, can be said to have been implemented much

more broadly than those with a heavily economic aspect.

On the assumption that the Bank responds to the 'energy crisis' not

by using electric power as an easy means of making 
large resource transfers

but rather by continuing past policies of seeking projects through 
which

a special contribution can be made to improvement of 
borrowers' institutions

and policies - as is strongly implied by the Bank's new program for 
FY 1974-78.-

then the principal need now appears to be for special effort on application 
of

research results already reached (e.g. on system extensions and rural elec-

trification) and on spreading more widely the more systematic approaches

already beginning to be applied on topics such as shadow prices and distri-

bution standards. The following proposed actions should help considerably:

1. Prepare a plan for recruitment of power economists after re-

assessing the Bank's specific needs and possible sources.

2. Make it a standard practice that guidelines and policy advice

will only be issued - even on relatively simple topics like efficiency

indicators - in conjunction with at least one practical demonstration,

for a specific project, by the author of the policy work.
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3. Make provision in the EDI budget as soon as possible for

introduction of the course already envisaged for senior power

utility staff (anI perhaps auditors and consultants) on tariff

structures, rural electrification, reliability standards, economic

justification of power projects, so as to disseminate the valuable

work done on those topics in the Bank in the last two years and make

borrowers more demanding on their consultants in regard to these

matters.

4. Pr.epare a brief guideline to Bank staff on review of con-

sultant terms of reference for power project feasibility and sys-

tem planning studies, as an easy reminder of subjects 
vh ich would

normally need to be included, such as responsibility for training

in planning, use of shadow prices, systematic treatment of 
reliabi-

lity standards and possible alternatives to those proposed.

5. Update the appraisal checklists and appraisal report outlines

in respect of (a) company's new connection policies, (b) company's

fiscal contribution, (c) generating reserve margin, (d) utility per-

formance indicators.
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